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Zusammenfassung

Selbstadaptive Softwaresysteme sind in der Lage, sich an die Heterogenität heutiger

Computersysteme anzupassen. Adaptionen ermöglichen eine korrekte Funktionsweise

trotz unterschiedlicher Computerplattformen, Fähigkeiten, Konfigurationen und Kon-

textsituationen. Hierfür muss das Softwaresystem trotz der Änderungen durch Adap-

tionen immer korrekt funktionieren. Um dieses Ziel zu erreichen kann Verifikation

zur Designzeit mit einer Analyse zur Laufzeit kombiniert werden. Eine Verifikation

zur Designzeit ermöglicht die frühzeitige Erkennung und Beseitigung von Problemen.

Allerdings ist der Zustandsraum, welcher durch Adaption erreicht werden kann, oft sehr

groß oder, in einigen Fällen, zur Designzeit nicht vollständig bekannt. Dies macht eine

komplette Verifikation zur Designzeit unpraktisch oder sogar unmöglich. Analyse zur

Laufzeit hat den Vorteil, dass ein großer Teil der zur Designzeit noch unbekannten Vari-

ablen feststeht. Statt einer Analyse des gesamten Zustandsraumes kann die Laufzeit-

analyse auf dem aktuellen Zustand basieren.

Das korrekte Verhalten der Adaptionen ist einer der Aspekte, die sichergestellt werden

müssen. Adaptionen verursachen Änderungen im Softwaresystem. Diese Änderungen

können miteinander in Konflikt stehen. Das laufende Softwaresystem muss diese Kon-

flikte erkennen können, um auf sie zu reagieren. In dieser Doktorarbeit beschreiben wir

den Trollmann Ansatz zur Erkennung von Adaptionskonflikten. Dieser Ansatz kann zwei

Typen von Adaptionskonflikten erkennen: Adaption-Adaption Konflikte und Adaption-

Konsistenz Konflikte. Adaption-Adaption Konflikte treten auf, wenn Adaptionen sich

gegenseitig beeinflussen. Dies führt dazu, dass verschiedene Reihenfolgen der gleichen

Adaptionen unterschiedliche Ergebnisse liefern. Es kann auch vorkommen, dass nach

einer Adaption eine andere nicht mehr durchgeführt werden kann. Adaption-Konsistenz

Konflikte sind Situationen, in denen die Adaptionen das System in einen inkonsistenten

Zustand führen. Um Adaptionskonflikte zu lösen muss ein selbstadaptives Softwaresys-

tem in der Lage sein, diese zu erkennen.

Modellgetriebene Softwareentwicklung kann verwendet werden, um die Komplexität

der Entwicklung und Handhabung von Softwaresystemen zu reduzieren. Bei einigen

Ansätzen bleiben die Modelle zur Laufzeit erhalten und werden mit dem laufenden Soft-

waresystem synchronisiert. Der Trollmann Ansatz basiert auf einem solchen Ansatz.

Adaptionen und Konsistenzbedingungen können auf diesen Modellen beschrieben wer-

den. Als Formale Basis definieren wir einen Formalismus, der in der Lage ist, mehrere

Modelle und deren Relation zu repräsentieren. Dieser Formalismus kann mit Graph

Transformation und mit Nested Conditions kombiniert werden, um Adaptionen und

Konsistenzbedingungen zu beschreiben. Basierend auf dieser Kombination von For-
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malismen definieren wir eine Analysemethode für Adaptionskonflikte. Die Analyse

ermöglicht die Erkennung beider Konfliktarten. Für erkannte Konflikte werden die

beteiligten Adaptionen, Modellelemente und elementaren Adaptionsoperationen (Er-

stellen und Löschen von Modellelementen) extrahiert.

Das korrekte Verhalten des Trollmann Ansatzes wird durch Theoreme beschrieben und

in der Arbeit bewiesen. Zusätzlich beschreiben wir die Implementierung des Trollmann

Ansatzes im Rahmen des Eclipse Modeling Frameworks. Diese Implementierung wurde

genutzt, um die Konflikterkennung im Rahmen eines Forschungsprojektes an der TU

Berlin zu evaluieren.
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Abstract

Self-adaptive software systems aim to cope with the heterogeneity of todays comput-

ing environments by adjusting themselves. Adaptations enable the software system

to function correctly despite different computing platforms, capabilities, configurations

and context-of-use situations. Self-adaptive software systems need to assure correct be-

haviour despite the changes imposed by adaptations. To achieve this goal design time

verification can be complemented with run time assurance. Design time verification

enables the detection and resolution of problems at design time. However, due to its

adaptations the state space of a self-adaptive software system is often very large or, in

some cases, partially unknown at design. This makes a complete verification impractical

or even impossible. Run time assurance methods profit from the fact that a lot of the

variables that are free at design time are bound at run time. Instead of a verification

of the complete state space such methods can concentrate on assuring that there are no

failures in the current state of the software system.

One aspect that needs to be assured at run time is the correct behaviour of the adaptation

itself. Adaptations denote changes in the software system that can be in conflict with

each other. The running software system needs to be able to detect these conflicts to

resolve them. In this thesis we present the Trollmann approach to adaptation conflict

detection. This approach is able to detect two types of adaptation conflicts: adaptation-

adaptation and adaptation-consistency conflicts. Adaptation-adaptation conflicts are

situations in which adaptations impact each other, leading to different results when

applied in different order. The application of one adaptation can even disable another

adaptation. Adaptation-consistency conflicts are situations in which adaptations leave

the software system in an inconsistent state. The running software system needs to be

able to detect and resolve these conflicts.

Model driven engineering has been applied to tame the complexity of the development

and management of software systems. The Trollmann approach assumes a model driven

engineering approach in which the models are available at run time and reflect the cur-

rent state of the software system, its adaptations and its consistency requirements. The

detection of adaptation conflicts is based on these models. As formal foundation for the

approach we define the formalism graph diagrams that can be used to represent multiple

models and their relation. This formalism is combined with graph transformation and

nested conditions to describe adaptations and consistency requirements. Based on this

combination of formalisms we define analysis methods for adaptation conflicts. These

analysis methods are able to detect both types of conflicts and to point out the adapta-

tions, model elements and elementary adaptation actions (i.e., the creation and deletion
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of model elements) that are involved in the conflict. This information can be used by a

conflict resolution mechanism.

The correct behaviour of the Trollmann approach is described by a set of theorems that

are proven in this thesis. In addition, we present an implementation of the Trollmann

approach in the scope of the Eclipse Modeling Framework. This implementation has

been used to evaluate the performance of the analysis algorithms and test the approach

in the scope of a research project at the TU Berlin.
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1. Introduction

Mark Weiser coined the notion of ubiquitous computing, predicting that “In the 21st
century the technology revolution will move into the everyday, the small and the invis-
ible.”[1]. In this vision computing can happen everywhere and anywhere. A software
system in such environments can run on various platforms with different properties and
a software system that has been designed with one specific platform in mind can be sub-
optimal on other platforms. Accordingly, there is huge potential for software systems
to optimise themselves to fit the environment, the capabilities of available devices, the
user or the current situation. Software systems that are able to “adjust their behaviour
in response to their perception of the environment and the system itself”[2] are called
self-adaptive software (SAS) systems. One example of an adaptable aspect of a software
system is its user interface (UI). Applying the notion of ubiquitous computing to this
domain leads to ubiquitous user interfaces that can adapt themselves to the current
context of use [3].
The development of SAS systems is a complex task. Zhang et al. refer to a non-

adaptive software system as a steady-state program. A steady-state program is “a
non-adaptive program suited for a specific set of environmental conditions”[4]. In this
view a SAS system consists of a set of steady-state programs and adaptations, which
represent transitions between the steady state programs. The development of a SAS
system requires the additional effort of analysing potential environment conditions and
specifying how the SAS system adapts to them.
All reachable steady-state programs of a SAS system need to function correctly. Thus,

the assurance of SAS systems is also considerably more complex than the assurance of
steady-state programs. The state space of potential steady-state programs can be large
and most context variables are unknown at design time. Due to these problems Zhang
et al. state that static design time techniques alone are “insufficient to provide assur-
ance for complex adaptive programs”[4]. This is even more evident in open-adaptation
approaches which change the adaptive behaviour and thus the state space of reachable
steady-state programs at run time [5]. For these reasons design time analysis meth-
ods need to be complemented with run time assurance methods. At run time most of
the context variables that are unknown at design time can be derived from the current
context. The analysis can be limited to the current steady-state program and some of
the surrounding states and adaptations to reduce complexity. Since the developer of
the software system is usually not available to resolve or avoid detected problems run
time assurance mechanisms need to be complemented with the capability to resolve any
detected issues automatically or in cooperation with the user.
Model driven engineering (MDE) [6] has been applied to manage the complexity of the

development of software systems such as SAS systems. In this approach the development
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of a software system is based on models at various levels of abstraction. Such models can
also be used for assurance, for instance via model checking [7], which is traditionally used
to check models of hardware systems but has also been applied to software systems [8].
Model-based methods also play an important role in run time assurance in combination
with run time modelling approaches like models@run.time [9]. Such approaches utilize
models during the runtime of a software system and make them available for tasks like
adaptation, analysis or assurance. The use of models@run.time for assurance has been
subject to considerable discussion. Recently the models@run.time community proposed
a research roadmap for the use of models@run.time for run time assurance [10].
In this thesis we deal with a sub problem of run time assurance: the detection of

adaptation conflicts. Adaptation conflicts can result from the application of adapta-
tions to the current steady-state program. Two kinds of adaptation conflicts can be
distinguished: conflicts between adaptations and conflicts between adaptations and con-
sistency requirements. Consistency requirements can be interpreted as a set of conditions
that all steady-state programs need to fulfil. The aim of this thesis is to detect these
conflicts and provide information that can be used by a conflict resolution mechanism.
Different resolution strategies can be based on this information. Developing, analysing
and comparing these strategies will be done in future work.
Our approach to conflict detection is called the Trollmann approach. This approach

is based on models@run.time. It assumes that the current steady-state program, its
adaptations and its consistency requirements are represented by models that can be
subject to analyses. The analysis algorithms assume that these models are described
in a formal framework that is part of the approach. This formal framework is able to
express models of different modelling language and is thus independent of the models
used to describe the current steady-state program in a specific software framework.
In the following sections we detail the topic, goals and contributions of this thesis (cf.

Section 1.1) and describe how they are related to the structure (cf. Section 1.2).

1.1. Goals and Contributions

Our main goal is to develop a framework for runtime adaptation conflict analysis in a
models@run.time based SAS system. The analysis needs to be able to detect adaptation
conflicts and derive information about reasons for detected conflicts.
Adaptation conflicts can be grouped in two categories: adaptation-adaptation conflicts

and adaptation-consistency conflicts. An adaptation-adaptation conflict occurs when
different orders of the same adaptations lead to different steady-state programs or are
not possible at all. In these situations the running software system needs a way to
decide in which order to execute these adaptations. Adaptation-consistency conflicts
occur when adaptation leaves the software system in an inconsistent state (i.e. violating
some consistency requirement). The running software system needs to detect them to
preserve or re-establish consistency.
A complete analysis of adaptation conflicts at design time is not always possible. The

state space of steady-state programs determined by adaptations can be large, infinite or
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partially unknown at design time. In such cases a run time analysis is required to avoid
adaptation conflicts.
Models@run.time are a good basis for the run time detection of adaptation conflicts. In

a models@run.time approach the models are connected with the running software system
in such a way that the models always reflect the current state of the software system and
can be manipulated to cause adaptations. Accordingly, adaptations and consistency re-
quirements can be expressed based on these models. This high level representation of the
software system and its adaptations and consistency requirements provides suitable in-
put for conflict analysis. Further details on the models@run.time approach are presented
in Section 2.1.6. The analysis should provide information about detected conflicts. The
purpose of this information is to inform run time conflict resolution mechanisms about
reasons for detected conflicts.
Our main research question is the following:

How can models@run.time be used for the run time detection of adaptation conflicts
and the provision of information about the detected conflicts?

To answer this research question we define the Trollmann approach to conflict de-
tection. This approach is based on a formalism for run time models, adaptations and
consistency requirements. Our methods for detecting adaptation conflicts and providing
information about detected conflicts are based on this formalism.
In current model driven engineering approaches there is a variety of models. Among

others there are goal modelling approaches like RELAX [11], focusing on the goals of the
software system; behavioural modelling approaches that aim to model the behaviour of
the software system by using state-based models like state charts in the unified modeling
language (UML) [12], architecture models that define components and their connection
like the Wright architecture description language [13], control models that model system
behaviour like the feedback loops for adaptive software systems [14], and user interface
modelling approaches like the models in the Cameleon reference framework [15, 16].
Each of these models can be subject to adaptation and consistency requirements. Thus,
a general approach to conflict detection should be independent of the modelling language
used in the analysed models.
The goal of the formalism in the Trollmann approach is to achieve this independence.

This formalism is not intended to replace existing models and their techniques and
languages. It can represent different modelling languages and can be considered an
alternate representation of the models similar to the idea of an abstract syntax. The
model itself can be implemented in the language and technological space that is best
suited and has an alternative abstract syntax for detection of adaptation conflicts.
Adaptations and consistency requirements are not always restricted to one model at a

time. Models that coexist at runtime are usually related. For example, in UsiXML [17],
a model-based approach to the development of user interfaces, three types of models are
used. A task model describes the tasks of the user and software system. These tasks are
related to interaction elements in an abstract user interface model that enable the user to
accomplish these tasks. The interaction elements describe user interaction independent
of the interaction modality. An additional concrete user interface model contains the
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implementation of these interaction elements in specific modalities. All three models are
related and should be adapted, constrained and analysed together.
Accordingly, the formalism should be able to represent, constrain and adapt multiple

models and their relations. The formalism should also be formally founded to enable
the formulation of analysis methods. In the Trollmann approach we define a formalism,
called graph diagrams, for the representation of models and model relations. We also
show the compatibility of this formalism with graph transformation [18] for representing
adaptations and nested conditions [19] for representing consistency requirements. This
formalism is our first contribution.

Contribution 1. A formalism that is able to represent structure, adaptations and con-
sistency conditions for multiple related models independent of their modelling language

The second contribution is the analysis method for the detection of adaptation con-
flicts. The analysis is based on a representation of the current state of the software sys-
tem, the consistency requirements and the adaptations that are supposed to be applied
in the current state. It can be used to detect conflicts whenever one or more adaptations
are selected to be applied. Our analysis methods are an extension of existing methods
in the area of graph transformation and nested conditions.

Contribution 2. An extension of existing analysis methods to enable the detection of
adaptation conflicts at run time

Our third contribution is an implementation of the Trollmann approach in the scope of
the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [20], a widespread framework for model-based
development. This implementation maps our formalism to EMF models and implements
the analysis methods on this basis. The result is a Java library that can be used in
projects that are based on EMF.

Contribution 3. A proof-of-concept implementation of the analysis methods based on
the Eclipse Modeling Framework

We use this implementation as a proof of concept and to evaluate the complexity of
our analysis methods based on a running example and a case study. The purpose of the
running example is to test the performance of the implemented methods. For this the
running example is amplified to test the influence of several factors on the performance
of the analysis. The purpose of the case study is to evaluate the applicability of the
analysis methods and the proof-of-concept implementation in the scope of a realistic
problem. This evaluation is the fourth contribution.

Contribution 4. An evaluation of the run time behaviour of the implemented methods

In the next section we describe the structure of the thesis and locate the contributions
within this structure.
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1.2. Structure

In this section we explain the structure of the thesis. We also locate the goals and
contributions within the chapters.
In Chapter 2 we present the fundamentals that are required to understand the content

of this thesis. The fundamentals are twofold. On the one hand, model driven engineering
and models@run.time approaches form the conceptual basis of the approach. Section 2.1
describes the author’s views on the main terms used in this thesis. On the other hand,
the formalism and analysis methods defined in this thesis make use of concepts from
graph transformation theory. Section 2.2 describes graph transformation, nested condi-
tions and existing formal results. These results that form the basis of the formalism in
Contribution 1 and the analysis methods in Contribution 2. The main definitions and
theorems referenced in Chapter 2 are provided in Appendix A.
We give a more detailed description of the problem statement in Chapter 3. This

chapter describes adaptation conflicts in detail. It also indicates mechanisms to resolve
such conflicts and derives a set of questions that need to be answered by the analysis
methods from Contribution 2.
In Chapter 4 we review related work. This chapter describes approaches for represent-

ing models and their relations as potential alternatives for the formalism in Contribu-
tion 1. The related work chapter also describes alternatives for representing adaptations
and structural requirements and describes existing approaches that deal with adapta-
tions and the detection of adaptation conflicts.
The case study in Contribution 4 has a central place in this thesis. It is used for the

evaluation of the approach and the implementation. We also use a simplified version of
the case study as running example for the Trollmann approach. Chapter 5 present the
case study and its models.
We describe the Trollmann approach to conflict detection in Chapter 6. This chapter

first presents the prerequisites (cf. Sections 6.1) and the high-level approach (cf. Sec-
tion 6.2) in general terms of model driven engineering. We then describe the simplified
running example (cf. Section 6.3). Subsequently, we define the formalism for represent-
ing models, adaptations and conditions (cf. Section 6.4). In this scope we introduce
Graph Diagrams (Contribution 1) to represent multiple related models. Based on this
formalism we describe the algorithms for the detection of adaptation conflicts (cf. Sec-
tion 6.5 ). This algorithm is Contribution 2. We then elaborate how the formalism and
analysis methods can be used to provide knowledge for conflict resolution (Section 6.6).
This enables us to answer the questions derived in Chapter 3.
The correct behaviour of the analysis methods are formulated as theorems. We provide

proof for these theorems in Appendix B.
Chapter 7 presents the implementation of the analysis methods in the Eclipse Mod-

eling Framework (Contribution 3). In this chapter we discuss the basics of the Eclipse
Modeling Framework and its relation to the formalism of Graph Diagrams. We also de-
scribe the implemented utility classes that allow the execution of the analysis methods
described in Chapter 2. For testing the implementation we apply it to the running exam-
ple from Chapter 6.3. To test the influence of different factors on the performance of our
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algorithms we integrate a way to artificially increase the model size, the number of rules
and the number of conditions. We systematically test different configurations of these
factors and record execution times. Based on these test results we analyse the influence
of the factors on the performance. This analysis is the first part of Contribution 8.
The second part of Contribution 3 is the application of the implementation of the

analysis methods in the scope of the case study from Chapter 5. In Chapter 8 we
describe this evaluation. We present the evaluation criteria and the test setup and give
an interpretation of the results. In this chapter we also discuss the main theorems of the
Trollmann approach and their significance.
Chapter 9 concludes the thesis.
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2. Fundamentals

This chapter describes the conceptual framework for this dissertation. This framework
includes two general topics. The first topic is model driven engineering. In this area of
research several definitions for the main terms exist. Section 2.1 provides the definitions
used in this thesis. In this section we explains and relate the terms model, modelling
language, meta model, model driven engineering, run time, models@run.time, model
transformation and model reconfiguration.
The Trollmann approach is based on results in the framework of M-Adhesive Cate-

gories. Section 2.2 describes M-Adhesive Categories and the relevant results. In this
section we also describe the formalisms of graph transformation and nested conditions.
Finally, we give a brief conclusion of the chapter.

2.1. Model Driven Engineering

Model driven engineering is a wide field of research that is of interest in several research
communities. However, depending on the intended use of models, the definition and
meaning of terms vary. As Favre and Ngyuen observed, the “concepts of model, meta
model and transformation are usually ill-defined in industrial standards like the MDA
or XML”[21]. This section provides the authors understanding of these terms. This
understanding is presented as a set of model relations that are based on the work of
Favre and Mahr. We present the relevant relations step by step.
Section 2.1.1 discusses the definition of models. The definitions of modelling languages

and meta models are given in Section 2.1.2. We describe model transformations and
model reconfigurations in Section 2.1.3. Section 2.1.4 describes model driven engineering.
In this thesis we focus on the run time of a software system. Section 2.1.5 goes into detail
on the term run time and special run time requirements. Models@run.time is a specific
model driven engineering approach that utilizes models during run time of a software
system. We describe this approach in Section 2.1.6.

2.1.1. Models

The term model is widely used, even outside of the software engineering domain. Several
authors have tried to give a description on what makes a model. The Model Driven Ar-
chitecture manual defines a model as “a representation of part of the function, structure
and/or behaviour of a system.”[22], whereas Seidewitz considers any “set of statements
about some system under study”[23] to be a model. Favre describes a general under-
standing on what a model is as “a system that enables to give answers about a system
under study without the need to consider directly this system under study (SUS)”[24].
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Our definition of a model is a synthesis of the definition of Favre [25] and the “Modell
des Modellseins” (english: “model of what a model is”) by Mahr [26].
Both definitions define models based on a set of relations. Favre calls a model that

represents model artifacts and model relations a mega model [25] and distinguishes this
term from a meta model, which is a representation of a modelling language, as discussed
in the next section. We also make use of mega models for model definitions. The mega
model given in this section is extended with further entities and relations in the following
sections. The graphical representation of these mega models is used for a conceptual
description of the approach in Section 6.2.
Both Favre and Mahr concur in that anything can be a model. In accordance with

Favre we use the term system to refer to anything. A system is not recognizable as
a model because of its structure or some inherent properties but because of its rela-
tion to other systems. The definitions of Favre and Mahr focus on these relations. A
combination of both mega models is depicted in Figure 2.1. It contains two relations:
Representation Of and Purpose Of.

Figure 2.1.: Two relations that make a model.

The relation Representation Of reflects that a model represents another system, called
its system under study (SUS). The model can be used to derive knowledge about the
SUS. The representation is usually not complete but restricted to certain aspects of the
system under study. Thus, the model is an abstraction of the system under study that
contains knowledge on some relevant aspects. Both the mega models of Favre and Mahr
contain a notion for this relation. Muller et al. further researched and categorized this
relation into different classes of Representation Of relations [27, 28]. However, for the
purpose of this thesis that level of detail is not required.
The mega model of Mahr also contains a relation called Purpose Of. This relation

denotes that a model, as an abstraction of some other system, is created with a purpose
in mind. This purpose determines which aspects of the system under study need to
be reflected in the model. Favre’s mega model does not contain an explicit notion for
the purpose. However, he states that models “are not expected to be perfect, but just
‘good-enough’ for a given purpose”[25].
One example of a model is the blueprint of a house. The example is shown in Fig-

ure 2.2. The blueprint (model) represents the house (system under study). It can be
used to derive the layout of the rooms or locate walls, staircases and windows. However,
it does not represent all aspects. The colour of the walls is for example not derivable
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Figure 2.2.: Example: A blueprint of a house is a model.

from the blueprint. The blueprint can have several purposes. One example purpose is
shown in the figure. In this case the blueprint is used to discuss the layout of rooms
before building the house. The construction company is not concerned with painting the
walls. For this reason the model does not need to contain knowledge about the colour
of the walls to be used for this purpose.
Depending on the purpose and nature of their models different authors focus on dif-

ferent properties of models. The following properties are usually mentioned:

• Abstraction: This property usually means that a model does not represent all
information about the SUS. This usually refers to the fact that the model only
contains the information that is relevant to the purpose and abstracts from irrele-
vant information.

• Simplification: Simplification can also be understood as abstraction since the
model can be considered simpler as it does not contain irrelevant information.
In some cases this property is also understood as a simplification of access, mean-
ing it is easier to retrieve the information from the model than from the system
under study itself.

• Description and Specification: Some approaches also distinguish between descrip-
tive models and specification models (or prescriptive models) [23, 25]. This is a
property of the purpose of a model. If the purpose of a model is to build the
SUS from the model we say the model is a specification model. If the model is
solely used to retrieve information about an existing SUS it is descriptive. This
distinction is further developed in Section 2.1.6 to characterize models@run.time.

The point of view taken in this section is a very broad one. For example, it also enables
the classification of a Java or C Program as a model as both represent a software system
and are used for the purpose of specifying how the system will behave. As stated above,
this definition can be argued. However, for our purpose this general understanding of
the term model is a sufficient basis.
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2.1.2. Modelling Languages and Meta Models

Modelling languages are an important mechanism for structuring models as they enable
to group models with similar structural properties. We use a simplified view on modelling
languages. This view is in accordance with Favre [24]. Instead of considering syntax,
semantic or constructing grammars, a modelling language is defined as the set of models
that are part of this language.

Figure 2.3.: The meta model for mega models with the relation Conforms To.

A meta model is a model of a modelling language. Different from a mega model, which
describes how models relate to each other and to other artifacts, a meta model describes
the commonalities of models that belong to the same modelling language. A meta model
can describe a common syntax or semantic. This view concurs with Favre who adds a
relation Conforms To to his mega model to denote when a model is conform to a meta
model. Figure 2.3 shows the enhanced mega model with the relation Conforms To. The
mega model in this figure is actually a meta model that can be used to express mega
models. The examples conform to this meta model.
According to Favre a model conforms to a meta model if the meta model represents

the modelling language of the model [24]. If the modelling language is expressed as a set,
the model is an element of the modelling language in set-theoretical sense. This situation
can be seen in the scope of the blueprint example in Figure 2.4. In this example the
modelling language of blueprints is the set of all blueprints and the meta model is the
legend of the blueprint. The blueprint conforms to its legend. Note that the relation
Element Of is not mentioned in the meta model for mega models in Section 2.3 as it
will not be directly referred to in the approach section. It can, however also be used as
a mega-modelling relationship as done by Favre.
A meta model is also a model. Meta models can also be structured in languages

and meta models of their own. The meta model of a meta model is called a meta meta
model. In theory there can be endless meta levels. However in most software engineering
approaches two or three levels are sufficient.
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Figure 2.4.: Example: A blueprint is conform to its legend.

2.1.3. Model Transformation and Model Reconfiguration

Model transformation can also be defined on a general level. Any transformation of a set
of models into a set of other models is called a model transformation independent of the
modelling languages of the source and target model, their relation or purpose. In order
to structure the world of model transformation Mens et al. define a taxonomy [29]. This
taxonomy enables to classify model transformation approaches with regards to properties
of the transformation, e.g., the relations of the source and target model.

Figure 2.5.: The meta model for mega models with the relation Transformed In.

Favre and Nguyen use a mega-modelling relation to denote that a model is trans-
formed into another one [21]. They also discusses that this relation (denoting a so-called
transformation instance) can be treated like any other system, enabling a language of
transformation instances (transformation language), models of transformation languages
(transformation models or transformation specifications) and languages for models of
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transformations. For this thesis the relation Transformed In is sufficient. An extended
version of the meta model for mega models is shown in Figure 2.5.
For the Trollmann approach a special kind of model transformation is important.

The Trollmann approach assumes a run time view and abstracts from how the models
have been developed and whether they have been transformed from each other or other
models during the development phase. Instead, it focuses on the run time models and
their joint evolution. It assumes a fixed set of models that is interpreted at run time
and that run time adaptation is caused by an evolution of these models. This evolution
of models forms a special kind of model transformation, called model reconfiguration.
The properties of a model reconfiguration can be specified by referring to some of the

categorisation characteristics identified by Mens et al. [29]. A model reconfiguration is
a model transformation that is:

• endogenous: The transformation preserves the conformance to meta-models.
This property assures that after the reconfiguration the models still are an element
of the same modelling language.

• horizontal: The transformation leaves the models on the same level of abstrac-
tion. In some modelling languages there is a choice on how detailed the system
under study is modelled. Since the models are supposed to represent the same SUS
and be usable for the same purpose after the transformation they are required to
stay on the same level of abstraction.

Figure 2.6.: Example: The reconfiguration of a blueprint.

In terms of the classification of model transformation approaches given by Czarnecki
and Helsen [30] model reconfiguration can be seen as an in-place transformation that
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changes an existing model instead of creating a new one. Several other authors also use
this terminology (e.g., Bierman et al. [31]).
An example for a model reconfiguration is shown in Figure 2.6. One version of the

blueprint of the house is transformed into a different version with changes in the wall-
configurations. The result of the transformation conforms to the floor plans legend. This
is ensured by the reconfiguration being endogenous. The horizontal property cannot be
seen in the mega model directly as it refers to which knowledge can be derived via the
Representation Of relationship. It can be interpreted as the model being usable for the
same purpose after the transformation.
Model transformations and reconfigurations play an important role in model driven

engineering. The next section describes this approach.

2.1.4. Model Driven Engineering

One of the most prominent uses of models in software engineering is model driven engi-
neering. Favre describes MDE as “a subset of system engineering in which the process
heavily relies on the use of models and model engineering” [25]. Model driven engineer-
ing being a subset of system engineering refers to the goal of MDE, which is to engineer
some kind of system and not the models itself. This system might or might not be a
software system. In MDE this process makes heavy use of models and model engineering
(the process of engineering models).
Favre and Ngyuen [21] state that “the goal of model driven engineering is to drive

the process through a set of reusable transformation functions”. Thus, MDE is closely
related to model transformation. In most model driven engineering approaches the
development of the software system spans multiple models that are transformed from
each other. These models are often related because they represent similar views on the
same aspects of the SUS or have been transformed from each other.
Several approaches to structure this development process in different domains do exist.

However, since the focus of this thesis is on run time aspects we will not go into detail
on model driven engineering and a classification of development approaches.
Although in classical MDE the purpose of the models is to generate the final software

system, it can be advantageous to keep the models alive even while the system is running.
One such approach is the models@run.time approach. Runtime and models@run.time
are described in the next two sections.

2.1.5. Run Time

The lifecycle of a software system can be divided into several phases. Among others, we
can distinguish the time when a system is designed (design time), developed (develop-
ment time), loaded into memory (load time), tested (test time) and when it is executed
(run time). These phases can sometimes intersect and the development process can in
general go through these phases in an arbitrary order and in multiple iterations. Each
phase can rely on models. This section characterizes the implications of run time for
modelling approaches.
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In most MDE approaches models are used to support the developer during the en-
gineering process. The finished product, usually a complex software system, does not
contain the original models but is created from them via model transformations. For
instance, the Model Driven Architecture [22] specifies that the development starts with
a computation independent model (CIM) of the software system and via model transfor-
mation stepwise generates and defines a platform independent model (PIM), a platform
specific model (PSM) and a platform model. In software engineering the platform model
is usually some byte code which can be executed. The purpose of the CIM, PIM and
PSM is to ease the development process. They are not available during the run time of
the developed software system.
The reason why most conventional MDE approaches do not carry over the models

to run time is that the models have been designed to be used by the developer of the
software system who isn’t available at run time. The purpose of run time models on the
other hand is to aid the running software system. This different purpose and the use at
run time imply the following set of potential limiting factors for run time models:

• high level of automation: At run time the user is usually the only human agent
that can interact with the models. The software system cannot assume the user
to be a domain expert. Thus, processes involving run time models usually involve
minimal or no user involvement. Accordingly, these processes need to be highly or
completely automated.

• low resource use: In many running software systems resource consumption is an
important concern. Depending on where the software system is deployed it may
be severely restricted in resources like memory or energy consumption. Run time
processes involving models should also regard this aspect.

• low execution times: One particular resource that is often critical is execution time.
Processes involving models in a running system are usually more constrained in
this parameter than design time processes.

Naturally, all three characteristics highly depend on the specific software system and
its domain. For example, the brake mechanism should react within a matter of mil-
liseconds (or even less) and, apart from the user triggering the process, should be fully
automated. Interaction inside of a graphical user interface on the other hand can take
up to several seconds [32] and might even involve additional interaction with the user if
the software system needs information to perform its tasks.
In addition to these limiting factors, the use of models during run time can have

considerable benefits. During the design of the software system the actual environment
is often unknown. At run time many of the free variables are bound which enables more
precise analysis and reasoning processes based on these models.

2.1.6. Models@run.time

One approach for using models during the run time of a software system is called mod-
els@run.time [9]. Although the exact understanding on what makes a model@run.time
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is still under discussion in the community, Blair et al. have a preliminary definition. Ac-
cording to this definition, a model@run.time is “a causally connected self-representation
of the associated system that emphasizes the structure, behaviour, or goals of the sys-
tem from a problem space perspective”[9]. Starting from this perspective I and Grze-
gorz Lehmann developed a general understanding and classification framework for mod-
els@run.time. The views presented in this section have been developed in this collabo-
ration but have been simplified to fit the purpose of this thesis.
From the definition of Blair et al. several key concepts in models@run.time can be

extracted. The first is the model being a self-representation, meaning that the model is
a part of the running software system. Blairs definition gives some examples (structure,
behaviour, goals) of the aspects the model@run.time can represent. These examples can
be considered to be incomplete. In general a model@run.time can represent any aspect
of the running system, e.g., its user interface or context or use. The main thing that
makes a model during the systems run time a model@run.time is that the model and its
system under study are in causal connection.
The causal connection has been defined by Pattie Maes in the context of computational

reflection [33]. In the context of models it describes that the model and its system
under study can evolve to remain consistent even when one of them changes. This can
be decomposed into two directions depending on whether the original change occurs
in the model or the SUS. This is similar to the distinction between description and
specification (or prescriptive) models made by Favre [25] and Seidewitz [23]. Grzegorz
Lehmann, Marco Blumendorf and I applied this distinction to models that co-exist and
co-evolve with their SUS, leading to the notion of prescriptive and descriptive causal
connection [34]. The direction is interpreted from the point of view of the model. The
descriptive causal connection means that the model describes the system under study and
accordingly, if the SUS changes the model needs to reflect these changes (if they concern
the aspects the model represents). If the model is in prescriptive causal connection to
the system under study it can change to cause changes in the SUS. In this case the
SUS can adapt to encompass changes in the model. A model can be in both descriptive
and prescriptive causal connection, meaning some aspects reflected in the model are
represented in a descriptive way and some are reflected in a prescriptive way.
We define a model@run.time as a model that is used at run time and is in causal

connection (either descriptive or prescriptive) with its system under study. We use a new
relation Prescriptive For to represent this connection. If the model is prescriptive for its
SUS during the software systems run time they are in prescriptive causal connection. If
the SUS is prescriptive for its model they are in descriptive causal connection. Figure 2.7
shows the extended meta model for mega models.
The running example of a blueprint is not a model at run time. Although the blueprint

can be used after the building has been finished (i.e., at run time of the building), it
will neither change when the building structure changes (it is not in descriptive causal
connection) nor will changes of the blueprint lead to changes in the building (it is not
in prescriptive causal connection). For this reason a different example is used for mod-
els@run.time. This example can be seen in Figure 2.8. It consists of a voodoo puppet,
which represents an unfortunate person. The way this puppet is supposed to work is
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Figure 2.7.: The meta model for mega models with the relation Prescriptive For.

Figure 2.8.: Example: A voodoo puppet can be considered a model@run.time.

that if the puppet is injured, for example by sticking a needle in it, the human will
be injured accordingly. Thus, the puppet is in Prescriptive For relation to the human
during run time (which in this example can be interpreted as either the persons life time
or the time of the voodoo ceremony, depending on what is the target system).
The importance of the causal connection for software engineering lies in its role in

synchronizing the run time model with its SUS. The current state of the software system
is reflected in its models, either because the models have been manipulated to cause
the change in the first place (prescriptive causal connection) or because the change is
propagated to the models (descriptive causal connection). This is advantageous for run
time modelling approaches as it enables the analysis and manipulation of the models
in place of the running system based on the assumption that the causal connection
propagates changes correctly.
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2.2. M-Adhesive Categories

This section describes results from the area ofM-adhesive categories [35]. The notion of
M-adhesive category has been defined as a generalization of properties that are required
to proof the main results in graph transformation theory. A modelling language is an
M-adhesive category, if it can be expressed as a category that fulfils a set of conditions.
These conditions ensure that main results in graph transformation theory hold for this
modelling language.
In Section 2.2.1 we describeM-adhesive categories. In the following sections we define

graph transformation (cf. Section 2.2.2) and nested conditions (cf. Section 2.2.3). M-
adhesive categories enable the application of several theoretical results. We summarize
these results in Section 2.2.4. The formalism of attributed typed graphs is the basis for
graph diagrams. We present this formalism in Section 2.2.5. For readability the formal
definitions are omitted from this section. The reader can find them in Appendix A.

2.2.1. Definition of M-Adhesive Categories

In order to represent adaptations and structural conditions the Trollmann approach uses
the formalisms graph transformation and nested conditions. These formalisms can be
applied to several modelling languages. They are formulated on a general basis to avoid
repeated proofs for major results in graph transformation theory for each modelling
language. This basis is category theory. A category abstracts a modelling language as
a collection of objects and morphisms. The objects represent all valid models of the
modelling language. The morphisms represent mappings or functions between them.

In order to proof the main results in algebraic graph transformation a category needs
to have certain properties. Lack and Sobocinski defined adhesive categories for this pur-
pose [36]. Ehrig et al. extended this type of categories to high-level replacement (HLR)
categories [37]. HLR categories have been extended to horizontal and vertical weak
adhesive HLR categories, also called M-adhesive categories [35]. The purpose of these
extensions is to capture the requirements for proofs in algebraic graph transformations
in as weak a form as possible in order to enable the application of these results to as
many modelling languages as possible.
The definition of vertical weak adhesive categories is given in Definition 25 in Ap-

pendix A.1. It describes the properties that a category, together with a class of M of
monomorphisms, needs to fulfil. Some prominentM-adhesive categories are the category
of sets Sets, the category of graphs Graphs and the category of Petri Nets PTNets
where in all these examples the classM consists of all monomorphisms.
Some categorial constructions preserve theseM-adhesive properties [38]. Several cat-

egories can be derived from existingM-adhesive categories via these constructions. We
make use of the construction of a functor category to define graph diagrams.
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2.2.2. Graph Transformation

This section describes the basic notions of graph transformation in the double pushout
approach. The main definitions are given in Appendix A.2. For a more detailed review
of graph transformation the reader may refer to [38].
Traditionally there are two main approaches for graph transformation. The double

pushout approach [18] and the single pushout approach [39]. In this thesis we utilise
graph transformation in the double pushout approach. The definitions are formulated
on the level of category theory assuming anM-adhesive category.
The definition of a production, also called graph transformation rule, is given in Defi-

nition 26 in Appendix A.2. A production is a description on how to transform a pattern
L, called the left hand side, into a pattern R, called the right hand side. This is done
via an intermediate model K and two morphisms l and r that map K into L and R
respectively. The morphism l describes which elements are removed when applying the
production. The morphisms r describes which elements are added.

Figure 2.9.: Example: A graph transformation production.

Figure 2.9 contains an example for a graph transformation production. The production
operates on attributed types graphs. This formalism will be described in Section 2.2.5.
The transformation substitutes a button by a label. Its left hand side contains a layout
vector, containing a button. In the morphism l the button is removed. In the morphism
r a label is added.
A production can be applied to any occurrence of the pattern specified by L. This

occurrence is defined by a morphism that maps L into the transformed model. This
morphism is called a match morphism. A transformation can be derived if this morphism
exists and fulfils certain properties. During the transformation the occurrence of L in
G is substituted by R. This yields an object from the same category (i.e. modelling
language). Graph transformation is a heterogeneous technique for model transformation.
Thus, it is a suitable technique for model reconfiguration. The application of graph
transformation productions is formally defined in Definition 27 in Appendix A.2
Our analysis for adaptation conflicts is essentially an analysis of adaptations implied

by graph transformation productions. A production can be applied in multiple ways to
a model if multiple match morphisms exist. A specific adaptation is thus represented by
a graph transformation production in combination with a match morphism. This pair
forms a so-called production application. It can be defined as follows:
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Definition 1 (Production Application). A production application pa = (p,m) for an

object G consists of a graph transformation production p = (L
l← K

r→ R) and a match

morphisms m : L→ G such that a direct transformation G
p,m⇒ H exists.

A production application contains a graph transformation production that is supposed
to be applied to an object G and the match morphism that determines how it will be
applied. This represents a specific transformation and can be used for analysing the
effects of the graph transformation production before applying it. Definition 1 assumes
a direct transformation to exist. This is fulfilled if the match satisfies a certain condition,

called gluing condition [38], which implies that the pushout complement of K
l→ L

m→ G
exists. This assures that the removal operation is well-defined.

2.2.3. Nested Conditions

This section gives an overview about the formalism of nested conditions. This formalism
is able to describe constraints on objects of a category as well as application conditions
that can be appended to graph transformation productions to restrict their applicability.
The definitions in this thesis are based on the definitions in [19]. A more detailed
description of nested conditions can be found there. Nested conditions are described on
the basis of category theory and can be used in anyM-adhesive category.

A nested condition consists of a Boolean formula over model structures. The elements
true, false, ∧, ∨, ¬ and ⇒ are defined as expected and can be used to build complex
formulas. The quantors ∀ and ∃ are the only elements that are evaluated based on
the model structure. Both consist of a pattern, described by a morphism, and an inner
(nested) condition. The existence quantifier states that for at least one occurrence of the
pattern in the model structure the inner condition has to be fulfilled, while the universal
quantifier states that the inner condition has to be fulfilled for all occurrences. The
complete definition of nested conditions is given in Definition 28 in Section A.3.
A nested condition can be satisfied by a morphism or an object. The satisfiability of

objects can be used to formulate global constraints. These constraints can be evaluated
on any object of the respective modelling language. The satisfiability of a morphism
is important when formulating application conditions for graph transformation produc-
tions. Nested conditions can be used as left application conditions (evaluated before
applying a production) or right application conditions (evaluated after the application
of a production).

Figure 2.10.: Example: A nested condition.
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Figure 2.10 contains an example for a nested condition. The condition consists of
two nesting level. The outer level is an all-quantifier. It is interpreted as: without
precondition (left hand side of the morphism is empty) for all layout vectors (right hand
side of the morphism) the inner condition holds. The inner condition is an existence
quantifier, requiring all layout vectors to contain a label. Thus, the overall condition
requires each layout vector to contain a label.

2.2.4. Existing Theoretical Results

This section describes existing results in the context of M-adhesive categories in com-
bination with graph transformation and nested conditions. The Trollmann approach is
based on the following main results:

• parallel and sequential independence: A notion for independence of graph trans-
formation productions in parallel and sequential cases. The notion of parallel de-
pendence is used to detect adaptation-adaptation conflicts. The relation between
both types of independencies is described in the Local Church Rosser Theorem.

• concurrency and Parallelism Theorem: Enables to join multiple parallel applicable
production applications into one according to the Parallelism Theorem.

• generation of preconditions: Enables to generate preconditions for a graph trans-
formation production from a global nested condition.

The application of the Local Church Rosser and Parallelism Theorem require a finitary
M-adhesive category with M-initial object [40]. These restrictions are described in
the first Subsection. Subsequently, we present independence, the Local Church Rosser
Theorem, the Parallelism Theorem and the generation of left application conditions.

Restrictions

According to Gabriel et al. [40] the application of general results in graph transformation
theory to M-adhesive categories requires two restrictions. The category needs to be a
finitary M-adhesive category and needs to contain an M-initial object. The finitary
restriction (See Definition 29 in Section A.1) requires all objects in the category to be
finite. This requirement excludes objects with infinite substructures like graphs with an
infinite number of nodes or edges. If this requirement is fulfilled the category is finite.
The finitary restriction is preserved by functor and comma category construction.

Accordingly, if the underlying categories are finitary, the result of these constructions
is also finitary [40]. We make use of this fact in the definition of graph diagrams over
attributed typed graphs.
The second condition requires anM-initial object. This is defined in Definition 30 in

Section A.1. For an initial object a morphism to all other objects of the category exists.
If all of these morphisms are in the classM this object isM-initial.

These two conditions enable the application of the Local Church-Rosser, Parallelism,
Concurrency, Embedding, Extension, and Local Confluence Theorem and also enables
the generation of preconditions from global nested conditions [40].
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Independence of Graph Transformation Productions and the Local Church Rosser
Theorem

This section describes parallel and sequential independence of graph transformation
productions and the Local Church Rosser Theorem. The definitions and theorem are
contained in Appendix A.5.
Definition 31 in Appendix A.5 defines the condition for two graph transformation

productions to be parallel independent. This condition requires the existence of two
morphisms. Each of these morphisms maps the left hand side of one production to
the result of the first application step of the other production. Intuitively this can be
interpreted as all elements, required to apply one production, still being available after
the deletion step of the other production.
The definition of sequential independence, given in Definition 32 in Appendix A.5, is

similar to parallel independence. Again, two morphisms are required. One morphism
maps the left hand side of the second production to the result of the first step of the
first productions. This morphism assures that the elements the second production needs
to be applied are not among the elements added by the first production. The second
morphism maps the right hand side of the first production to the result of the first step
of the application of the second production. This assures that the second production
does not remove any element the first production requires to be applied.

Figure 2.11.: Illustration of the Local Church-Rosser Theorem.

The Local Church-Rosser Theorem is shown in Theorem 11 in Appendix A.5 and
illustrated in Figure 2.11. This theorem states that two parallel independent productions
p1 and p2 can be applied in any order yielding the same result and that each of the orders
are sequential independent. It also states that two sequentially independent productions
are also parallel independent.
The notion of parallel independence and the Local Church-Rosser theorem are the

basis for the detection of adaptation-adaptation conflicts in the Trollmann approach.

Parallelism Theorem

The effect of two parallel independent productions can be merged into a single production
that encompasses the changes of both productions. In this section we describe the notion
of parallel productions and the parallelism theorem. The formal definitions are provided
in Appendix A.6. The definition of a parallel production is based on an adhesive HLR
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system. An adhesive HLR system consists of anM-adhesive category (C,M) and a set
of graph transformation productions.
The construction of a parallel production is described in Definition 33 in Appendix A.6.

The parallel production consists of the coproduct of each component of the two produc-
tions. In set-based categories the coproduct in sets is a component-wise disjoint union.
Given a set of productions, the left hand side, right hand side and context objects are
united and form the parallel production.
It is also possible to extend the notion of production application to a parallel produc-

tion application. This is described in Definition 2. It can be constructed if the produc-
tions contained in the production application are parallel independent. The production
in the parallel production application is the parallel production for the contained pro-
duction applications. The match of the parallel production is derived from the matches
of the joint productions. According to the universal property of the coproduct, a match
morphism with this property always exists.

Figure 2.12.: Construction of the match morphism for parallel production applications
using the universal property of the coproduct.

Definition 2 (Parallel Production Application). Given a set of n production applications

pi = ((Li
li← Ki

ri→ Ri),mi) with i ∈ {1, ..., |Prod|} that are pairwise parallel independent,
the parallel production application p = ((L

l← K
r→ R),m) consists of the parallel

production (L
l← K

r→ R) of all (Li
li← Ki

ri→ Ri) and match m. m is induced by the
universal property of the coproduct for mi as shown in Figure 2.12.

The parallelism theorem is given in Theorem 12 in Appendix A.6. The theorem states
that instead of applying a sequence of transformations, the parallel production can be
applied. In combination with the Local Church-Rosser Theorem this means that instead
of two parallel independent productions the parallel production can be applied.
Since the approach and proof sections often consider the result of the application

of graph transformation productions we define a shortcut notation for it. This short-
cut defines the operator apply to denote that a set of parallel independent production
applications is applied to the same object. This function is defined as follows:

Definition 3 (apply). Given an object G and a set of parallel independent production
applications Prods that are matched to G, apply(G,Prods) denotes the result of the
application of the parallel production application for Prods to G.
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Generation of Left Application Conditions from Nested Conditions

As shown by Habel and Pennemann [19] global nested conditions can be transformed
into right application and left application conditions. This technique can be utilised
to generate left application conditions for a global condition. The two theorems that
describe this behaviour are contained in Appendix A.7.
Theorem 13 describes that global conditions can be converted into right application

conditions such that the result of the transformation fulfils the global condition exactly
when the comatch fulfils this right application condition.
It is also possible to transform right application conditions into equivalent left appli-

cation conditions. This is stated in Theorem 14. In combination both theorems enable
the transformation of a global nested condition into a right application condition and
then into a left application conditions. The advantage of this is the option to check the
left application conditions before applying the production. The construction operations
for both theorems can be found in [19].

2.2.5. Attributed Typed Graphs

The formalism defined in the Trollmann approach is based on attributed typed graphs.
It makes use of this formalism to represent models and their modelling languages. At-
tributed typed graphs have already been used to describe a variety of modelling lan-
guages. A detailed definition of attributed typed graphs is given in [41]. The main
definitions are contained in Appendix A.8. Attributed typed graphs are based on at-
tributed graphs, E-graphs, and plain graphs. This section describes these formalisms.
The basis for attributed typed graphs are graphs as defined in Definition 34 in Ap-

pendix A.8. A graph consists of a set of nodes and a set of edges. Each edge connects
one node with one other node.
E-graphs form the basis for annotating graphs with data. Definition 35 in Ap-

pendix A.8 defines E-graphs. An E-graph is a graph that, in addition to its graph
nodes, contains a set of data nodes. These data nodes represent pieces of data that can
be annotated in the graph. These annotations are described as data edges. In addition
to the normal graph edges an E-graph contains two types of data edges. Node attribute
edges relate graph nodes and data nodes and thus annotate data to the nodes of the
graph. Similarly, edge attribute edges relate the graphs edges with data nodes in order
to annotate data to the edges of the graph. Accordingly, an E-graph is a graph with
data annotated to its nodes and edges.
A morphism on E-graphs consists of mappings between the respective graph nodes

and edges and between the data nodes and edges. This mapping has to be consistent
with the source and target of the graph and attribute edges. Accordingly, the morphism
can only map between graphs that are compatible in their E-graph structure and in the
annotated node and edge attributes.
One typical way to represent data structures are algebraic signatures and algebras.

Attributed graphs are a combination of this concept and E-Graphs. This combination is
established via the data nodes in the E-Graph, which consist of elements from the data
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in the algebra. The definition of attributed graphs and morphisms on them is given
in Definition 36 in Appendix A.8. Morphisms map between attributed graphs that
contain algebras over the same signature. They are E-Graph morphisms that contain an
additional algebra homomorphism that describe the relations between the data elements.

Figure 2.13.: Example: An attributed graph morphism.

Figure 2.13 shows an example for an attributed graph morphism. The morphism is
indicated by dashed arrows. It maps an attributed graph representing a user interface
window with some layout elements to another one, containing the same elements and an
additional button. The dashed arrows indicate the mapping of nodes. In addition, the
edges of both graphs as well as attributes are mapped.
One important concept in higher level languages is the concept of typing. It enables

the definition of specific types of elements. This concept is also useful on attributed
graphs as it enables the definition of node and edge types and the definition of struc-
tural restrictions, concerning which edge types can connect which node types and which
attribute types can be annotated to them. Definition 37 in Appendix A.8 describes a
typing concept on attributed graphs leading to attributed typed graphs (ATGs). The
types are specified by a dedicated attributed graph, called the type graph. The nodes,
edges and attributes of this graph represent node, edge, and attribute types. The typing
relation is established via a morphism between the typed graph and the type graph.
Morphisms between attributed typed graphs need to preserve all types.
The example in Figure 2.14 shows one attributed typed graph and its typing morphism.

The attributed graph on the right hand side is the type graph and defines node types like
Window, edge types like root layout and attribute types like width. All elements in the
ATG on the left hand side are mapped to the corresponding elements in the type graph.
As a shortcut notation this mapping is indicated by the node types and the names of
the attributes and edges.
In many modelling languages the concept of type inheritance allows for an easier

definition of concept that are shared amongs a group of types. An inheritance concept,
as described in Definition 38 in Appendix A.8, can enable a more convenient description
of a modelling language in the type graph. This is achieved by a set of inheritance edges,
describing the inheritance structure for node types. Morphisms have to map all nodes
and edges in accordance with their type. Figure 2.15 shows an example for a type graph
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Figure 2.14.: Example: Typing in attributed graphs.

with inheritance. The node types Window, Layout Vector and Button all inherit from
the type UI Element and thus can all have the attributes width and height.

Figure 2.15.: Example: A type graph with node type inheritance.

For a given attributed type graph (without inheritance edges) there is a category
AGraphsATG of all attributed graphs typed over ATG [41]. This category in combination
with the classM of all injective attributed typed graph morphisms with isomorphic data
type is an M-adhesive category [38]. The category of ATGs with inheritance can be
formally founded in this category. Ehrig et al. show that a flattening construction can
be used to map attributed typed graphs with node type inheritance to normal attributed
typed graphs [38].
Regarding the required restrictions from Section 2.2.4 the category (AGraphsATG,M)

is not finitary and does not have M-initial objects. The category is not finitary as it
contains attributed typed graphs with an infinite number of nodes or edges. The category
needs to be restricted to finite objects to apply the existing results. This restriction
implies that it is only possible to represent models with a finite structure in ATGs.
According to Gabriel et al. [40] the category (AGraphsATG,M) does not have anM-

initial object. Its initial object, the empty graph with the term algebra as data types,
is not M-initial as its initial morphisms do not have isomorphic data components and
thus are not inM. To fulfil this property the category needs to be restricted further.
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In the Trollmann approach we make these two restrictions. This allows us to extend
attributed typed graphs to graph diagrams and apply the existing theoretical results.

2.3. Summary

In this chapter we described model driven engineering and formal results from M-
adhesive categories as a foundation for this dissertation. Model driven engineering is
the research area our approach is placed in. We described several concepts from this
area including models, meta models, model transformation, model driven engineering
and models@run.time. These concepts where defined based on a set of model relations
that will be used to describe the problem and conceptual approach on the basis of general
model driven engineering in the next sections. M-adhesive categories form the basis for
the Trollmann approach to conflict detection. This approach is based on several existing
formal definitions that are presented in this chapter. In the next chapter we define the
problem statement in more detail based on the understanding of MDE we presented in
this chapter.
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The problem approached in this thesis is in the scope of run time assurance of self-
adaptive software systems. One of the aspects that need to be assured is that the
adaptation process is consistency-preserving. This assures that the running software
system is always in a consistent state, despite adaptations. Design time analysis methods
for the adaptive behaviour of software systems usually aim to cover all or a large part
of the space of steady-states programs that can be reached via repeated adaptation.
However, design time analysis methods are only sufficient if this state space is fully
known at design time and can be analysed completely in a reasonable amount of time.
Run time analysis methods can be used to complement these techniques in cases where

not all of the state space can be covered at design time [10]. The problem approached
in this thesis is the detection of adaptation conflicts at run time and the provision of
suitable information about the detected conflicts. The results can be used by a conflict
resolution mechanism to resolve the detected conflicts.
Run time methods usually have more knowledge about the current state but harder

time constraints than design time methods. They can be used to assure that the current
and potential next states of the SAS are valid. The aim of the Trollmann approach
is to analyse whether a set of adaptations that are supposed to be applied lead to a
deterministic and consistent result. This analysis is based on the following information:

• S - the current steady-state program: The steady-state program that represents the
current state of the software system. This steady-state program can also contain
a representation of its context-of-use [42].

• Ads - the currently activated adaptations: A set of adaptations. These adaptations
have been selected to be applied to S based on the current situation.

If there are no adaptation conflicts all adaptations in Ads can be applied to S and
any sequence of these adaptations leads to the same steady-state program. If this is not
the case one of two types of adaptation conflicts has occurred. Both types are described
in detail in Section 3.1. It is also possible that an adaptation which already has been
applied previously is in conflict with an adaptation that is in Ads. This is called a
sequential conflict as opposed to a parallel conflict where all conflicting adaptations are
contained in Ads. Section 3.2 describes this distinction.

The Trollmann approach enables the detection of adaptation conflicts. The purpose
of conflict detection is to provide information that can be used as a basis for conflict
resolution. We indicate potential approaches for conflict resolution in Section 3.3 to
derive the information they require from a conflict detection mechanism. We present
the requirements drawn from these considerations in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 summarizes
and concludes the chapter.
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3.1. Adaptation Conflicts

In this section we describe the two types of adaptation conflicts. A conflict-free situation
for three adaptations is shown in Figure 3.1. All three adaptations Ad1, Ad2 and Ad3 can
be applied to the initial steady-state program S. The result is a consistent steady-state
program S123. The same result is reached for all six orders of adaptations.

Figure 3.1.: Application orders of three adaptations.

The following two types of conflicts can occur in this setup:

• Adaptation-Adaptation Conflict : It is not possible to reach the same end-state for
all orders of adaptations.

• Adaptation-Consistency Conflict : The reached end-state or one of the intermediate
states is inconsistent.

An adaptation-adaptation conflict is a situation in which different orders of the same
set of adaptations lead to different results. Such a situation can occur when adaptations
overlap in the aspects of the steady state program they adapt, leading to a situation
where changes of one adaptation are overwritten by another adaptation. It can also
happen that adaptations influence each other in a way that some of the adaptations are
not applicable at all. This is also considered to be an adaptation-adaptation conflict.
An adaptation-adaptation conflict represents a non-determinism in adaptive behaviour
since the end result varies depending on the order of adaptations.
Figure 3.2 shows an example of two adaptations that are in adaptation-adaptation

conflict. These adaptations concern the graphical user interface of a software application.
In its original state S the user interface displays two elements A and B in a Tablet
sized screen. A button labelled next can be used to switch to the next screen. Two
adaptations change this user interface. Adaptation Ad1 distributes the elements A and
B to two Smart Phone sized screens where the screen for B is reachable via next button
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Figure 3.2.: Example: An adaptation-adaptation conflict.

from the screen for A. Adaptation Ad2 removes the element B from the screen. Each of
the two adaptations results in a valid state of the user interface (S1 and S2). However,
applying them in different order does not yield the same result. Applying Ad2 after Ad1
leads to state S12. In this state the screen for B is empty, because this element has been
removed by the second adaptation. It is not possible to apply adaptation Ad1 after Ad2
because the element B has been deleted and can therefore not be moved to a new screen.
These two adaptations are in adaptation-adaptation conflict.
An adaptation-consistency conflict occurs when some of the states in the adaptation

sequence are not considered a consistent steady-state program. This requires some notion
of consistency that can be checked on the steady-state program. In the easiest form all
possible steady-state programs can be considered consistent. In this case an adaptation-
consistency conflict cannot occur. However, it may be necessary to impose additional
requirements on the steady-state program to assure correct behaviour of the software
system. These requirements can originate from various sources. For example, two kinds
of requirements can be distinguished:

• Framework Requirements: These are requirements that are imposed by the runtime
framework to assure that the software system can run. An example is the existence
of a main method in an executable Java program without which the program cannot
be started.

• Application Specific Requirements: These are requirements which are specific to the
software system and often stem from its specific domain. For example, a program
that explains a process to the user may need to assure that all steps are described
in the right order.
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These requirements are not comprehensive. e.g. requirements can also be imposed by
the user or by the platform the system is running on. For conflict detection the source
of the requirements is inconsequential as long as the fulfilment/nonfulfillment of these
requirements can be detected. However, the conflict resolution may treat different kinds
of requirements differently.
The example for an adaptation-adaptation conflict in Figure 3.2 can also be considered

an example for an adaptation-consistency conflict. We use the following consistency
requirement: “There are no empty screens”. This requirement is fulfilled in states S, S1

and S2. However, it is not fulfilled in S12. Thus, this state is not considered a valid state
for this requirement and has to be avoided, even if the adaptation-adaptation conflict
would not exist.
In some cases intermediate steady-state programs can be inconsistent even if the result

of the adaptation is consistent. In some frameworks this is not a problem if the end result
is consistent. On the other hand, intermediary steps might be interpreted for a short
duration while the next adaptation is prepared and thus need to be consistent. The
developer of a run time framework has to decide whether intermediary steps need to be
consistent or not. In our analysis we assume that they need to be because this is the
harder case of the two.
Adaptation-adaptation and adaptation-consistency conflict can also occur in combi-

nation, i.e., a situation can occur where adaptations are dependent and some of the
adaptation states are inconsistent. The running example is such a case. Such situations
can prove complex to resolve and require knowledge about the cause of the conflict.
Furthermore, adaptations in Ads can be in conflict with adaptations that have already
been applied. This is further elaborated in the next section.

3.2. Parallel and Sequential Conflicts

Most adaptation conflicts are the effect of the combination of multiple adaptations.
Since the current steady-state program has been generated by applying a sequence of
adaptations to a starting state, the current adaptations can also be influenced by any of
the already applied adaptations. Figure 3.3 shows a situation where in addition to three
currently active adaptations two adaptations Ad−1 and Ad0 have already been applied
starting from an initial state Sinit.

To detect these situations the setup for an analysis should contain a set of previously
applied adaptations. Thus, in addition to the current steady-state program S and the
set of currently active adaptations Ads the analysis should be able to access the sequence
of previously applied adaptations:

• Seq - The sequence of applied adaptations: A sequence of adaptations leading from
the initial state of the software system to S.

Based on whether a set of conflicting rules is in Ads or in Seq we can distinguish
parallel and sequential conflicts. An adaptation conflict is purely parallel if all conflicting
adaptations are in Ads. If at least one of the adaptations is contained in Seq the conflict
is sequential.
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Figure 3.3.: Application orders of three adaptations and two previously applied adapta-
tions.

In the example from Figure 3.2 a sequential conflict would occur if the adaptation Ad2
has already been applied. In this case the current state of the user interface is S2 and
the adaptation Ad1 cannot be applied because of the previous adaptation Ad2.
In practice it is not always possible to revert all adaptations. Some may be imposed

by a change in the context-of-use. Others may not be reversible for technical reasons,
e.g., because other adaptations depend on them. If these adaptations cannot be reverted
anyway it can make sense to restrict the analysis to the adaptations that can actually
be reverted instead of all previous adaptations.
The analysis of parallel and sequential conflicts is related in the sense that it should

be able to find sequential conflicts by executing an analysis for parallel conflicts based on
the starting state Sstart of the software system and an enhanced version of adaptations
Ads′ = Ads ∪ Seq that contains all adaptations that have been applied in S. In cases
where adaptations cannot be reverted these can be applied to Sstart and removed from
Ads′ in order to disregard them in the analysis.

3.3. Conflict Resolution

The purpose of detecting adaptation conflicts at run time is to enable the run time
framework to resolve these conflicts. The conflict resolution poses requirements to the
conflict detection in form of the information it requires. This section is intended as an
overview to give the reader a rough idea about potential conflict resolution strategies to
derive which information should be provided by a conflict detection mechanism.
Given an adaptation conflict the role of the conflict resolution mechanism is to de-

fine an adaptation sequence that leads the software system from S into a steady-state
program that is considered optimal in the current situation. This sequence can contain
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other adaptations than those in Ads. Since Ads contains the adaptations that were orig-
inally intended to be applied the intuition is that the steady-state program that results
from the conflict resolution is as close as possible to the application of all adaptations in
Ads and thus as many adaptations from Ads as possible are applied. However, a con-
flict resolution mechanism might also remove adaptations that are redundant or alter
adaptations to avoid conflicting changes and while maintaining non-conflicting changes.
Depending on the type of conflict the set of adaptation sequences and the selection

strategy can vary. Some potential conflict resolution mechanisms for the two types of
adaptation conflict are the following:

• Adaptation-Adaptation Conflict : To resolve an adaptation-adaptation conflict a
conflict resolution mechanism needs some mechanism that selects between the po-
tential adaptation results. This selection can take into account different end states
or even intermediate states (for example in cases where it is not possible to apply
all adaptations). The mechanism can also choose to apply additional adaptations,
for example as a substitution for an adaptation that cannot be applied due to its
dependencies, or manipulate the adaptations to avoid conflicts.

• Adaptation-Consistency conflict : An inconsistent state can either be avoided or
repaired. An avoiding mechanism can choose another result or intermediate state
of the adaptation similar to the resolution of adaptation-adaptation conflicts. A
self-healing approach, like the one proposed by Ehrig et al. [43], is an example
for an approach that repairs inconsistencies. This approach contains a set of ad-
ditional adaptations that can be applied to repair an inconsistent state. Both
approaches can also be combined to select a state that is easy to repair before
repairing it. Again, adaptations may be altered to better fit the purpose of the
resolution strategy.

In our example of user interface adaptations from Figure 3.2 the conflict resolution
could select between one of the states S, S1 and S2 since these states fulfil the condition
that requires non-empty screens. In addition, the resolution might use additional adap-
tations. For example, the state S12 could be repaired by an adaptation that removes
the empty screen, resulting in a Smart Phone sized screen that only contains element A.
The same result can be achieved by partially applying adaptation Ad1 to state S2. Ad1
moves the element B to a new screen. In addition, it changes the size of the original
screen and the element A. This second change can still be applied, even after the element
B has been removed by Ad2. This change results in a Smart Phone sized screen that
only contains the element A.

The selection of a solution can be done automatically or by a human (for example the
user). Both strategies require knowledge about the conflict with regards to the existence
and reasons for the conflict to find a suitable solution or to convey the reason for the
conflict to the user. The next section describes which information the conflict detection
mechanism should provide to the conflict resolution mechanism.
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3.4. Information for Conflict Resolution

For a sophisticated conflict resolution as much information as possible about the conflict
ought to be available. The conflict resolution approach by Badr and Reilly can serve
as a basis to identify the required information [44]. In the scope of conflict resolution
between actions in agent-based service oriented software they pose three questions that
represent information that is required to solve the conflict. According to these questions,
the conflict resolution requires information about:

• the type of detected conflict (i.e., is the conflict an adaptation-adaptation or an
adaptation-consistency conflict?)

• the actions involved in a conflict (i.e. the involved adaptations)

• elements in the current state of the software system that are involved in the conflict

In the scope of adaptation conflicts the type of the conflict is either an adaptation-
adaptation or adaptation consistency conflict. The involved actions are adaptations.
Usually an adaptation consists of a set of elementary adaptations. A conflict can be
caused by one or more, but not necessary all, elementary adaptations. Accordingly,
this question can be split into two for the general adaptations as well as the specific
adaptation actions involved in the conflict. The last question refers to the elements in
the current model that are involved in the conflict.

Solutions for both adaptation-adaptation and adaptation-consistency conflicts often
require finding suitable subsets of the set of all adaptations that can be used as basis
for conflict resolution. A fifth question should be answered to enable this derivation.
This question asks which subsets of adaptations are conflict-free. This information can
be used to derive immediate solutions that do not apply all adaptations.
Given the current steady state program S, a set of adaptations Ads and the set of

already applied and reversible adaptations Seq we formulate the following five questions:

• Which conflicts do occur? Which adaptation-adaptation and adaptation-consistency
conflicts occur?

• Which adaptations are in conflict? Which adaptations from Ads and Seq cause
which conflict?

• Which elementary adaptations lead to the conflict? Which elementary adaptations
cause which conflict?

• Which model elements are involved in the conflict? Which elements of the current
state S are in conflict?

• Which combinations of adaptations can potentially be applied? Which adaptations
in Ads and Seq can be applied without any conflict?
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These questions are answered in Chapter 6 where we discuss the conflict detection
algorithm for adaptation-adaptation and adaptations-consistency conflicts.
A conflict resolution mechanism can also use additional adaptations to repair conflicts.

Of course, the repairing adaptations can also be in conflict with the original adaptations.
Thus, it is necessary to integrate them into the analysis of adaptation conflicts. If they
are contained in the set of analysed adaptations in the Trollmann approach the five
questions can also provide information about conflicts involving repairing adaptations.

3.5. Summary

In this chapter we provided a detailed discussion about adaptation conflicts. We distin-
guished two types of conflict: adaptation-adaptation conflicts and adaptation-consistency
conflicts. Adaptation-adaptation conflicts are situations in which the application of one
adaptation influences the applicability of another adaptation. Adaptation-consistency
conflicts are situations in which the end-result or any of the intermediate states of the
adaptation are not consistent. In addition, we discussed the difference between paral-
lel conflicts, which involve adaptations that are to be applied at the same time, and
sequential conflicts, which involve adaptations that are already applied. From a gen-
eral discussion of conflict resolution mechanisms we derived requirements for a conflict
detection approach in the form of a set of questions that need to be answered.
In the next chapter we discuss research approaches that are related to this problem

and its solution.
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This chapter presents related work. First, we discuss existing approaches and classi-
fications in the area of self-adaptive software systems to relate our approach to these
approaches (cf. Section 4.1). Subsequently we review formalisms that can be used for
the formalization of models, adaptations and consistency requirements (cf. Section 4.2).
Finally, we present related work for the detection of conflicts for adaptations (cf. Section
4.3) and conclude the chapter (cf. Section 4.4).

4.1. Adaptations In Software Engineering

Adaptations can apply to a variety of aspects of a software system. Examples are the
user interface, behaviour or resource consumption. An example that is close to the case
study we use in this thesis is the notion of ubiquitous user interfaces defined by Blumen-
dorf [3]. These user interfaces fulfil five properties. These properties define that a user
interface can be shaped to fit the current situation or properties of the user (shapeabil-
ity), shared between multiple users (shareability), merged with another user interface
(mergeability), distributed among multiple devices (distribution) or presented via dif-
ferent input and output modalities (multimodality). The adaptation of user interfaces
is also focus of the research area of user interface plasticity [45]. Adaptations for other
aspects of a software system have also been subject to research. For example, Zhang
and Cheng [46] aim to adapt the execution logic and several approaches aim to imple-
ment adaptive architectures [47]. The Trollmann approach abstracts from the adapted
aspects by assuming a model that represents these aspects. Since the approach aims
to be independent of modelling languages, it is not dependent on what aspects of the
software system the model represents.
Execution and adaptation both change the current state of the software system. Zhang

et al. [4] use the notion of a steady-state program for describing a non-adaptive software
system. They define an adaptation as a transformation from one steady-state program
to another. In this notion a steady-state program can be seen as the normal execution
of a software system and an adaptation as a change that goes beyond that execution.
This abstract view is useful for considering adaptation on a high level of abstraction,

e.g., when reflecting on the state space of adaptations. However, it does not regard
the process of adaptation and its control and assurance. These aspects are in focus
of autonomic computing [48], where control loops from control theory are used for the
management of software systems. Cheng et al. [2] argue for applying the generic model
of a control loop [49] to self-adaptive systems and enhancing it with control and data
flow. The generic model of a control loop contains four phases. In a collection phase
data about the system and its environment is collected. This data is analysed in the
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analysis phase. Based on this analysis the system decides for an adaptation and finally
executes the adaptation during the act Phase.

Researchers from IBM proposed to make such feedback control loops explicit as an
autonomic element in self-managing systems. They describe the MAPE-K loop, which
consists of the phases monitoring, analysis, planning and execution, which access a
common knowledge base [50, 51]. This feedback loop can be applied for controlling
dynamic adaptation of software systems [52, 53]. Villegas et al. defined a reference
model incorporating feedback loops for the management of control objectives, adaptation
control and context management as well as interactions between these loops [14]. The
results of the run time assurance group of the Dagstuhl Seminar on models@run.time [10]
also stress the need to have a dedicated feedback loop for adaptations and to incorporate
run time models into this loop. The detection of adaptation conflicts can be part of the
analysis step in such an adaptation feedback loop. It provides information for a conflict
resolution that is located in the planning step.

The ISATINE framework proposes a different feedback loop specifically for the adapta-
tion of user interfaces [54]. The feedback loop here is between the goals of an adaptation
and its execution and aims to enable an involvement of the user. The steps in this
feedback loop are forming the goal of the adaptation, forming the intention to reach the
goal, the action specification that decides how the adaptation is performed, the execu-
tion of these actions, the perception of the results of the actions, the interpretation of
these results and the evaluation of the adaptation result against the original goals, that
could lead to new goals. In this framework the detection of adaptation conflicts could
be located either in the action specification, if conflicts are taken into account while
selecting adaptations, or during the execution of these actions.
Salehie and Tahvildari present a survey of the research landscape and challenges in

self-adaptive software systems [55]. The MAPE-K loop is seen as central and used to
structure this research area. The survey also mentions Self-* properties, which describe
properties of self-adaptive systems. Several sets of properties have been proposed over
the years. An initial set has been defined by IBM in the scope of autonomous comput-
ing [48]. These properties can be decomposed into three layers. On the top layer general
properties are situated. For self-adaptiveness several of these properties are important.
For example, Kephart and Chess describe the properties self-managing, self-governing
and self-maintenance [51]. Hellerstein discusses the use of control theory for systems
with the self-managing property [56].

The second layer of self* properties contains more specific properties that denote the
reason for adaptations. IBM describes the following four properties on this level [48]:

• self-configuring means that a system changes its own configuration. This can be
caused by technical processes like installing or updating components.

• self-healing means that a system detects faults in itself (e.g., a broken component)
and adapts itself with the purpose of preventing failures.

• self-optimizing enables a system to adapt itself to optimize its properties. Exam-
ples for such properties are memory usage or response times.
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• self-protecting means that a system is able to protect itself from security breaches
and recover from the caused problems.

All of these four properties represent reasons why self-adaptive and thus adaptive systems
are needed. The properties self-protecting and self-healing can be interpreted in the
scope of adaptation-conflicts, denoting that a system is able to either protect itself from
adaptation conflicts or heal the damage after such a conflict occurred.
The third layer of Self-* properties contains low level properties like self-awareness or

context-awareness that form the technical basis for implementing the high level prop-
erties. Again, we can map properties like self-awareness to the adaptations itself and
denote that the system needs to be aware of adaptation conflicts.
Cheng et al. stress that “... models need to be built and maintained at run time...”[2]

to implement and assure the correct behaviour of self-adaptive systems. If run time
models are available an adaptation can be implemented as a transformation of models.
Such transformations manipulate the structure of the model to cause an adaptation
of the software system. Our approach can be applied in such an approach to detect
adaptation conflicts in the aspects represented by the run time models.
Salehie and Tahvildari [55] define a taxonomy of self-adaptive systems. Their taxon-

omy is based on the classifications by Oreizy et al. [57] and McKinley et al. [5]. The
complete taxonomy contains four main categories, which denote the object to adapt as
the part of the software that is subject to changes, realization issues in the technical
approach for adaptation, temporal characteristics of the adaptation and interaction con-
cerns with regards to users of the adapting system. For this thesis the realization issues
are of special interest. The relevant classifications for this category are:

• static and dynamic decision making: This facet describes whether the decision
on when to adapt and which adaptation to choose is already prescribed by the
developer or is generated dynamically at run time, for instance due to some learning
strategy. Dynamic decision making is the more complicated case for design time
analysis as less information is available at design time. This presents a strong
motivation to do analysis of adaptation conflicts at least partially at run time.

• closed and open adaptation: This facet describes whether new adaptations can be
added at run time (open Adaptation) or whether the set of potential adaptations is
predetermined and cannot be subject to change (closed adaptation). Newly added
adaptations can for example originate in newly installed software components, in
user configuration or in dynamic decision making that creates new adaptations.
Since open adaptation approaches can contain adaptations that are not foreseeable
and thus not analysable at design time they are an even stronger motivation to do
analysis at run time.

• model-based and free adaptations: One frequently taken approach to the implemen-
tation of adaptive systems is the use of models and their analysis and adaptation in
place of the software system. There are also model-free approaches to adaptation.
E.g., switching one component with a different implementation. The Trollmann
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approach relies on a model-based adaptation approach. The models are required
as basis for the analysis of adaptation conflicts.

Salehie and Tahvildari [ibid.] also name 6 questions that need to be answered about
each adaptation in a self-adaptive software system. This set is based on the questions
described by Laddaga [58]. These questions contain the questions Where? and What?
to identify which part of the system and which specific detail the adaptation changes, the
question When? to identify when, how often and how long the adaptation will occur, the
question Why? to identify the reasons for the adaptation, the question Who? to identify
whether a human is the cause for the adaptation and if so, which human and the question
How? to identify how the adaptations are implemented. The Trollmann approach is
restricted to approaches that manipulate runtime models of the software system to cause
adaptations. This means, the Who?,Why? and When? is not restricted. The Where?
and What? aspects are restricted to parts of the software system that are represented by
models and can be changed by manipulating these models. One goal of the adaptation
conflict analysis is to answer these two questions in case of a conflict to determine what
changes are in conflict and where in the model the changes take place. In addition,
the question How? is restricted to approaches where the models are adapted to cause
changes in the software system.

Kephart and Walsh define three policies for autonomic systems: Action, Goal and
Utility-function policies [59]. Hussein et al. [60] apply these three policies to mechanisms
that select adaptations in a self-adaptive system. Rule-based mechanisms specify a
condition on the context and an adaptation that is to be executed when the condition
is fulfilled. Goal-based mechanisms define the goal of the adaptation and determine
the required adaptation actions to fulfil this goal. Utility-based mechanisms specify a
utility function that can be used to assign a value to a steady-state program to find the
most suitable next one. According to Hussein et al. [ibid.] the goal- and utility-based
approaches can be verified but are difficult to build and suffer from state space explosion
in domains with a large state space. Balasubramanian et al. [61] give a mathematical
formalization of these policies that can be used to select one policy and reason about
solution qualities. The Trollmann approach is not restricted to any of these policies. It
operates on the basis of the intended adaptation actions. These actions could represent
the activated adaptations in the rule-based policy or the potential adaptations that are
available for goal- or utility based reasoning.

4.2. Formalisms

The foundation for our analysis of adaptation conflicts is a formalism that is able to
represent models, relations between models, adaptations of models and consistency re-
quirements based on the structure of these models. The formalism should be able to
represent a variety of modelling languages and relations between models of different mod-
elling languages. In this section we present techniques and languages that are potential
options for this formalism. First, we discuss formalisms for representing models and
model relations (cf. Section 4.2.1). Subsequently, we review formalisms for expressing
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consistency conditions (cf. Section 4.2.2). Finally, we describe formalisms for represent-
ing adaptations (cf. Section 4.2.3). In a summary (cf. Section 4.4) we indicate which
combination of languages we intend to use for the Trollmann approach.

4.2.1. Model Languages

This section describes languages for representing models. Our approach poses three
requirements to these languages:

• Language Independence: The language needs to be able to represent models
of an arbitrary modeling language.

• Multiple Models: The language needs to be able to represent an arbitrary num-
ber of models at the same time.

• Model Relations: The language needs to be able to represent relations between
coexisting models.

• Formal Basis: The language should be defined in a manner that allows the
application of formal analysis methods for finding adaptation conflicts.

The state of the art approaches presented in this section are summarized in Table 4.1.
The formalism of attributed typed graphs, as described in the fundamentals (cf. Sec-

tion 2.2.5), is a widespread technique for representing models. Most modelling languages
can be represented as a typed graph structure with node and edge attributes. One indica-
tion for this is that an XML tree, which is a format widely used for storing models, can be
represented by an ATG. Thus, we consider ATGs to be a good basis to represent models
of most, if not all, software modelling languages. They have already been applied to rep-
resent several modelling languages. Examples are UML class and sequence diagrams [74]
and different kinds of petri nets [75]. ATGs can be combined with graph transformation
and similar formalisms. Attributed typed graph transformation systems [76] and other
concepts have already been used to represent modelling languages for purposes of formal
analysis. For example, Taentzer et al. base an analysis of conflicts in model version-
ing on this combination of formalisms [77]. Accordingly, attributed typed graphs are a
suitable formal basis for the detection of adaptation conflicts.
One attributed typed graph usually represents a single model. Together with some

collegues I explored the idea to merge multiple related models into one attributed typed
graph and add relations in the form of additional edges [78]. This approach requires
additional effort to distinguish the models in the ATG. Although, models as well as
their relations can be represented in this approach, the unison in one big model can
become cumbersome to handle. A clear separation of concerns between the related
models would be a great improvement in model management and reduce search times
as it enables to focus on the relevant models and relations.
The formalism of triple graphs [62] is a promising extension of attributed typed graphs

for the representation of multiple models. In triple graphs two models are represented as
attributed typed graphs and a relation between them is represented as an additional ATG
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that is matched into the two models by ATG morphisms. This enables the representation
of two models and their relation while keeping the models clearly separated. However,
the formalism is only defined for two models at a time and thus is severely restricted in
the number of models that can be represented.
Distributed graphs [63] also implement the idea of using attributed typed graphs and

morphisms between them to represent a set of models and their relations. Distributed
graphs form a graph structure of ATGs and ATG-morphisms. The distribution property
of this formalism has been used by Jurack and Taentzer to represent models that are
distributed over multiple platforms and connected via some common interfaces [79].
Distributed graphs are closely related to the formalism of graph diagrams defined in
this thesis. There are two main differences. Distributed graphs enable to change the
structure of the diagram, meaning they allow adaptations to add and remove whole
models whereas graph diagrams assume a fixed set of models and only allow changes of
the structure of these models. Although, the option to change the set of existing models
can be ignored if not required, it complicates the formalism. To our knowledge the
M-adhesive properties have not been proven for distributed graphs. Accordingly, the
existing results for these categories (cf. Section 2.2.4) cannot be applied directly. The
second difference to graph diagrams is the requirement for morphisms in the diagram
to commute. This is not a necessity in models@run.time since relations between model
elements can express various aspects which do not necessarily commute with each other.
Accordingly, distributed graphs are too restricted for representing arbitrary relations.
Distributed graphs have been extended with a containment and inheritance concept

to represent distributed EMF models [80]. The addition of a containment concepts leads
to the non-existence of certain pushouts, which complicates the application of some
theoretical results further.
The necessity to represent relations between models also arises in traceability ap-

proaches. Galvao and Goknil [64] present a survey of traceability approaches with focus
on model driven engineering and a comparison to non-model driven engineering ap-
proaches. All of these approaches focus on design time and on keeping track of relations
among models. Galvao and Goknil distinguish two kinds of such relations (or mappings).
Inter-level mappings describe relations between models in different development phases.
They are for example used to track the impact of requirements or soft-goals, described
in their own models, along the modelling process. Intra-level mappings are relations
between models in the same development phase. The more relevant mappings for this
thesis are intra-level mappings as they relate multiple models that coexist at the same
time. However, most of the approaches for traceability mentioned in this survey are spe-
cific to an application domain (e.g., requirement engineering) and cannot be generalized
to arbitrary models and relations.
Also within the scope of traceability approaches, Ramesh and Jarke [65] derived a

reference model for traceability of requirements. This reference model gives strong moti-
vation why artifacts need to be connected and describes which kind of information needs
to be available in the connection in the case of requirement traceability. They also state
that in most state of the art cases in this area the connections between artifacts are
done using relational databases in a table-like manner. While relations between models
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can also be represented in this manner, the fact that separated formalisms are used for
models and relations complicates the joint transformation, constraints and analysis.
Jouault describes an approach for traceability in transformations using the Atlas

Transformation Language (ATL) [66]. In this approach an ATL transformation that
generates a model from another model generates an additional set of traceability links
between these models. The links describe which source and target models are related
and contain an attribute to mark the ATL transformation rule that generated these
dependencies. The approach is only applicable to inter-level mappings. It does not
provide information on how these relations can be produced and maintained for models
that coexist in the case of intra-level mappings.
One of the open issues identified from the state of the art for traceability approaches by

Galvao and Goknil [64] is whether trace models and incremental model transformation
can support each other. In incremental model transformation a target model is not
completely generated from a source model but both evolve over time. Adaptation of
multiple models at run time is such as a case.
Falleri et al. describe a traceability approach based on the KerMeta language [67]. In

this approach traceability is established via a bipartite graph, describing which elements
result in which other elements via the transformation. The representation of Falleri et
al. is used specifically to keep track of KerMeta transformations and thus is used for
inter-level mappings.
The term mapping is closely related to model relations in the scope of model trans-

formations. In literature this term is used for different aspects of model transformation.
Sottet and Favre compare existing definitions of this term to clarify this ambiguity [68].
They develop a mapping model that keeps track of changes between transformed models
as well as the cause of these changes. Their mappings relate elements in the source and
target model of a transformation. This can be seen as a relation between models but
requires them to be transformed from each other. For example, the mapping also keeps
track of thehaydens poldwh transformation rules and the elements in the transformation
that correspond to source and target of the mapping. Again, this approach is more
suited to capture inter-level mappings than intra-level mappings. In [69] the approach is
applied to usability. It is extended with the annotation of usability criteria to propagate
changes along mappings. However, the close relation to model transformation remains.
Wolfe et al.[70] present an approach for maintaining consistency between a conceptual

and a distribution model. The distribution model is generated from the conceptual
model via model transformation. The consistency is represented by a mapping that
consists of the transformation path for this transformation. Changes are propagated
along this path. The approach is also applicable to other models that are transformed
from each other in a way that enables the generation of a transformation path. However,
the relation is only possible if the models have been transformed from each other and is
thus not a general way to relate two models. Furthermore, this indirect relation of model
elements is not a good foundation for a formal analysis that involves model relations.
The language Meta Object Facility (MOF) and its reduced version eMOF are widely

used languages for representing models [12]. These language have already found appli-
cations in a variety of tools and frameworks, e.g., the Eclipse Modelling Framework [20].
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They are the foundation for most of the mapping and traceability approaches presented
in this section. MOF is the meta meta-model used as basis for the Unified Modeling
Language and can also be used to represent other models. In MOF models can reference
each other to establish relations. This can be used to represent intra-level mappings.
MOF can also be combined with several formalisms for adaptation and consistency con-
ditions, e.g., the Object Constraint Language (OCL) and ATL. These formalisms are
described in the next sections. The language MOF is defined in an intuitive way via a
specification in natural language. However, as stated by Rutle et al., “... the confor-
mance relation between models and meta models is not formally defined for MOF-based
modelling languages, especially when OCL Constraints are involved.”[81]. This missing
formalization makes it hard to apply formal analysis methods directly to MOF.
Diskin proposes a mathematical formalisation of UML that could remedy this prob-

lem [71]. The formalisation is done via sketches in category theory and could be combined
with existing theoretical results in this area of research. Diskin formalises each diagram
type in the UML separately. Accordingly, the approach is restricted to the diagram types
that have been formalized. It is not trivial to extend to arbitrary modelling languages.
Another area of research that relates multiple models is model weaving. The purpose

of model weaving is to combine multiple models based on some common elements. Del
Fabro et al. [72] describe the AMW framework and a conceptual description of model
weaving based on the terms in the mega model described in the conceptual framework (cf.
Section 2.1). In this view a weaving model refers to two meta models and represents how
their elements can be mapped. The conforming models can then be related according
to this weaving model. The approach is not formally defined. The implementation
in the AMW framework is based on EMF and can thus be seen as operating on the
eMOF language. It thus also suffers from the missing formalization of this language.
Besova et al. [73] propose a separated weaving model that operates on the model-level
and relates a set of models. The weaving model can be jointly transformed with these
models into different target models. In this approach, the weaving model represents
the relations between models using references. However, the approach does not define a
formal representation of these relations.

4.2.2. Condition Languages

In this section we discuss languages for the representation of consistency requirements.
The Trollmann approach requires a language that:

• Model Language: can be combined with a language for models that fulfils the
requirements described in Section 4.2.1.

• Formal Basis: is formally well-founded and expressive enough to formulate con-
sistency conditions.

Table 4.2 summarises the reviewed condition languages.
One language that is frequently used in formal specification is nested conditions (cf.

Section 2.2.3). Nested conditions are a generalization of positive and negative application
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Table 4.2.: Evaluation of condition languages.

Language Model Language Formal Basis

Nested Conditions [19] M-adhesive categories X
OCL [82] MOF ∼
Schematron [83] XML X
Alloy Conditions [84] Alloy Models (≈ MOF) X
Mapping Consistency [85] Mappings(Sottet) X

conditions [19]. The purpose of the generalization is to enhance the expressiveness of
these formalisms to be equivalent to first order logic in graphs [86]. Nested conditions
can be combined with anyM-adhesive category. Of the modelling approaches described
in the previous sections attributed typed graphs and triple graphs fulfil this condition.
Several formal results have been established for nested conditions. Some of them have
been described in Section 2.2.4. Thus, nested conditions can be considered a good formal
basis for analysis of adaptation conflicts.

One widespread language for constraints in the context of UML models is the Object
Constraint Language [82]. OCL is a declarative language. It operates on the MOF
formalism. The relations between OCL and several adaptation techniques have been
explored. Cabot et al. describe a technique that enables the generation of OCL pre-
conditions for graph transformation productions from OCL post-conditions [87]. These
preconditions can be checked to derive whether the result of the transformation will
satisfy the post-condition. This is similar to results that have been achieved for nested
conditions. The declarative textural syntax of OCL makes a direct analysis of this for-
malism very complex. For this reason OCL is frequently converted into other formalisms
to enable analysis of the defined statements. For example, Kuhlmann and Gogolla
translate OCL into relational logic to enable the application of efficient SAT solving
techniques [88]. Winkelmann et al. translate a restricted form of OCL constraints into
graph constraints to make use of formal concepts in graph grammars [89].
Schematron [83] is a constraint language that is used for specifying constraints on XML

documents. Model driven engineering is often closely related to the XML technological
space as XML is frequently used as format to store and transmit models. Schemtron
is able to describe complex structural constraints within XML documents and could
thus be used to restrict the structure of models expressed in this language and analyse
these conditions. Malý and Nečaský [90] propose an approach for translating OCL
constraints based on a platform independent model into Schemtron constraints on a
platform specific model represented in XML. The goal is to preserve the constraints
during the engineering process. Schemtron is formally well-defined and could thus be
used as a foundation for an analysis of adaptation-consistency conflicts. However, XML
is usually not the primary representation of models. Furthermore, references to non-child
elements in XML documents are usually encoded indirectly into attributes, for example
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via an id system or an XPath expression. Accordingly, XML is not an optimal basis for
a formal analysis.
Alloy [84] is a modelling language that is similar to the Unified Modeling Language

but has a formal foundation in relational logic. This formal foundation also enables the
formulation of constraints, queries and invariants. The Alloy Analyser is a tool that
enables verification of an Alloy model by translating it into Boolean logic and applying
SAT solvers. Yujing He compares the combination of OCL and UML with Alloy models
and conditions [91]. According to this comparison, Alloy is more accurate due to its
formal foundation, while UML is more expressive. The formal foundation of alloy in
relational logic is a sufficient formal basis for analysis of adaptation conflicts. However,
according to He, Alloy is less expressive than the UML and can represent only a limited
set of modelling languages.
In the context of mappings Sottet et al. explore a notion of consistency and its relations

to mappings [85]. They propose to utilize mappings as structural relations and functions
for propagating relevant changes along models. However, “modeling consistency along
the net of models and mappings” [85] is still identified as an open issue.

4.2.3. Adaptation Languages

In this section we describe state of the art adaptation languages. The Trollmann ap-
proach requires a language that:

• Model Language: can be combined with a language for models that fulfils the
requirements described in Section 4.2.1.

• Condition Language: can be combined with a language for conditions that fulfils
the requirements in Section 4.2.2.

• Formal Basis: is well-formalized such that it can be used as the foundation for
an analysis of adaptation conflicts.

The reviewed languages are summarized in Table 4.3.
Graph transformation is a formal approach for which a rich body of analysis methods

has been established. It has already been used to model self-adaptive systems, e.g., by
Becker and Giese [98]. Two main approaches to formulate graph transformation ex-
ist. The double pushout approach has been described as part of the fundamentals in
Section 2.2.2. The second approach is the single pushout approach. The main differ-
ence is that the single pushout approach can delete dangling edges, while the double
pushout approach requires the edge to be deleted explicitly during the transformation.
Major results in graph transformation are formulated based onM-adhesive categories.
Accordingly, graph transformation can be combined with attributed typed graphs and
triple graphs. It has also been applied to distributed graphs [80]. Graph transformation
can be combined with nested conditions since both are formulated in the same formal
framework. The combination with OCL conditions is also possible, as described in the
previous section.
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Table 4.3.: Evaluation of adaptation languages.

Language Model Language Condition Language Formal Basis

Graph
Transformation
[38]

M-adhesive categories,
Distributed Graphs

Nested Conditions,
OCL

X

ATL [92] MOF OCL X

MaudeATL [93] MOF OCL X
QVT [94] MOF OCL X

XSLT [95] XML Schematron ∼
YATL [96] MOF OCL X

BOTL [97] MOF X

The atlas transformation language has been defined as a standard for model to model
transformation in the scope of MOF. Thus, it can be combined with MOF models and
OCL conditions. ATL has been enhanced with the keyword refining to enable model
reconfiguration [92]. It is described in an intuitive manner using a specification in natural
language, rather than a formal specification. As pointed out by Troya and Vallecillo “...
this lack of rigorous description can easily lead to imprecisions and misunderstandings
that hinder the proper usage and analysis of the language, and the development of correct
and interoperable tools.” [99]. Due to this missing formalization we do not consider ATL
a suitable foundation for the analysis of adaptation-adaptation conflicts.

Clavel et al. define a formal semantic of ATL using rewriting logic and Maude [93].
This formalization includes the keyword refining and could thus also be used for model re-
configuration. In the formal semantic the changes done by an ATL program are formally
described as Maude rewrite rules. This formal foundation of ATL (called MaudeATL in
Table 4.3) could be used as a foundation for the detection of adaptation-adaptation
conflicts. The integration of OCL conditions is also possible in this approach.
The transformation language query/view/transform (QVT) is a result of a call for

proposals by the Object Management Group with the purpose of defining a standard
model transformation language [94]. QVT contains sub-languages, enabling the declara-
tive as well as imperative description of model transformation. Like ATL, QVT is based
on MOF models and can be combined with OCL constraints to represent consistency
requirements. The specification is given in natural language and thus cannot be used
as formal basis for an analysis directly. In addition, QVT contains a concept called
Black Box that enables the execution of arbitrary external transformation programs.
This concept is impossible to analyse, since the external transformation program can be
expressed in any language. An approach that excludes this black box concept and uses
a formal semantic for QVT could be used and analysed in a similar scope as MaudeATL,
provided all required structures for the transformation are formally represented. There
are several approaches that aim to provide such a formal semantic for QVT, e.g., Gi-
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andini et al. [100] apply the theory of problems for this purpose. A formal semantic of
QVT has similar properties as MaudeATL with respect to our criteria.
XSLT [95] has also been used as transformation language in the scope of model driven

engineering, e.g., in the MTRANS framework [101]. XSLT is based on XMI files. In
order to counter problems concerning poor readability, large transformation descriptions
and unintuitive mappings via XPath the MTRANS framework adds an abstraction layer
to XSLT. This layer enables a developer to specify a transformation based on MOF
meta models rather than the conforming models. The meta models are also expressed
as XMI files. Since XSLT is part of the XML technological space it can be combined
with XML conditions, such as Schematron. Several methods for the analysis of XSLT
transformations have been developed. For example, Dong et al. derive a graph represen-
tation of an XSLT template in order to analyse certain properties of the transformation,
e.g., unreachable sub-transformations. A significant portion of XSLT has been formally
founded by Bex et al. [102], thus making it available for formal analysis. Unfortunately,
XSLT does not support in-place transformation directly as it always creates a new XML
tree from an existing one. Model reconfiguration is expressible by creating a new model
in the same modelling language and overwriting the source model after the transforma-
tion. However, the overwriting is not optimal as all elements that are unchanged by the
reconfiguration have to be handled with identical XSLT transformations. This makes
analysis more complex.
Patrascoiu developed the model transformation language Yet Another Transformation

Language (YATL) [96]. This language is intended to be applied to MOFmodels for model
to model transformation. It contains OCL constraints for restricting matches. One of
the requirements that YATL aims to fulfil is a formally founded syntax and semantic.
However, the language allows the execution of external transformation functions (for
instance Java code). Accordingly, the effects of the transformation are not completely
formally captured and the language cannot be used as a foundation for analysis.
The bidirectional object transformation language (BOTL) [97] has been developed as

an extension of XSLT and graph transformation. The main purpose of this language is a
more expressive model to model transformation. However, due to the differences between
BOTL and graph transformation the existing analysis methods are not applicable.

4.2.4. Summary

The combination of graph transformation and nested conditions is a suitable basis for the
detection of adaptation conflicts. Both languages are formally founded and a rich body
of theoretical results exists. MaudeATL and OCL are a potential alternative. However,
they are based on MOF, which has the problem of a missing formal foundation.
Both graph transformation and nested conditions are based onM-adhesive categories.

Accordingly, they can be applied to attributed typed graphs and triple graphs. Dis-
tributed Graphs are notM-adhesive, but it has been shown that several of the results
fromM-adhesive categories also hold in distributed graphs.

All three of these languages for models have certain disadvantages. Attributed typed
graphs can only be used to represent multiple models and relations by merging them into
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one model. Triple graphs are able to represent models and relations as separate entities
and thus enables a better separation of concern. However, in this formalism only two
models can be related, which is a serious restriction. Distributed graphs are able to
represent an arbitrary number of models. However, they require relations to commute,
which is too restrictive.
Since none of the above formalisms are optimal, we define a new formalism, called

graph diagrams. Graph diagrams are similar to distributed graphs in that they represent
a generalization of triple graphs to multiple models and relations. However, they relax
the requirement of commuting morphisms and can be shown to beM-adhesive. Thus,
they can be combined with graph transformation and nested conditions.

4.3. Conflict Detection

Zhang and Cheng state that the development of SAS systems is more complex and more
error prone than the development of a non-adaptive system and accordingly “In order
to be trusted, it is important to have mechanisms to ensure that the program functions
correctly during and after adaptations”[46]. Conflicts between adaptations and between
adaptations and structural consistency are one of the aspects that need to be handled
by run time assurance. In this section we describe other definitions of conflicts involving
adaptations and approaches for detecting them.
In rule-based approaches to adaptation multiple adaptations can be applicable at the

same time because of overlapping conditions. Hussein et al. [60] categorize different
problems that can occur in this situation independent of the adaptation technique. One
of them is Adaptation Behaviour Inconsistency which represents situations where one
element is added and removed or changed to two different values at the same time. This
can be seen as a more specific definition of adaptation-adaptation conflicts as handling
the same attribute differently in adaptations usually leads to different result in different
orders of adaptations or even to non-applicable adaptations.
In the scope of graph transformation this notion of conflicts corresponds to depen-

dencies between graph transformations. Mens et al. [103] study such dependencies in an
environment where developers are working on the same artifact concurrently. The edit-
ing operations are represented as graph transformation productions. Mens et al. [104]
also investigate the necessity to resolve dependencies between graph transformation pro-
ductions representing adaptations. They apply a static dependency analysis at design
time using critical pairs and the Local Church Rosser Theorem. Hausmann et al. [105]
utilize dependencies of graph transformation to analyse conflicting requirements that
are expressed as use cases. In the Trollmann approach we use dependencies between
graph transformation productions to represent dependencies between adaptations that
indicate adaptation-adaptation conflicts.
In the area of model versioning conflicts between the merged models have been subject

to research. Taentzer et al. [77] rely on graph transformation and nested conditions as
formal representation of conflicts in the scope of model versioning. They define two types
of conflicts: operation-based conflicts and state-based conflicts. These conflict situations
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correspond to adaptation-adaptation and adaptation-consistency conflicts. Taentzer et
al. are able to detect these conflicts in the scope of single models, represented as at-
tributed typed graphs, for two adaptations. They do not extract explicit reasons for
the found conflicts. Ehrig et al. define a merge-operator for resolving operation-based
conflicts that prefers insertion over deletion [106]. The operator produces one poten-
tial solution of the conflict which can to be revised by a user. The conflict resolution
mechanism is limited to two conflicting adaptations.
Rutle et al. describe a notion of conflict in the scope of model versioning in the

copy-modify-merge paradigm [107]. The approach is formalized in category theory but
the notion of conflict is based on one specific category and cannot be generalized. The
approach can also be formalized using a span of graphs and as is done in [106].
Cicchetti et al. also describe a conflict detection mechanism for model versioning [108].

They distinguish between syntactic and semantic conflicts. Syntactic conflicts are con-
flicts that can be detected between two adaptations on the basis of their structure. They
conceptually correspond to adaptation-adaptation conflicts. A semantic conflict requires
a technique to specify this conflict. The conflict detection is done on the basis of a change
model, which describes the changes between the current model version and the edited
one. The detection of syntactic conflicts seems to be equivalent to dependency analysis
in graph transformation. It is based on two adaptations at a time and does not directly
support the extraction of reasons for the conflict. Semantic conflicts are detected on the
basis of a conflict description, which is a specification of a conflicting situation. This
concept is similar to critical pairs but seems more expressive as it can also build Boolean
formulas over conflict descriptions. The authors do not elaborate on how a global condi-
tion can be expressed correctly and completely by their conflict description or whether
the conflict description can be used to extract reasons for the conflict.
In the context of dependencies between graph transformation productions, critical pair

analysis [38] is frequently applied to analyse the existence of dependencies representing
adaptation-adaptation conflicts. Hausmann et al. [105] as well as Mens et al. [103]
utilize this technique for finding conflicts. Critical Pair analysis is a technique where
minimal examples of conflicts (so-called critical pairs) are calculated based on a set
of graph transformation productions. Each critical pair represents a potential parallel
dependency between two productions and thus a conflict in the sense of Hausmann et al.
and Mens. Critical pair analysis is typically done at design time. It requires checking
every existing pair of adaptations for critical pairs. This analysis does not state whether
this critical pair will actually occur in any state at run time or whether the conflicting
productions will ever be activated at the same time. It represents potential adaptation-
adaptation conflicts that need to be evaluated with respect to whether they can occur
or not. Thus, critical pair analysis suffers in adaptive systems that contain a large set
of adaptations or whose state-space contains a large set of steady-state programs.
Becker and Giese [98] utilize attributed graphs and graph transformation as formal

representations of SAS systems for the purpose of checking correctness. Correctness
is defined by a set of invariants that need to be fulfilled. Invariants are expressed as
graph patterns that represent forbidden situations. This could be seen as a detection of
adaptation-consistency conflicts using graph patterns as consistency requirements.
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In some cases the applicability of graph transformation productions is also utilized
to detect inconsistencies that result from adaptive behaviour. Goedicke et al. aim to
detect inconsistencies in different viewpoints represented as distributed graphs [109].
Consistency is expressed by two sets of graph transformation productions that repre-
sent positive and negative consistency requirements. The existence or non-existence of
match morphisms determines whether the distributed graph is considered consistent.
The concept of requiring the existence or non-existence of a match morphism is also the
basic concept of nested conditions. The approach of Goedicke et al. is similar to the
self-healing approach of Ehrig et al. [43]. In this approach graph transformation pro-
duction applicability is utilized to detect inconsistent states. The graph transformations
themselves are used to correct these states and thus resolve consistency problems. Ehrig
et al. utilize this setup to formally analyse self-healing with regard to deadlock-freeness
and liveness. This notion of consistency is not as expressive as formalisms like nested
conditions. It only enables to detect inconsistencies after they occur.
There are also several approaches that are specific to modelling languages. For exam-

ple, Van der Straeten et al. [110] describe an approach for analysing consistency between
certain kinds of UML models. The goal is to find inconsistencies in models that jointly
evolve during design time due to changes imposed by the developers. The approach is
specific to the used models and guarantees the consistency of these models. This notion
of conflict is loosely related to adaptation-consistency conflicts as it requires describing
and detecting inconsistencies among models.
Badr and Reilly [44] propose an architecture for resolving conflicts in an agent-based

service oriented framework. The notion of conflict in this work is not related to adap-
tation as they research conflicts that can occur when an agent receives a request that
cannot be handled. However, despite this difference in scope they define information
that needs to be delivered by a diagnostic component to resolve this conflict. This in-
formation is general enough to be of interest for resolution of adaptation conflicts. Badr
et al. identify the following information:

• Identification of conflicting parts: Originally this information concerns the parts
of a control rule that raised a conflict. In the scope of adaptation conflicts it can
be interpreted as: Which adaptations are responsible for the conflict?

• Identification of conflict cause: In the agent-based approach this is done via in-
specting the service attributes. On the level of adaptation conflicts this information
can be interpreted as: Which elements in the current state of the software system
are concerned by the conflict?

• Classification of conflict type: There can be several types of conflicts and depending
on which type of conflict occurred a different solution strategy might apply.

The questions we defined in the problem statement (cf. Chapter 3) to indicate informa-
tion that needs to be provided by the conflict detection are based on these questions.
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4.4. Summary

In this chapter we reviewed related work for the Trollmann approach. We discussed
several approaches to adaptation in software engineering. Several of these approaches
provided motivation for a run time detection of adaptation conflicts, e.g., the open
adaptation facet, defined by Salehie and Tahvildari [55], denotes that new adaptations
can be added at run time and thus requires a conflict detection at run time.
In order to find a suitable formal foundation for the Trollmann approach we reviewed

formalisms for models, adaptations and consistency requirements. The combination of
attributed typed graphs, graph transformation and nested conditions is the most promis-
ing one but does not fulfil all requirements. Our approach builds on these formalisms
and extends them to represent multiple models and relations between them.
We also reviewed several notions of conflicts and inconsistencies involving adaptations

and explored their relation to adaptation conflicts. From the conflict resolution approach
of Badr and Reilly [44] we identified several relevant questions for the resolution of
adaptation conflicts.
In the next chapter we describe the case study that will be used as running example

for illustration and evaluation of the Trollmann approach.
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We illustrate and test the Trollmann approach based on a case study in an existing
research-project. We applied the implementation of the Trollmann approach (cf. Sec-
tion 7), to two research projects at the TU Berlin. The project “BeMobility 2.0”, funded
by the German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure,1 provides a
smart phone application for users of carsharing with electric vehicles. This project uses
graph transformation to adapt the user interfaces of this software system to different
screen sizes. We applied our analysis to detect conflicts between these adaptations.
Similarly, we applied our approach to an application for adaptive heating control in
the project “System zur Optimierung des Innerhäuslichen Energiebedarfs” (in english:
“system for optimising the energy consumption at home”) (SOE) funded by the Federal
Ministry of Economics and Technology.2 The case study is based on the project SOE.
We chose this project because it contains the more complex models and is thus a more
interesting showcase.
In this chapter we describe the project SOE and the foundations of the case study.

First, we present the project and its topic (cf. Section 5.1). Subsequently, we describe
the models used in this project (cf. Section 5.2), the adaptations that will be used in
the case study (cf. Section 5.3) and the consistency requirements (cf. Section 5.4). We
conclude the chapter with a summary (cf. Section 5.5).

5.1. Description of the Case Study Application

The goal of the project SOE is to develop an adaptive heating control system. This
system is adaptive in several aspects. On the one hand, the project aims to learn the
times in which users are at home, and the rooms they need to use. Based on this
information the heating control can be adapted to heat rooms when they are likely to
be used. The learning algorithm is based on the energy consumption.
The user accesses a graphical user interface to review the heating plans derived by

the SOE system. She can change either the current heating or the planned heating at a
specific point in time. This user interface is available on desktop devices, smart phones
and tablets. The user interface is also adaptive. The following situations can cause an
adaptation of the user interface:

• Device Properties: The user interface adapts to properties of the graphical
interaction device. The main properties are the screen size and screen dimension

1http://www.bmvi.de/EN/root.html
2http://www.bmwi.de/EN/root.html
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of the interaction device. This is used to optimize the user interface to bigger and
smaller screens to scale it to a smart phone as well as desktop devices.

• Level of Detail: The user interface can provide a variety of information about
the heating system. However, not all users want to see all available information.
For example, some users are contempt with the knowledge that the living room
will be heated appropriately between 10 and 12 while others want to know the
exact heating level. The user interface provides several levels of detail for each
window. The user is able to select the preferred one.

• Customized Adaptations: The SOE project allows custom adaptations to en-
able the user to customize the application. The user is able to select predefined
adaptations and to specify new ones.

The control of UI adaptation by the user is an explicit goal of SOE. This is achieved
via a meta-user interface (Meta-UI) — an additional user interface that enables the user
to control the actual user interface [111]. Via the Meta-UI the user is able to choose
between different levels of detail for each window. The Meta-UI also enables the user
to understand the adaptive behaviour of the SOE application. It explains the existing
adaptations and visualizes their application status. The user can influence the adaptive
behaviour by activating / deactivating adaptations or creating new ones.
Because of the high dynamicity of the user interface, the project SOE is a good example

for a system that needs a run time analysis of adaptation conflicts. Since adaptations
can be activated and deactivated by the user it is impossible to predict at design time
which adaptations will be applied at the same time. In addition, the user is able to
add new adaptations that are not known at design time and thus cannot be analysed
statically. Thus, the user interface of the SOE project requires safety mechanisms for
adaptations. The Trollmann approach can provide a basis for such mechanisms.
The user interface of the SOE project contains the following windows:

• Current Situation Window: This window enables the user to access informa-
tion about the current situation for each room. The user is able to select a room
and see the current state of the room. This state contains information on the
current temperature and heating level of the room.

• Planning Window: This window provides an overview about the heating plan
for each room. This plan describes the times and levels for heating.

• Meta-UI Window: This window contains the meta user interface.

The case study focuses on the planning window as this window provides opportunity
for several complex adaptations. The user interface of this window is shown in Figure 5.1.
The window displays the heating plan for one week. The heating plan for each day of
this week is displayed individually. For each hour of the day, one rectangle indicates the
planned heating by its colour. Black means there is no heating and red means that the
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Figure 5.1.: The user interface of the planning window in the case study.

heating system is turned on. The level of heating is indicated by the shade of red. Blue
means that the room is cooled. This option has been disregarded later in the project.
The next section describes the modelling languages used for user interface development

in SOE. The models are exemplified in the planning window.

5.2. Models

This section describes the models of the project SOE. These models are quite large and
not all of their elements are relevant for this thesis. For this reason we omit some model
elements to concentrate on the most relevant ones.
An overview of the participating models is given in Figure 5.2. An SOE application

consists of a dialog model, a user interface model, a context model and a layout model.
The purpose of these models is as follows:

• Dialog Model: The dialog model describes the interaction workflow. It describes
the states of the user interface and the transitions between these states.

• UI Model: The UI model contains all user interface elements.
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Figure 5.2.: The models of the project SOE.

• Layout Model: The layout model describes how the elements in the UI model
are positioned and layouted on the screen.

• Domain Model: The domain model contains objects that describe the relevant
information for the software system. For example, it contains the heating plans
and current room temperatures.

In addition, the software system contains a mapping model that describes relations
between these models. In the view of Sottet and Favre [68] the mapping model tracks
relations between models. In the project SOE the mapping model takes a more active
part in synchronizing models at run time. A Mapping in SOE synchronizes two elements
from two models. The following general mapping types can be distinguished, depending
on which models they connect:

• Dialog 2 UI Mapping: This mapping is responsible for establishing the relation
between the dialog states and the UI elements that are supposed to be visible when
a certain state is active. The mapping sets the UI elements to active/ inactive,
whenever the corresponding state is activated / deactivated. Furthermore, a sec-
ond kind of mapping triggers a transition based on interaction with user interface
elements. This enables the implementation of navigational UI elements.

• UI 2 Layout Mapping: This mapping relates elements in the UI model to the
elements in the layout model responsible for describing their layout. Whenever a
UI element becomes active / inactive, its corresponding layout elements become
active/inactive as well.

• Domain 2 UI Mapping: This mapping propagates values from the domain
model to the UI elements that are responsible for displaying these values to the
user. All changes in these values are propagated to the UI model.

In the following we provide excerpts from the meta models of these models to give an
overview on their structure. The meta models are depicted in EMF diagrams since the
SOE framework is implemented in the Eclipse Modeling Framework. Subsequently, the
plan window is used to showcase a complete graph of models and mappings.
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Figure 5.3.: Excerpt from the meta model of the dialog model.

The dialog model in the project SOE is modelled based on Petri Nets [38]. Places
in the net represent states of the dialog and transitions represent state changes. An
excerpt from the meta model of the dialog model is shown in Figure 5.3. The meta
model contains two main classes: DialogP lace and DialogTransition, which represent
places and transitions in the Petri Net. Their connection is represented by objects of
type PreArc and PostArc. Only one token can be placed on each place at a time. This
marking represents whether the respective user interface elements are visible or not. UI
elements cannot be shown more than once. Thus, all places have a capacity of one. This
is represented in the model by the Boolean attribute holdingToken.

An excerpt of the meta model of the user interface model is given in Figure 5.4. The
UI model consists of a set of AbstractInteractors that represent potential interactions
with the user in a modality-independent way. The SOE model only uses the graphical
modality. It makes use of this abstract representation to switch between graphical ele-
ments that allow for the same interaction (e.g., switching from a button to a clickable
image). This is similar to the distinction between abstract and concrete user interface in
the Cameleon Reference Framework [16]. Some of the derived abstract interactors are
listed in the figure. The abstract interactor OutputOnly represents an output towards
the user, while the abstract interactor UserInput represents an input by the user. The
abstract interactor Command represents a command given by the user, for example by
clicking a button. It does not convey additional information. Most of these interactors
operate on DataSlots, which contain the information that is exchanged with the user
(either by displaying or receiving it).

The abstract interactors are implemented by ConcreteInteractors. This class, as
well as the common superclass Interactor, have been excluded from the figure because
of their extensive inheritance structure. The figure contains the concrete interactors
GraphicalOutputWidget, GraphicalNavigation and GraphicalUserInput. Each ab-
stract interactor references its implementation as a concrete interactor. Several tra-
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Figure 5.4.: Excerpt from the meta model of the UI model.

ditional graphical UI elements are derived from these concrete interactors. Examples
for a graphical output widget are Image and TextLabel. An example for a graphical
navigation is a Button. A LookAndFeel of the UI model represents some general infor-
mation about its childrens graphical properties (e.g., a common text colour) that can be
annotated to single or groups of UI elements.
An excerpt of the meta model of the layout model is depicted in Figure 5.5. The layout

algorithm uses constraint solving to optimize the layout to different screen sizes. The
LayoutModel contains a set of Statements regarding the position, relations and size of
its layout elements and a configuration (class LayoutModelConfiguration). These ele-
ments are input to a constraint solver, which is available via the ConstaintSolverProxy.
The constraint solver takes into account the properties of the current interaction device
(screen size, minimum text height ...) and calculates positions and sizes of its elements
as a solution to the constraint system. The layout consists of a tree structure of Nodes,
which themselves can be Containers that contain other nodes, or Leaves, which form the
leaves of the layout tree and represent single UI elements. Properties, NodePositions
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Figure 5.5.: Excerpt from the meta model of the layout model.

and NodeSizes are calculated by the constraint solving process. The layout model and
constraint solving are specialized to graphical user interfaces.

The foundation of the domain model of the project SOE is depicted in Figure 5.6.
This model contains a set of Properties that can be connected to sensors that update
them if necessary. The subtypes of this class represent properties of certain data types.
These properties form the foundation for modelling the domain knowledge of the SOE
application. The domain knowledge is stored in a domain model in groups of properties.
A group of DoubleProperties is used to represent the heating value for each hour of a
day. The heating plan of a day is represented by a list of double properties.
Figure 5.7 shows an excerpt of the meta model of the mapping model. This model

makes references to the classes EClass, EObject, EStructuralFeature and EOperation
from the Ecore meta model, which cannot be displayed in an Ecore diagram as they are
elements of the meta-meta model. For this reason these classes have been supplemented
to the figure. The mapping model contains a set of mapping types and a set of mappings.
The mapping types describe a relation of two types, while mappings are responsible for
relating two specific objects that have the types described in its mapping type. It would
be conceptually cleaner to separate mapping types and mappings into two meta layers.
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Figure 5.6.: Excerpt from the meta model of the domain model.

However, since EMF only supports a fixed number of meta-layers, mapping types and
mappings are both modelled in the mapping model on the same layer. The conformance
is represented by an edge of type type.
A MappingType consists of a set of MappingLinks. Each of these links connects two

types. In the meta model the according EClasses are referenced via source and target.
A mapping link describes that a change in the source object triggers a method in the
target object. For this, the mapping link observes one attribute of its source, given by
the EStructuralFeature specified by the reference trigger. If a change in this attribute
occurs the condition is checked. If it is fulfilled the operation in the target element is
called. The operation is specified by the EOperation referenced by action. Additional
arguments can be handed over to this operation. These can either be model elements,
referenced by static or relative path, or the results of transformations from other model
elements. The according subtypes of the class Argument and their class structure have
been omitted from the figure.
Each Mapping has a type. The links in this type restrict which types of objects the

mapping can connect. The mapping references two specific objects of these types via the
references source and target. Because of the above mentioned lack of meta-layers it is
not possible to enforce source and target to have the correct types via type conformance
to the meta model. Thus, the mapping references two generic EObjects. Consistency
requirements are used to assure that these objects are instances of the classes given in
the mapping type.
For the considerations in this case study five mapping types are of interest. These are

shown in Figure 5.8. The following types are contained in this figure:
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Figure 5.7.: Excerpt from the meta model of the mapping model.

• Place2UI: This mapping type connects the typesDialogP lace in the dialog model
and AbstractInteractor in the UI model. The purpose of the mapping type is
to activate the interactor whenever its corresponding place is marked. This is
implemented in two mapping links. The top link triggers whenever the place is
deactivated (holdingToken == false) and calls the method deactivate in the
abstract interactor. The bottom link triggers when the place is activated and calls
the method activate to make the UI element visible.

• UI2Transition: This mapping type is responsible for triggering transitions in the
dialog model from the UI model. It connects the types AbstractInteractor and
DialogTransition. Whenever the interactor is selected (state == SELECTED)
the method trigger in the transition is called to trigger its execution.

• UI2Layout: The mapping type UI2Layout connects the type Concrete Interactor
in the UI model and the type Node in the layout model. ConcreteInteractor is
the superclass of all graphical UI elements. The mapping is triggered by changes
on the attribute state and has no condition (the condition is true). Accordingly,
whenever the state of the interactor changes the method setNewState of the Node
is called. One parameter is handed over. This parameter is true whenever the new
state is not INACTIVE. The respective class structure is abbreviated as attribute
argument in the figure.

• Domain2UI Background: The mapping type Domain2UI Background is re-
sponsible for setting the background of a label whenever the value of a corre-
sponding property changes. It connects elements of the classes DoubleProperty
to a TextLabel. Without a condition, each change of the value, calls the method
setBackground with the new style that has the correct background colour for the
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Figure 5.8.: Mappings of the project SOE.
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value of the property set. This style is generated by a transformation. In the
simplified figure this is represented by the method getBackgroundStyle

• Domain2UI Text: The mapping type Domain2UI Text is responsible for set-
ting the value of a text whenever the value of a corresponding property changes.
It connects the classes DoubleProperty and TextLabel. A change in this value
triggers the method setNewText with the String representation of the new value.

The remainder of this section gives an example for a conforming set of models and
mappings by modelling the plan window.

Figure 5.9.: Simplified model of the plan window.

The models of this window are depicted in Figure 5.9 in a condensed version. The
dialog model contains the place in which the plan window is visible. This place is
connected via mappings of type Place2UI to seven elements of type InteractorGroup.
Each group contains a set of interactors. The groups are called monday to sunday and
each contains the interactors specific to one weekday. Each group has 25 children. This
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is exemplified for sunday in the figure. The group contains one element sunday title
of type OutputOnly for the headline of the according day and an additional element
sunday HH of type OutputOnly for each hour HH of the day. These elements are
refined by concrete graphical elements of type TextLabel. Thus, the user interface
essentially contains one headline and 24 labels for each day of the week. These elements
are displayed when the according dialog place is marked (visibility of abstract interactors
is derived from their interactorGroup if no specific mapping exists).

The layout model contains one Container, called sunday for the whole day Sunday
and a container of identical structure for each other day of the week. This container
structures its children according to their structure in the layout. On the first layer the
leaf sunday title and the container sunday content are situated. sunday title represents
the title, displaying the name of the day, and is related to the according label in the UI
model by a mapping. The leafs for the remaining UI elements in the interactor group
sunday are contained in the container sunday content. This container contains two
children, each representing a row of twelve hours. Each of them contains six pairs of two
hours. This enables the UI to show each two hours as linked rectangles, while there is
padding in between each pair of two. The groups sunday 00 − 01 and sunday 22 − 23
represent the pairs of hours 0 to 1 and 22 to 23 respectively. The leafs contained in these
groups are connected to the text labels in the UI model via mappings of type UI2Layout.
The domain model contains the values for the heating plan for each day. For each

day there are 24 DoubleV alues representing the 24 hours of the day. Again, Sunday is
used as example day in the figure. The background for each hour is connected to the
according label via a mapping of type Domain2UI Background. The actual mappings
target a graphical property set describing the style of a text label. In the figure this has
been abbreviated by a direct target reference to the text label.
The next section describes adaptation scenarios for this window.

5.3. Adaptations

This section describes several adaptations of the planning window. The effect of each
adaptation is shown in a schematic overview. Furthermore, we indicate the changes in
the model triggered by the adaptations.
The first adaptation distributes the heating overview into multiple windows. The

schematic overview of this adaptation is shown in Figure 5.10. Two potential distribu-
tions are shown. The window at the left hand side shows only one day at a time and
adds navigation elements at the top to switch between weekdays. The window at the
right hand side enables the user to switch between a weekday and weekend view. Again,
navigation is added at the top to switch between both.
This adaptation serves two purposes. Showing less information on the screen results

in a better use of space on devices with a small screen size. Thus, it makes sense to
show a limited number of days at a time. However, the user might want to group similar
information and show the weekdays and weekend, which can have different heating
requirements, in different windows.
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Figure 5.10.: Schematic overview of the first adaptation.

Figure 5.11 depicts the model after the adaptation that causes the user interface to
show the weekdays and weekend in separate windows. The figure concentrates on those
elements that differ from the original user interface model in Figure 5.9. Furthermore,
mappings of the same type that share a common source or target are abbreviated by one
mapping with several sources and targets. The dialog model has been changed to contain
two DialogP laces. Depending on which of them is activated either the weekend or
weekday view is displayed. The modes can be switched via twoDialogTransitions. Each
of the dialog places is related to a set of InteractorGroups via mappings. Each of these
groups contains the interactors for one day. These groups are structured and connected
to the layout and domain model as in the original model. The respective elements have
thus been omitted from the figure. The place weekday is connected to five such groups for
the days Monday to Friday. In addition, it is connected to an element weekday header,
which represents the appropriate headline in the user interface. Similarly, the place
weekend is connected to two interactor groups for Saturday and Sunday as well as a
header for the weekend view weekend header. Two commands left and right in the
UI model represent the navigation between both views. Both elements are connected to
both transitions in the dialog model via a mapping of type UI2Transition. Accordingly,
if either of these commands is interacted with both transitions are triggered. Since only
one of them is activated at a time (since there is only one token in the net) only one of
them will fire and the state will switch.
In addition to the already known structures, the adaptation adds a container for the

navigation to the layout model. Four leafs are situated in this container. They represent
the two navigation elements and the two headlines that are connected to the respective
concrete interactors via mappings of type UI2Layout. Since only one of the headlines
is active in each dialog state, only three of these elements are shown at a time.
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Figure 5.11.: The model after the first adaptation.

The adaptation for showing each day separately looks similar. It adds seven states to
the dialog model and the corresponding mappings, headlines and layout elements.
A schematic overview of the second adaptation is shown in Figure 5.12. This adapta-

tion reorders the day layouts. In the original layout they are displayed underneath each
other. After the adaptation they are reordered to two columns. The purpose of this
adaptation is to adapt the user interface to big screens, like a television monitor. This
adaptation can be used to avoid sparse or stretched user interfaces.
The changed elements for this adaptation are shown in Figure 5.13. The change only

impacts the layout model and the way the layouts for each day are displayed. Instead
of showing these containers underneath each other, the layouts for each two days are
wrapped in common parents mon tue, wed thu and fri sat. These new containers each
show two days horizontally next to each other. The outer layout plan window contains
these layouts and the container for Sunday and displays them vertically underneath each
other. This adaptation does not change the other models.
Figure 5.14 shows another adaptation. This adaptation can be used to optimize the

layout of a single day in two ways. The first adaptation makes use of more horizontal
space by showing all hour labels next to each other to save on vertical space. In the
second adaptation the labels for each hour of the day are shown in a grid of 4 x 6 instead
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Figure 5.12.: Schematic overview of the second adaptation.

of 2 x 12. This adaptation is used to optimize the layout to give more horizontal space
to the labels and avoid small labels on devices with small screens.
Figure 5.15 shows an excerpt of the layout model after the third adaptation. Again,

the adaptation does not change the other models. The adaptation changes the part of the
layout model that is responsible for displaying the leafs for each hour. It yields an outer
layout monday content that contains four containers monday 00− 05, monday 06− 11,
monday 12− 17 and monday 18− 23. Each of these containers represents a row in the
layout and holds six leaves, as indicated for the container monday 00− 05. The layout
elements above the container monday content are not altered by the adaptation.

The schematic overview of the fourth adaptation is shown in Figure 5.16. This adap-
tation causes the user interface to show more details about the heating plan. In addition
to the colour of the labels, which indicate the heating level, the level is shown as text in
the respective labels. This adaptation represents a more detailed level of the semantic
zoom for this user interface, which can be triggered by the user.
The changed model elements of this adaptation are shown in Figure 5.17. The adap-

tation changes the mapping between the UI model and the domain model. The original
model contains mappings of type Domain2UI Background that are responsible for set-
ting the correct background colour for each hour label to indicate its heating level.
The adaptation complements each of these mappings with additional mappings of type
Domain2UI Text that also set the text of the label to the corresponding heating level.
These additional mappings are the only change necessary for this adaptation. All other
models remain unchanged.
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Figure 5.13.: The model after the second adaptation.

Figure 5.14.: Schematic overview of the third adaptation.

The adaptations presented in this section are implemented in the project SOE. The
project implements a rule-based approach that activates these adaptations in the de-
scribed situations. In addition, they can be activated or deactivated from the Meta-UI.
Thus, arbitrary combinations of these adaptations are possible at run time.
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Figure 5.15.: The model after the third adaptation.
.

Figure 5.16.: Schematic overview of the fourth adaptation.

The next section describes consistency requirements in the project SOE.

5.4. Consistency Requirements

This section lists several consistency requirements that exist in the models in the project
SOE. These requirements concern the models as well as the mappings between them.
Several conditions are already contained in the Ecore meta model. For example, this
meta model is able to express multiplicities of relations and the eOpposite relation that
are effectively constraints on the occurrence of edges in the model. The remainder of
this section describes the additional conditions required in this project.
The following consistency requirements exist for the dialog model:

1. All places are connected to the UI model: All elements of type Dialog Place
in the dialog model are connected to at least one Abstract Interactor in the UI
model via a mapping of type Place2UI

2. All transitions are connected to the UI model: All elements in the dialog
model of type Dialog Transition are connected to at least one Command in the
UI model via a mapping of type UI2Transition.
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Figure 5.17.: The model after the fourth adaptation.

These two conditions require dialog elements to have meaning. A place in the dialog
model needs to be connected to at least one element in the user interface that is shown
when this place is activated (Condition 1). Else the place does not have any influence on
the software system. Furthermore, each transition needs to be connected to a command
that enables it to fire (Condition 2). If this connection does not exist the transition can
never fire and is thus obsolete.
In the UI model the following conditions exist:

1. Each navigation element has influence on the dialog model: Each element
of type Navigation is connected to at least one DialogTransition in the dialog
model via a mapping of type UI2Transition.

2. All UI Elements are connected to exactly one element in the layout
model: Each ConcreteInteractor in the UI model is connected to exactly one
Node in the layout model via a mapping of type UI2Layout.

3. Not more than one background mapping exists: No GraphicalPropertySet
in the UI model is connected to more than one property in the domain model via
a mapping of type Domain2UI Background.

4. Not more than one text mapping exists: No TextLabel in the UI model is
connected to more than one property in the domain model via a mapping of type
Domain2UI Text.
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The conditions of the UI model concern its connection to the other models via map-
pings. Navigation elements in the user interface inherit from Commands and represent
elements whose purpose is a navigation between user interface elements. Accordingly,
an element of this type needs to be connected to the domain model to achieve the navi-
gation (Condition 1). The connection to the layout model via mapping type UI2Layout
determines where in the layout a UI element is shown. Without a mapping of this type
the element cannot be shown even when it is active. Accordingly, each UI element needs
to be connected to such a mapping (Condition 2). The mappings into the domain model
can be used to manipulate certain properties of a UI element like its colour or its text
based on values of the domain model. If multiple mappings exist they can conflict with
respect to the values they imply for the UI element. Thus, Conditions 3 and 4 restrict
the two mapping types of the example to exist once for each UI element.
The following condition exists for the layout model:

1. All leaves are connected to exactly one UI Element: All elements of type
Leaf in the layout model are connected to exactly one ConcreteInteractor in the
UI model via a mapping of type UI2Layout.

Elements of type Leaf in the layout model represent a user interface element that is
inserted in the layout at the place of this leaf. Accordingly, each leaf must be connected
to a user interface element. Additionally, it is not possible to insert two elements for one
leaf. Thus, Condition 1 requires all leaves to be connected to exactly one UI element.

For the mapping model the following conditions exist:

1. Mapping type is contained: If a Mapping is contained in a mapping model via
the relation mappings its type also is contained in the same mapping model via
relation mappingTypes.

2. Source and trigger of a mapping link are consistent: The trigger of a
mapping link is a feature of the EClass that is defined as the source of this link.

3. Target and action of a mapping link are consistent: The EOperation that
is defined as action of a mapping link is an operation of the EClass that is defined
as the target of the link.

4. Mapping Links are consistent: All MappingLinks in a MappingType connect
the same two types, meaning the same two types are either used as source and
target or target and source.

5. Source and target type of mapping is consistent: The source and target
objects connected by a mapping are instances of the source and target classes
referenced by the MappingLinks of the MappingType of the mapping.

The conditions on the mapping model assure the consistency of mappings. Condition
1 ensures that the type referenced by a mapping is actually contained in the model and
available. Furthermore, Conditions 2 and 3 ensure that for each mapping link the feature,
which the link listens to, is available in the source class and that the action, which the
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condition triggers, is available in the target class. In the SOE project mappings connect
two objects. Links can be spanned in any direction between these objects. Accordingly,
the links of a mapping type have to connect the same two types, but might differ in which
of them is the source and which is the target. Condition 4 ensures that all links of a
mapping connect the same two types. A mapping is inconsistent if it relates objects that
cannot be used as intended by its mapping links. Condition 5 assures this by requiring
the mapped objects to conform to the correct types.

5.5. Summary

In this chapter we described the case study that will serve as a running example and
evaluation of the Trollmann approach. The case study is taken from the project SOE.
It represents an adaptive user interface for heating control. The project SOE contains
four models: A dialog model, a UI model, a layout model and a domain model. We ex-
emplified these models on the user interface of a plan window. This window will be used
as running example in the next chapter. In addition, we presented several adaptations
that optimize this window to different situations and several structural conditions that
have to be fulfilled by the models in this project.
In the next chapter we present the Trollmann approach to the detection of adaptation

conflicts. The case study is used to illustrate this approach.
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This chapter presents the Trollmann approach for detecting adaptation conflicts at run
time. A model-based framework has to fulfil a set of assumptions for this approach
to be applicable. Section 6.1 articulates these assumptions. Subsequently, we give a
conceptual overview of the Trollmann approach is in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 presents a
running example, an excerpt of the case study discussed in Section 5, to illustrate the
Trollmann approach effectively.
The remaining sections describe the Trollmann approach in detail, including the for-

malism for representing models, model relations, adaptations and consistency require-
ments (cf. Section 6.4), the algorithms for conflict detection (cf. Section 6.5) and an
explanation on how these algorithms can be used to provide information for conflict
resolution (cf. Section 6.6). We conclude the chapter with a summary.

6.1. Prerequisites

The Trollmann approach relies on run time models to analyse adaptation conflicts. The
analysis methods are based on a set of formalisms that represent models, adaptations
and consistency requirements. Thus, the approach makes a set of assumptions about
the modelling framework. It can be applied in any framework that fulfils them. In this
section we list and describe these assumptions.

Assumption 1. For each aspect that should be analysed with respect to adaptation
conflicts there is at least one run time model that represents this aspect.

The analysis methods of this approach are based on models. Accordingly, all aspects
that need to be analysed for adaptation conflicts have to be expressed as models for this
method to be applicable. Since the analysis method aims to be applied at run time these
models have to be available while the software system is running.

Assumption 2. The analysed models are synchronized with the software system via a
causal connection.

The analysis is based on models and assumes that the analysed models correctly reflect
the software system. Thus, Assumption 2 is that the models are in causal connection to
their system under and study. They are models@run.time (cf. Section 2.1.6). Retaining
the consistency between evolving models and the evolving SUS can be a complex task
and has been identified as one of the key challenges of run time assurance [10]. However,
since the synchronization of model and SUS is not a focus of this thesis we assume that
both are synchronized correctly.
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Assumption 3. All consistency requirements that need to be analysed are expressed as
structural conditions on models.

The analysis methods also require an explicit representation of consistency require-
ments based on the analysed models. Accordingly, Assumption 3 is that all requirements
that need to be analysed are expressed explicitly based on the model structure.

Assumption 4. All adaptations that need to be analysed are described as reconfiguration
rules that can be executed to change the models accordingly.

Similarly, it is only possible to analyse adaptations that are represented on the basis of
models. Thus, Assumption 4 is that all adaptations that need to be taken into account
in the analysis are expressed on models. We assume that a reconfiguration rule exists
for each adaptation. A reconfiguration rule is a specification of the adaptation that can
be executed to trigger the adaptation. This explicit representation enables us to analyse
the changes made by the adaptation without executing it.

Assumption 5. The models, adaptations and consistency requirements are either repre-
sented in the formalism specified in Section 6.4 or can be converted into this formalism.

The previous assumptions require models, consistency requirements and adaptations
to be represented explicitly in the run time models but do not assume any specific
formalism. For the analysis it is optimal to use the formalism specified in Section 6.4
directly. However, the analysis method is also applicable in frameworks that use other
formalisms, as long as a mapping to our formalism is possible.
Based on these assumptions we describe the conceptual overview of the approach in

the next section.

6.2. Conceptual Overview

This section provides a conceptual overview of the approach. The approach relies on a
run time framework that meets the assumptions made in the previous section.
As stated in Assumption 5 we assume that the languages used for describing models,

consistency requirements and adaptations are at least translatable into our formalism.
Some frameworks already utilize models represented in other formalisms. If these for-
malisms are sufficiently close to be represented by our formalism, the approach can be
applied. In this case both formalisms can be seen as two syntaxes of the same model,
similar to the concept of abstract and a concrete syntax. This distinction is normally
made in programming languages where the concrete syntax is the syntax the programmer
works on and the abstract syntax is a version of the same program that is formalized
to be processable by the software systems. Our formalism can be interpreted as an
alternate syntax for models that enables the analysis of adaptation conflicts. In [78]
we proposed to make this distinction and to formalize consistency of models based on
the abstract syntax, regardless of the actual modelling language. Our formalism is an
extension of the ideas presented in this publication.
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Figure 6.1.: The formalisms in the Trollmann approach and its relation to run time
models.

As a basis for analysis we define three formalisms. These formalisms and their relations
to the run time models are depicted in Figure 6.1. The three formalisms are called the
Model Formalism, the Condition Formalism and the Adaptation Formalism. The model
formalism is the basis for the description of models. The condition formalism can be
used to formulate consistency requirements. The adaptation formalism is a formalism
for the description of adaptations.
The Model Formalism is a meta-meta model for the run time models. It can be used

to describe the specifics of several modelling languages (e.g., petri nets or UML models).
This is done in the Composite Meta Model. The word composite indicates that this is
not necessarily a meta model for a single model. The composite meta model can describe
a set of modelling languages and relations between them. The specific languages and
relations used in one modelling framework can be specified in the composite meta model.
The model formalism itself is independent of the actual modelling languages used.
The Composite Model contains a set of run time models, each conforming to one

language described in the composite meta model. The models in the composite model
are related with each other. Again, the relations conform to the relation types described
in the composite meta model. The description in the composite meta-model is assumed
to be complete. It is assumed that all models that conform to the composite meta model
can be interpreted by the run time framework.

The Condition Formalism can be used to describe Consistency Requirements. These
requirements constrain the structure and relations of the composite model and thus are
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formulated based on the composite meta model. They use elements from this meta
model. This is indicated by the dashed line between both boxes in Figure 6.1. The
conditions could be further enhanced with values indicating their importance. For ex-
ample, it might be possible to distinguish between must-have conditions that need to be
fulfilled and nice-to have conditions that should be fulfilled but will not lead to a system
malfunction if they are not. Additionally, the origin of the conditions could be impor-
tant. For example, conditions required by the run time framework might be treated
differently than conditions defined by the designer. This additional information plays
a big role during conflict resolution. Depending on the importance and origin of the
condition different resolution strategies can apply. However, all conditions are treated
the same by conflict detection as adaptation-consistency conflicts need to be detected
for all conditions. Therefore, the formalism abstracts from details such as importance
and origin of consistency conditions.

The combination of the composite meta model and the consistency requirements forms
a Valid State Description. This description specifies when a model is considered valid
from the frameworks point of view and when not. It takes into account the inter-
pretability of the model as well as additional consistency requirements. Every modelling
framework can have its own valid state description tailored to the specifics of this frame-
work. This valid state description might even be specific to a software application if it
contains conditions by the applications developer.

The Adaptation Formalism is a formalism for specifying actions that determine recon-
figurations of the model and thus adaptations of the software system. An adaptation
consists of an Action. The action describes how the composite model is changed when
the adaptation is executed. Each action is a description of a reconfiguration of models
that conform to the composite meta model and thus has a reference to the compos-
ite meta model (as indicated by the dashed line). The actions are specified using the
adaptation formalism. The adaptation formalism makes no assumptions about when an
adaptation is triggered. This can vary depending on the adaptation strategy.
Figure 6.2 depicts the information that is used as basis for the analysis. The composite

model C is the current state of the software system. A set of adaptations Adaptationi is
supposed to be applied to the composite model. All adaptation actions Ai are supposed
to be applied, resulting in the new state C ′. The composite meta model, expressed in
the model formalism, and the consistency requirements, expressed in the consistency
formalism, specify when C ′ is considered valid. The analysis methods in the Trollmann
approach can be used to answer whether there is an unambiguous C ′ as a result of the
application of all adaptation actions (adaptation-adaptation conflicts) and whether C ′

is conform to the composite state meta model and fulfil the consistency requirements
(adaptation-consistency conflicts). In case of conflicts the analysis methods provide
information that can be used by a conflict resolution mechanism. The analysis uses the
current composite model C, the adaptation actions Ai, the composite meta model and
the consistency requirements.
In the next section we describe our running example. Subsequently, we describe the

model, adaptation and consistency condition (cd. Section 6.4) and the analysis methods
(cf. Section 6.5).
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Figure 6.2.: A transformation of a composite model.

6.3. Running Example

We use a running example to illustrate our formalisms and algorithms. The running ex-
ample is meant as a toy example which is complex enough to exemplify the approach and
simple enough to provide good illustration for our definitions. The models of the running
example are loosely based on the models of the project SOE described in Section 5, but
are strongly simplified. These models are used to implement a simple adaptive software
application for making tea.
The running example focuses on the UI model, the dialog model and their relation.

Section 6.3.1 contains the simplified version of these two models and the user interface of
the tea application. In Section 6.3.2 we describe consistency requirements in the scope
of this software system. In the last section we showcase two adaptations.

6.3.1. UI and Dialog Model

The running example consists of a UI model and a dialog model. Both represent simpli-
fied versions of the models in the case study. The UI model abstracts from the separation
of the UI model and layout model in the project SOE and contains elements from both.
It contains a set of concrete graphical UI elements that, starting from a window, de-
scribe a tree of graphical layouts and UI elements that represents the content layout
of the window. This UI model encompasses the concrete UI Elements contained in the
SOE UI model and the layout-tree described in the SOE layout model. The dialog model
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determines the order in which the windows are displayed to the user. It also defines the
interactions that trigger a progression in the dialog. This model is similar to the dialog
model in the project SOE. The domain model is not reflected in the running example.

Figure 6.3.: Models of the running example.

As a simple example application Figure 6.3 depicts an application for making tea.
This software system provides the user with stepwise information on how to make a cup
of tea. Each step is contained in its own window. These windows are contained in the
UI model in the upper part of Figure 6.3. Overall there are three steps and for each
step there is a window (Window A to C ) that contains a description of the step and a
button. Pressing the button indicates that the current step has been completed. After
the user clicks the button the current window is removed from the visible user interface
and the window for the next step is shown. This is managed by the dialog model.
The dialog model of the tea application contains 3 places, representing the three

windows of the software system. Whenever a place is marked, the according window
is shown. This is indicated by the relation of type State 2 Window. This relation is a
simplified version of the mapping type Place2UI from the case study. The transition
start places a token on place s1. It is called once, when the tea application is started.
All other transitions are triggered by pressing a button in the user interface. This is
represented by the relation Transition 2 Input. This relation is a simplified version of
the mapping type UI2Transition from the case study. Each transition except for start
and end move the token from one place to another, thus closing one window and opening
the next one. The transition start does not close a window and the transition end does
not open a window.
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In the tea-application both models are initialized as they are depicted in Figure 6.3.
When the application is started the transition start is called. This transition places a
token on the place s1. Accordingly, the associated Window A is shown to the user and
presents the first step of making tea. When the user is done with this step she clicks
on the button labelled DONE. This triggers the transition s1 → s2. While firing, this
transition moves the token from s1 to the place s2. Accordingly, Window A is removed
from the visible user interface and Window B is added. Similarly, after the user finishes
the next step and clicks the button labelled DONE the token moves to place s3 and
Window 2 is shown. After finishing the last step the user can click on FINISH to finish
the application by triggering the transition end. This transition removes the token from
s3, which leaves the dialog model tokenless.
The next section describes the consistency requirements these models have to fulfil to

be interpreted correctly at run time.

6.3.2. Consistency Requirements

In this section we introduce consistency conditions for the tea application.
In the examples the following set of conditions is used:

i) Only one place is marked at a time. The run time framework is only able to show
one window at a time to the user. This restriction can occur on mobile devices
with limited screen size. The number of shown windows is directly derived from
the number of places that contain a token. Therefore, the number of places marked
at any time is restricted to one.

ii) Each window has content. If a window has no content it cannot be displayed to
the user. Therefore, each window is required to contain a user interface.

iii) Every place is associated to exactly one window. A place that is not associated
to a window represents a state of the software system that does not have any
user interface. Combined with the requirement for only one marked place this
indicates a state of the software system that has no user interface at all. Since
all transitions, except for the starting transition, are triggered by an interaction
with a user interface element, a state without user interface elements represents
a deadlock. Thus, every state has to be associated to a window. It cannot be
associated to more than one window because this would require the software system
to display multiple windows at the same time.

iv) There is exactly one start transition. The start transition is fired when the software
system is started. Before firing this transition the marking is not existent. Thus,
the transition initializes the dialog model. If no start transition exists the software
system cannot be started. Firing two start transitions can lead to two visible
windows, which is forbidden. Thus, exactly one start transition should exist.

v) Every transition that is not a start transition has to be associated to a UI element.
In the running example transitions can only be triggered by interaction with UI
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elements. The only exception is the start transition. To prevent transitions that
cannot be triggered all transitions with the exception of the start transition are
required to be connected to at least one UI element.

vi) When a transition is activated its triggering UI element has to be visible. A tran-
sition is activated when the places on its incoming arcs contain enough token to
fire it. A transition associated to a UI element is triggered when the UI element
is interacted with. However, if the UI element is not in the window associated to
the transitions source place the UI element is not shown when the transition is
activated and the transition can never be fired. Therefore, the run time framework
requires triggering UI elements to be contained in a window that is associated to
the source place of a transition.

Some of these consistency conditions concern single models and some concern the
relations between models. Conditions i) and iv) restrict the dialog model while condition
ii) only concerns the UI model. Conditions iii), v) and vi) concern both models. These
conditions also restrict their relation to each other.
More requirements can be enumerated. For example requirements can be used to

assure that the dialog model will always contain only one token in all of its future
states. However, for the running example the above mentioned requirements are suffi-
cient. These requirements have been defined from the perspective of the modelling and
run time framework. One other potential source of requirements is the designer. While
the requirements of the run time framework deal with interpretability of the models
the designer might require additional conditions that ensure that the software system
correctly fulfills its purpose.
The purpose of the sample application is to make tea. For this reason the designer

wants to assure the correct presentation of all steps to the user, even when the application
itself is adapted. The following requirements have to be fulfilled:

vii) All three steps are contained in the user interface of a shown window. The process
of making tea takes three steps. The designer wants to assure that all of these
steps are contained in the visible user interface of the software system. This is
assured by a condition that requires the corresponding labels to be contained in a
window that is associated to a place.

viii) The order of steps is correct. The steps are supposed to be executed in a certain
order. The designer of the software system wants to assure that the steps are pre-
sented to the user in the correct order. This is necessary because some adaptations
can change the order of windows, e.g., by uniting multiple windows. The designer
wants to assure that step 2 is either shown in the same window as step 1 or in the
window after step 1 and step 3 is shown in the same window as step 2 or in the
window after step 2.

The reason why the designer might want to add additional requirements is the fact
that the software system is adaptive. Depending on the implementation of the frame-
work the set of adaptations may not be fully under the designers control as there can
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be adaptations on framework-side or even adaptations defined at run time. In addition,
these requirements can be used as a safety net in case the adaptations or their combi-
nation have unexpected side-effects on the software systems workflow. Both conditions
of the designer restrict both models.
The next section describes adaptations for the tea application.

6.3.3. Adaptations

This section describes adaptations for the tea application. The adaptations in this
example are described from the perspective of the developer of the software system. In
other cases the run time framework may also provide adaptations.
For representing the changes encompassed in the adaptations a minimalized before-

after notation is used. The view of the user interface before the adaptation is shown on
the left hand side of an arrow. The interface after the adaptation is shown on the right
hand side. The images only contain elements that are important for the adaptation and
are required or changed by the adaptation.
The following two adaptations are used in the running example:

Adaptation 1: Back Button

Figure 6.4.: Adaptation 1 of the Running Example: adding a back button.

The first adaptation is depicted in Figure 6.4. This adaptation adds a back button
to one window. When this back button is pressed the previous window is shown. As
precondition (left hand side) the adaptation requires two windows that are associated
to two places, connected by a transition. The second window contains a button. The
unspecified elements (for example the titles of the windows, the content of the first
window or the label of the button) are not important for the adaptation and are thus
not drawn in the figure. The adaptation changes the size of the button in the second
window and adds a new button, labelled BACK on the left of this button. This button
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triggers a newly added transition that leads from the second place back to the first place.
When this button is clicked the current window is removed from the visible user interface
and the previous window is shown.
The adaptation can be applied to any two windows that are consecutive in the dialog

flow if the second window contains a button. In the example in Figure 6.3 the adaptation
is applicable in two ways. The back button may be added between Window B and
Window A or between Window C and Window B. Thus, by applying the adaptation
twice the user can be enabled to navigate back and forth between all windows.

Adaptation 2: Uniting Windows

Figure 6.5.: Adaptation 2 of the running example: uniting two windows.

The purpose of Adaptation 2 is to unite two windows and show their respective steps in
the tea-making process underneath each other. The left hand side requires two windows,
which each have one button and one label of arbitrary content (the format ⟨X.A⟩ is used
to denote arbitrary content). In addition, the rule assumes that the places for both
windows are connected by a transition and that there is a transition leading to the
first place and a transition leading from the second place (both may or may not have
connections to other places that aren’t shown in the figure). During the adaptation the
windows are united and the label of the second window is added under the label of the
first window. Both places as well as the transition between them are removed and a
new place, associated to the new window, is added. The left and right transitions are
preserved and connected to the new place.
Again, the adaptation is formulated general enough to be applied in two ways. Either

steps 1 and 2 or steps 2 and 3 may be united by applying the adaptation.
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6.4. Formalism

This section describes the formalisms that are the foundation for adaptation conflict
detection. Based on an analysis of existing formalisms we decided that graph transfor-
mation for the representation of adaptations and nested conditions for the representation
of consistency requirements are a suitable basis for the detection of adaptation conflicts.
Both formalisms are well formalized and a large body of analysis results already exists
that can be applied. Especially the notion of parallel dependencies (cf. Section 2.2.4)
lends itself to be applied for the detection of adaptation-adaptation conflicts.
These two formalisms and the existing theoretical results can be applied to any M-

adhesive category. As argued in Section 4.2.1 attributed typed graphs are a suitable
foundation for the representation of models of arbitrary modelling language, but are not
able to represent multiple models and their relation without uniting them. Since the
existing extensions of attributed typed graphs are also limited either in their power of
expression or are not M-adhesive we define a new formalism, called graph diagrams,
which is based on attributed typed graphs and is able to represent multiple models and
model relations. This model formalism is described in Section 6.4.1.

Section 6.4.2 describes nested conditions as condition formalism and their application
to graph diagrams. The combination of graph transformation as adaptation formalism
with graph diagrams is described in Section 6.4.3. We exemplify all formalism by using
the running example from Section 6.3.

6.4.1. Model Formalism

This section describes the model formalism. The definition of a suitable model, condition
and adaptation formalism is Contribution 1 of this thesis. From this contribution we
can derive the following requirements for the model formalism:

• Generality: The model formalism should be able to express models of arbitrary
modelling languages.

• Multiple Models: The model formalism should be able to express multiple models
of different modelling languages.

• Model Relations: The model formalism should be able to represent relations be-
tween models.

We describe our model formalism in a stepwise fashion. As a basis the model formal-
ism for elementary models without relations is described. This formalism is based on
attributed typed graphs as representation for elementary models. Subsequently, we de-
fine graph diagrams as an extension of attributed typed graphs for representing multiple
models and model relations. Finally, we extend the model formalism for the representa-
tion of composite models by using graph diagrams.
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Formalism for Elementary Models

In this section we describe the model formalism for elementary models on the basis
of attributed typed graphs. Elementary models are single models. Relations to other
models are not represented in this formalism. This section contains the definition of
an elementary model and elementary meta model. These definitions are extended to
composite models and composite meta models in the following sections.
Elementary models are attributed typed graphs from the category AGraphsATG. How-

ever, as stated in Section 2.2.5 this category is not finitary and does not contain an
M-initial object. To derive a category that fulfils both criteria the category is used in a
restricted version, called algebra-restricted. The restriction is twofold. On the one hand,
the category is restricted to contain only a finite number of nodes, edges and attributes.
This restricts the category to ATGs that have a finite structure. In addition, the data
that can be used for attributes is fixed to the data contained in a specific algebra. The
restricted categories of attributed graphs and attributed typed graphs are defined in the
following Definition:

Definition 4 (Algebra Restricted Attributed Graphs and Attributed Typed Graphs).
The category AGraphsD of algebra restricted attributed graphs over an algebra D is a
subcategory of the category AGraphs that contains only objects AG = ((VG, VD, EG,
ENA, EEA, (sourcej , targetj)j∈{G,NA,EA}), D) for which the sets VG, EG, ENA and EEA

are finite and all morphisms f = ((fVG
, fVD

, fEG
, fENA

, fEEA
), fD) between these objects

for which fD and fVD
are identities.

Given an algebra D for signature DSIG, a D-type graph is an attributed type graph
over the final DSIG algebra.

Given an algebra D and a D-type graph ATG the category AGraphsDATG of algebra
restricted attributed typed graphs over D is a subcategory of the category AGraphsATG

that contains only attributed typed graphs (AG, t) for which AG is from AGraphsD and
only morphisms from AGraphsD.

Although both restrictions limit the expressivity of attributed typed graphs they seem
reasonable in the scope of most modelling frameworks. The restriction to finite attributed
graphs means that all models have a finite amount of nodes, edges or attributes. Since
software models need to be expressible within the limited storage of a computing system
anyway this restriction is reasonable. The restriction to one algebra means that the data
types used for expressing attribute values are fixed. Within one model it is a reasonable
assumption that these data types do not change at run time.
The implementation of the elementary model and elementary meta model is depicted

in Figure 6.6. An elementary model is represented as an algebra-restricted attributed
typed graph. Definition 5 defines the elementary model.

Definition 5 (Elementary Model). Given an algebra D and a D-type graph ATG, an
elementary model is an algebra-restricted attributed typed graph from AGraphsDATG.

The elementary meta model describes the modelling language that can be used to
define elementary models. Thus, the elementary meta model has to describe a set of
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Figure 6.6.: The model formalism for elementary models.

attributed typed graphs. This is done by three components: an algebra, a type graph
and a set of nested conditions. The algebra describes the data elements that can be
used to annotate attributes in the model. The type graph defines the types of nodes,
edges and attributes that can be used. The structure of the modelling language can be
further restricted by using nested conditions (see Section 2.2.3). These can be used to
add further structural requirements that have to hold in all models. The elementary
meta model is described in Definition 6.

Definition 6 (Elementary Meta Model). An elementary meta model consists of an
algebra D, a D-type graph ATG and a set of nested conditions cons in AGraphsDATG.
An elementary model is conform to this meta model if it is an object from AGraphsDATG

and fulfills all constraints in cons.

This definition of elementary models and meta models is independent of modelling
languages. Models of a variety of modelling languages can be expressed as attributed
typed graphs, with a specific set of types, attributes and nested conditions. We discussed
the generality of attributed typed graphs for representing arbitrary modelling languages
as part of the related work in Section 4.2.

The running example contains two elementary models: the UI model and the dialog
model. In the remainder of this section we describe the elementary meta model and
elementary model of both models in the elementary model formalism.

The elementary meta model of the UI model is depicted in Figure 6.7. The type graph
can be seen in the top part of the figure. It consists of types for the elements Window,UI
Element, Layout Vector, Label and Button. The type UI Element is a parent node for
all other UI elements and declares the general attributes width and height that each UI
element has. Labels and Buttons are UI elements that contain a value which describes
the text they present to the user. A Layout Vector is an element that contains a set
of children which it layouts next to each other either in horizontal or vertical direction
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Figure 6.7.: The elementary meta model of the UI model in the running example.

(depending on the value of the attribute hOrientation). The node type window contains
one attribute title and a reference to its root layout.

The elementary meta model contains one nested condition. This condition is respon-
sible for assuring that each window has a content (Condition 2 in Section 6.3.2). The
outer condition consists of an all-quantifier over all windows that can be found. An inner
existence quantifier states that for each of these windows a UI element, connected by an
edge of type root layout has to exist.

Figure 6.8.: The elementary model of the UI model in the running example.

A conforming elementary model is depicted in Figure 6.8. This model is a representa-
tion of the user interface of the running example. It consists of three windows of similar
structure. Each window has a layout vector of vertical orientation as root layout. This
layout vector contains one label for displaying the respective step of the tea-making pro-
cess to the user (due to its length the content of the label is abbreviated by ⟨l1⟩ to ⟨l3⟩)
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and one button for showing the next step or finishing the software system respectively.
This elementary model is correctly typed (indicated by the types annotated in its nodes
and edges) and fulfils the condition. Thus, it conforms to the elementary meta model of
the UI model in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.9.: The elementary meta model of the dialog model in the running example.

The elementary meta model of the dialog model is depicted in Figure 6.9. The type
graph TG contains three node types: Place, Transition and Token. The connections
between places and transitions are represented by the edge types pre, representing an
incoming edge, and post, representing an outgoing edge. Tokens are associated to the
places they are placed on by edges of the type marking. Start transitions are marked by
the attribute isStart.
The figure also exemplifies one constraint of the dialog model. This constraint cor-

responds to Condition 1 in Section 6.3.2. It states that only one place can be marked
with a token at a time. The outer condition consists of an all-quantified constraint that
requires two marked places (represented by a place and a token connected by an edge of
type marking). The inner condition states that these two places have to be the same.
The condition is fulfilled whenever there are no two different marked places.

Figure 6.10.: The elementary model of the dialog model in the running example.
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A conforming elementary model for the dialog model is depicted in Figure 6.10. It
contains the three places s1 to s3 and the transitions between them. The transition start
is marked as a start transition by the value of the attribute isStart All other transitions
are regular transitions and need to be connected to the UI model. They are triggered
by interaction with UI elements.
In the next section we describe how the formalism of attributed typed graphs can be

extended to graph diagrams. This enables the representation of the relation between the
UI and dialog model.

Graph Diagrams

This section describes the formalism of graph diagrams. This formalism builds on the
power of expression of attributed typed graphs and enables the representation of multiple
models. A graph diagram consists of a set of attributed typed graphs, representing
models, connected by ATG morphisms, representing relations. In this section the formal
definition of this formalism is given within the framework of category theory. This
definition is derived from the category of attributed graphs via categorial constructions.

Definition 7 (Category GraphDiagramsS). Given a small category S, the category
GraphDiagramsS of graph diagrams over S is the functor category of all functors from
S to AGraphs. S is called the scheme of the diagram.

The definition of the category of (untyped) graph diagrams is given in Definition 7.
The category is defined in relation to another category S via functor category construc-
tion. S is called the scheme of the diagram. It defines the diagram’s structure. The
objects in S define which attributed graphs have to exist in the diagram and the mor-
phisms in S define which attributed graphs are linked by morphisms. The category
GraphDiagramsS contains all graph diagrams of this structure. The following fact
describes the objects and morphisms of this category.

Fact 1 (Graph Diagrams and Graph Diagram Morphisms). A graph diagram with
scheme S is a functor D = (O,M) : S → AGraphs where O : ObjsS → ObjsAGraphs

maps objects from S to attributed graphs and M : MorphsS → MorphsAGraphs maps
morphisms from S to attributed graph morphisms.
A graph diagram morphism m between two diagrams D1 = (O1,M1) and D2 =

(O2,M2) with scheme S is a natural transformation, consisting of a family of morphisms
in AGraphs. For each o ∈ ObjsS there is a morphism m(o) : O1(o)→ O2(o) ∈ m. For
each morphism e : o1 → o2 ∈ MorphsS the following statement holds: m(o2) ◦M1(e) =
M2(e) ◦m(o1).
A graph diagram D = (O,M) is empty if O(o) is empty for all o ∈ ObjsS. An

attributed graph is empty if the components VG, EG, ENA and EEA are empty.

A graph diagram is a functor between the category S and the categoryAGraphs. This
functor maps the objects and morphisms in S to objects and morphisms in AGraphs. It
describes which object in the graph structure is represented by which attributed graph.
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A graph diagram is empty if it contains only empty attributed graphs. An empty
diagram is not defined as a diagram with no nodes or edges but as a diagram where all
nodes are empty graphs and all edges are empty graph diagram morphisms. If the graph
diagram represents a set of related models the empty diagram represents the case where
all of these models are empty.

Figure 6.11.: Example: A graph diagram.

An example for a graph diagram is depicted in Figure 6.11. This example is taken from
the running example. The scheme of the diagram is depicted on the right hand side. This
category consists of three objects, representing three models. The object UI represents
the UI model, the object Dia represents the dialog model. Attributed graph morphisms
need to completely map all elements in one model to elements in another model. The
partial relation of the elements in the UI and dialog model cannot be represented by
a morphism. We express this relation by introducing an the additional object UI2Dia.
This object summarizes the related elements and is mapped into the UI and the dialog
model by two morphisms.
The scheme contains two morphisms, each mapping UI2Dia to one of the other two

models. The scheme contains three additional morphisms, not shown in the figure. These
are the identity morphisms on UI, Dia and UI2Dia. The existence of these morphisms
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is required since the scheme is a category. However, since these morphisms are trivial
(they map elements to themselves) we omit them from the illustrations to save space.
As specified in the scheme, the graph diagram D, depicted on the left hand side of

Figure 6.11, contains three models. It contains one UI model UI and one dialog model
Dia. UI is a part of the UI model represented in Figure 6.8 and represents the window
w1 for the first step of making tea. Dia is a part of the dialog model represented in
Figure 6.10 and represents the according state s1 in which the window w1 is shown,
as well as the start transition start and the transition s1 → s2 that is triggered from
b1. The third model UI2Dia contains representations of the related elements in UI and
Dia. It contains one element wp, denoting that the window is shown when the place is
marked, and one element uiT , denoting that the transition is fired when the button is
clicked. The relation is established by mapping these elements to the related elements
in UI and Dia via the two morphisms.

Figure 6.12.: Morphisms of graph diagrams are natural transformations.

As stated in Fact 1 a morphism in GraphDiagramS is a natural transformation. A
natural transformation is a family of morphisms, containing one morphism for each node
of the scheme. A schematic view of a graph diagram morphism for the running example
is depicted in Figure 6.12. The morphism maps from a graph diagram D′ to a graph
diagram D. Both have the scheme of the running example. The natural transformation
contains three morphisms. They need to fulfil two properties:
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• Compatibility with the scheme: The natural transformation contains morphisms
that map between attributed graphs that correspond to the same object in the
scheme. In the example in Figure 6.12 the morphism can map UI ′ in D′ to UI in
D because they both are mapped from the node UI in S.

• Compatibility with morphisms in the diagram: The morphisms in the natural trans-
formation need to commute with the morphisms in the diagram that represent the
same morphism in the scheme. In Figure 6.12 the upper and lower rectangles of
attributed graph morphisms (1) and (2) need to commute.

Figure 6.13.: Example: A graph diagram morphism.

An example for a graph diagram morphism is depicted in Figure 6.13. This morphism
maps a graph diagram D′ to the graph diagram D from Figure 6.11. D′ contains a
window with a layout vector which contains a button in the UI model and a place
connected to one transition in the dialog model. Both the window and place and the
button and transition are related via an element in UI2Dia′. The figure illustrates
the morphisms in the graph diagram and between graph diagrams by different kinds of
arrows. However, the reader should be aware that both are attributed graph morphisms.
The morphisms between graph diagrams map nodes in the source diagram to nodes in
the target diagram. These mappings have to be compatible with the morphisms in the
diagram. E.g., the mapping of uiT in UI2Dia′ to uiT in UI2Dia has to be compatible
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with its mapping to the button and the transition it relates. In both diagrams the
respective node uiT is mapped to the nodes b1 and s1 → s2. Since these are also
mapped by the morphism the morphism is well-defined.
The typing concept for graph diagrams is similar to the typing concept in attributed

typed graphs. The typing is based on a dedicated type diagram and a morphism that
defines the typing. The category of typed graph diagrams is defined as follows:

Definition 8 (Category TypedGraphDiagramsS,TG). Given a small category S, an
object TG = (OTG,MTG) in GraphDiagramsS is a type graph diagram if for all
objects o from S the object OTG(o) is an attributed type graph as defined in Definition 37.

Given a type graph diagram TG from GraphDiagramsS, the category of typed graph
diagrams over TG is the slice category (GraphDiagramsS ↓ TG). The category is
denoted by TypedGraphDiagramsTG.

The typing mechanism is based on the categorial construction of slice category. The
objects in the slice category of a category with respect to an object TG consist of all
morphisms A→ TG. The morphisms define the typing of the elements in A with respect
to TG. The following fact describes typed graph diagrams and morphisms.

Fact 2 (Typed Graph Diagrams and Morphisms). A typed graph diagram (D, type)
over a type graph diagram TG consists of a graph diagram D and a graph diagram
morphism type : D → TG.

A typed graph diagram morphism m : TD1 → TD2 between two typed graph
diagrams TD1 = (D1, type1) and TD2 = (D2, type2) is a graph diagram morphism
between D1 and D2 with type1 = type2 ◦m.
A typed graph diagram (D, type) is empty if D is empty.

A type graph diagram defines node, edge and morphism types. Node and edge types
are defined by the graphs in this diagram. This typing is analogue to the typing in
attributed typed graphs. Each graph in the type graph diagram defines the types for
one model exclusively. The morphisms in the type graph diagram define morphism types.
They describe which node and edge types can be mapped to each other via morphisms.
A typed graph diagram is described in Fact 2. It is typed via a morphism into the

type graph diagram. This morphism assigns types to each node, edge and attribute for
each model in the typed graph diagram. Morphisms between typed graph diagrams are
graph diagram morphisms that are compatible with the typing. The notions of empty
diagrams can be lifted from graph diagrams to typed graph diagrams.
The type graph diagram for the running example is depicted on the right hand side of

Figure 6.14. For the UI and dialog model the type graph diagram contains the respective
attributed type graphs from Figures 6.7 and 6.9. The type graph for the relation UI2Dia
contains two node types. The node type Window2Place relates a place to the window
that is shown when it is marked. The node type UI2Transition relates a UI element to
the transition it fires. In the type graph they are mapped to the respective types they
connect. This assures that an element of the type Window2Place can only be mapped
to a window and a place and an element of the type UI2Transition can only be mapped
to a UI element and a transition.
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Figure 6.14.: Example: A typed graph diagram.

The examples in this and the previous section use inheritance edges in the type graph
although the category of typed graph diagrams is defined based on attributed typed
graphs without inheritance edges. As described in Section 2.2.5 attributed typed graphs
with inheritance edges can be flattened to plain attributed typed graphs. Accordingly,
graph diagrams that contain attributed typed graphs with inheritance edges as nodes
can also be flattened to typed graph diagrams without inheritance edges.
The left hand side of Figure 6.14 contains the graph D′ from the examples and its

typing morphism D′ → TGD. To save space in future figures the typing morphism is
annotated in the node names. For example the node w1 : Window has the name w1
and the type Window. The same is done for edges. However, in most cases explicit
edge names are omitted and only the type is used. The previous examples in this section
already contain this annotation.
The morphisms in TypedGraphDiagramsTG are graph diagram morphisms. In ad-

dition to the consistency to the scheme and morphisms in the diagram they fulfil one
additional property:
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• compatibility to the typing morphisms: The morphisms between typed graph di-
agrams need to preserve the typing. The morphism needs to commute with the
typing morphisms of its source and target.

The example for a graph diagram morphism in Figure 6.13 already has types anno-
tated. Thus, it is also an example for a typed graph diagram morphism. It preserves
the types of its nodes, edges and relations.
The category of typed graph diagrams forms the basis for the model formalism. The

category is M-adhesive as the functor and slice category constructions preserve the
M-adhesive properties. The class M consists of natural transformations that contain
injective attributed typed graph morphisms with isomorphic data components for each
node in the scheme. However, similar to attributed typed graphs, typed graph diagrams
are not finitary and do not contain an M-initial object. As described in Section 2.2.4
these two properties are required to apply existing theoretical results.
In Section 6.4.1 the category AGraphsDATG has been defined as a restriction of at-

tributed graphs to enable these two properties for attributed typed graphs. We can
restrict Graph Diagrams in a similar manner by restricting the attributed typed graphs
in each diagram to these algebra-restricted attributed typed graphs. In addition, the
scheme is restricted to have a finite amount of objects and morphisms. This is defined
in the following Definition:

Definition 9 (Algebra Restricted Graph Diagrams and Typed Graph Diagrams). Given
a small category S with a finite number of objects and morphisms and an algebra D, the
category GraphDiagramsDS is a subcategory of the category GraphDiagramsS whose
objects are diagrams of objects and morphisms from AGraphsD and whose morphisms
are natural transformations over morphisms from AGraphsD.
Given an algebra D and a small category S with finite number of objects and mor-

phisms a D-type graph diagram is a type graph diagram over S in which all objects are
D-type graphs.
Given an algebra D, a small category S with finite number of objects and morphisms,

and a D-type graph diagram TG over S, the category TypedGraphDiagramsDTG is a
subcategory of TypedGraphDiagramsTG with objects (D, type), where D is an object
from GraphDiagramsDS , and morphisms from GraphDiagramsDS .

These restrictions lead to a subcategory of graph diagrams whose models fulfil the
conditions described in Section 6.4.1. All models are restricted to the same algebra,
meaning the same underlying data type is assumed. We can choose an algebra that
contains all data sorts that are needed for the contained models. Thus, the restriction
of the algebra is not a restriction in expressiveness. In addition, the scheme is restricted
to a finite number of objects and morphisms. Accordingly, the category is restricted
to frameworks that contain a finite number of models and relations. Since computing
systems are restricted in the amount of memory they have available anyway we do not
consider this restriction to be critical.
The resulting category is a finitaryM-adhesive category withM-initial object. This

is stated in the following theorem:
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Theorem 1. Given

• D an algebra

• S a small category with finite sets of objects and morphisms.

• TG a D-type graph diagram over S

(TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) is a finitaryM-adhesive category that contains anM-
initial object. M is the class of all monomorphisms in TypedGraphDiagramsDTG.

Proof for this theorem can be found in Appendix B.1.
In the next section we describe how graph diagrams can be used as model formalism.

Formalism for Composite Models

In this section the model formalism for composite models is defined based on graph
diagrams. The composite model and composite meta model extend the elementary
model and meta model to represent multiple models and their relation.

Figure 6.15.: The model formalism for composite models.

Figure 6.15 gives an overview about the definition of the composite model and com-
posite meta-model using typed graph diagrams. The composite model is a typed graph
diagram. Definition 10 defines the composite model.

Definition 10 (Composite Model). Given an algebra D and a D-type graph diagram
TG, a composite model is an object from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

The composite meta model (see Definition 11) is defined analogous to the elemen-
tary meta model. It consists of an algebra, a type graph diagram and a set of nested
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conditions. The algebra contains the data that can be used as attribute values in the
models. The type graph diagram TG contains the type graphs of all elementary models
that are present at run time. The morphisms in the type graph diagram define types
for relations between models. The nested conditions in the composite meta model are
formulated over graph diagrams. Since graph diagrams are anM-adhesive category this
construct is possible. The definition of the composite meta model is as follows:

Definition 11 (Composite Meta Model). A composite meta model is a tuple cmm =
(D,TG, cons) containing:

• D an algebra

• TG a D-type graph diagram

• cons a set of nested conditions with objects from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

A composite model is conform to this composite meta-model if it is an object in
TypedGraphDiagramsDTG and fulfils all conditions in cons.

Figure 6.16.: Example: Two nested conditions on graph diagrams.

Part of the example for the composite meta model has already been given. Sec-
tion 6.4.1 discusses the typing concept for graph diagrams and gives the type graph for
the running example. This type graph can be found in Figure 6.14. Figure 6.16 shows
conditions four and five from Section 6.3.2.
Condition four requires the existence of one and only one start transition. This condi-

tion is formulated in the dialog model. For this reason all other models in the diagrams
contained in this condition are empty. Condition four is a conjunction of two parts.
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The first part is an existence quantifier that requires the existence of a start transition.
The second part states that every two start transitions that can be found are in fact the
same transition. The second part is stated in two nesting levels. The outer all-quantified
condition finds all places where two start transitions can be matched (potentially to the
same transition). The inner condition states that all of these occurrences need to be
matched to the same transition. This condition states that there can never be more
than one start transition.
Condition five represents a condition on both models. It states that every transition

that is not a start transition is connected to a UI element that triggers it. The nested
condition states that for every transition with isStart = false (outer all-quantified
constraint) there exists a UI element that is mapped to the transition via a node typed
UI2Transition (inner existence constraint). This constraint spans multiple models. It
utilizes the mapping of transitions to UI elements specified in the type graph in its inner
existence constraints. A condition may also span more than two models and relations.
The use of graph diagrams for composite models is compatible with the view that single

models are represented as attributed typed graphs. In fact, the definitions of elementary
model and elementary meta model are contained in the definition of composite models
and meta models. An attributed typed graph can be interpreted as a special case of a
typed graph diagram that only contains one element and no (non-identical) morphisms.
It is not always practical to use the morphisms in the diagram directly to represent

model relations. Morphisms in attributed graphs are left-total. They map every element
of the source model to an element of the target model. However, in most cases it is not
necessary to relate all elements of a model to another model. To enable a partial relation
an additional model can be used. This model represents the relation and is mapped into
the related models. This model can also be related to more than two models at a
time, which is another limitation of graph diagram morphisms. This explicit handling
of relations is also used in triple graphs (see for example [112]) to represent the relation
between two models. The running example is also structured this way to represent the
relation between the UI and dialog model.
Since our formalism is able to represent arbitrary diagram structures we do not en-

force this representation of relations explicitly. The theory is applicable whether or not
relations are represented as dedicated models.
In the next section we describe how additional structural conditions can be expressed

using the condition formalism.

6.4.2. Condition Formalism

In this section we define the condition formalism. Multiple models can coexist at run time
and also need to be restricted jointly and with respect to their relation with each other.
Accordingly, the following two types of consistency requirements should be expressible
using the condition formalism:

• single-model conditions : it should be possible to express conditions that are spe-
cific to a single model.
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• multi-model conditions : it should be possible to express conditions that restrict
multiple models and their relation to each other.

The difference between the conditions from the condition formalism and the conditions
in the composite meta-model is that the conditions in the composite meta-model are
considered part of the meta-model and thus have to be fulfilled for the model to be
considered a valid member of the modelling language and thus interpretable at run time.
The conditions expressed in the condition formalism can be used to specify additional
consistency requirements. From a formal point of view both types of conditions can
be expressed using the same formalism. This also enables the same analysis method to
be applied to both types of conditions. Thus, the condition formalism also consists of
nested conditions on the basis of typed graph diagrams.

Figure 6.17.: The condition formalism.

The relevant parts of the condition formalism and their formalization are indicated
in Figure 6.17. As defined in the previous section a composite model is a typed graph
diagram. Accordingly, the consistency requirements use nested conditions over typed
graph diagrams. Definition 12 defines consistency requirements.

Definition 12 (Consistency Requirement). A consistency requirement for a com-
posite meta model cmm = (D,TG, cons) is a nested condition over objects from the
categoryTypedGraphDiagramsDTG

The typed graph diagrams in a consistency requirement can partially consist of empty
models. This enables the formulation of specific requirements that only concern one
model or a specific subset of models. Thus, we can formulate single-model conditions by
using graph diagrams where all other models are empty in the condition. Multi-model
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conditions have at least two non-empty models. Relations can be restricted by using
morphisms in the condition. Thus, both requirements are fulfilled.

Figure 6.18.: Example: A consistency condition.

The running example contains two examples for developer requirements that are local
to the application for tea making. Figure 6.18 depicts a part of the eighth condition
formulated as nested condition. This condition requires each step of the tea-making
process to be displayed at the same time or immediately after its preceding step. The
nested condition consists of two nesting levels. The outer all-quantified condition states
that for the two labels with the content of step 1 (< l1 >) and step 2 (< l2 >) the
inner condition needs to hold. The inner condition is a disjunction of two existence
conditions. The first condition states that both labels are contained in the same layout
vector and thus are shown at the same time. The second condition states that the labels
are contained in different windows that are shown in consecutive order. This is expressed
by stating that each label is contained in a layout vector, which in turn is contained in a
window and requiring that these two windows are related to places in the dialog model
that are connected via a transition. The full implementation of condition eight contains
the same structure for steps 2 and 3 of the tea making process.
The next section details the adaptation formalism.

6.4.3. Adaptation Formalism

In this section we define the adaptation formalism. The running software system can
contain multiple models. It should be possible to adapt each model individually. It
should also be possible to adapt multiple models and their relation to each other at the
same time. This is formulated in the following requirements:

• single-model adaptations: It should be possible to implement adaptations that only
concern single models.

• multi-model adaptations: It should be possible to implement adaptations that
change multiple models at the same time.
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• adaptation of model relations: It should be possible to target and adapt the rela-
tions of models.

Figure 6.19.: The adaptation formalism.

The extension of the general scheme for an adaptation is shown in Figure 6.19. In
the general approach each adaptation contains an action. In Figure 6.19 the action is a
graph transformation production. This is defined in Definition 13.

Definition 13 (Adaptation). An adaptation based on a composite meta model cmm =
(D,TG, cons) is a tuple a = (c, p) where

• p = (L
l← K

r→ R) is a graph transformation production in the category
TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

The action of an adaptation is a description of the changes caused by the adaptation.
This is defined as a graph transformation production (see Section 2.2.2). The production
is formulated based on the category of graph diagrams that are typed over the type
diagram defined in the composite meta model. Thus, the production is able to reconfigure
the composite models, which are also typed over this type diagram.
A match morphism is required to apply a graph transformation production to a typed

graph diagram. Since multiple matches can exist for one graph transformation produc-
tions there are potentially multiple alternatives to choose from when the adaptation is
applied. For example, the production could be applied for all possible matches or one
specific match. The Trollmann approach is independent of the mechanism used for se-
lecting adaptations and matching the graph transformation production. It operates on
selected adaptations and their matched production applications. Thus, the matching
strategy is left open. It can be chosen and implemented freely by the developer of the
software framework.
The selection of adaptation and matches leads to a set of graph transformation pro-

ductions applications (that are already matched) that are to be applied. This set of
production applications is the basis for the analysis of adaptation conflicts described in
the next sections.
The graph transformation production in the adaptation rule can target arbitrary state

models as long as they are correctly typed. Thus, we can formulate graph transformation
productions that only contain graphs diagrams with one non-empty model in L, K and
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Figure 6.20.: Example: A production for adding a back button.

R. Such productions can be used to target and change single elementary models. This
fulfils the requirement for single-model adaptations. Similarly, the requirement for multi-
model adaptations can be fulfilled if L,K andR contain more than one non-empty model.
The transformation can also change model relations by changing the elements that are
mapped by morphisms.
The running example contains two adaptations. The first one adds a back button

to one window to enable the user to skip to the previous step. The according graph
transformation production is depicted in Figure 6.20. The left hand side, interface and
right hand side of the rule are graph diagrams that are typed over the type graph diagram
from the running example. The left hand side of the transformation rule requires two
windows that are associated to two places that are connected via a transition. The
rule makes use of the relation between the UI and dialog model to express this. All
morphisms between the three graphs of the production are inclusions, meaning objects
are mapped to objects of the same name, e.g., the place s1 in the interface is mapped to
the place s1 in the left and right hand side. In the first step (K → L) the attribute width
of button b is removed. The attribute is added again in the second step (K → R) with
half the value to free space for the new button b2, which is also added in this step. In
addition, a transition t2 is added to the dialog model and connected to the new button
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by the element uiT in the relation node. This transition enables the user to switch back
to the previous window.

Figure 6.21.: Example: A production for uniting two windows.

The production for the second adaptation in the running example is depicted in Fig-
ure 6.21. The purpose of this adaptation is to unite two windows and show both their
content in one window. Accordingly, the left hand side of the production contains two
windows with each a label and a button that are related to two places. The places are
connected with a transition t2 and there is a transition t1 leading to the first place and a
transition t3 continuing from the last place. In the first step the window w2 is removed
with all of its content except for the label l2. The place s2 is removed along with the
window as well as the transition t2. In a second step the label l2 is added to the layout
of the first window and the connection between the place s1 and the transition t2 is
re-established via a pre arc.
In the next section we develop algorithms for the detection of adaptation conflicts

based on the formalism introduced in this section.

6.5. Conflict Detection

This section describes the Trollmann approach to adaptation conflict detection. The
detection algorithms are based on the formalisms for models, adaptations and consistency
conditions defined in Section 6.4.
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This section starts out by relating the conflict types from the problem description to
situations in the formalism that need to be detected in Section 6.5.1. The results from
this section indicate that two kinds of situations need to be detected: Dependencies
between graph transformation productions, which are handled in Section 6.5.2, and the
non-fulfilment of nested conditions, which is handled in Section 6.5.3. Parallel conflicts
are easier to detect than sequential conflicts as the conflicting rules are activated at the
same time and supposed to be applied to the same model. For this reason our initial
conflict detection is based on the parallel case. In Section 6.5.4 we describe how the
algorithms can be extended for the detection of sequential conflicts.

6.5.1. Basis for Conflict Detection

Section 3.1 describes adaptation-adaptation and adaptation-consistency conflicts. These
conflicts are formulated on the basis of the software systems and their adaptations. This
section relates these general notions of conflicts to our modelling approach and formalism.
As a first step we summarise the information available at run time. This information
is the basis for conflict detection algorithms. Subsequently, we extract situations that
represent adaptation conflicts.
At run time there are two general types of information available for conflict detection.

One type is situation-independent information. This information is independent of the
current state. The following situation-independent information is available for analysis
in our formal framework:

• D: The algebra from the composite meta model. It contains data that can be used
for attributes in the diagram.

• TG: The D-type graph diagram from the composite meta-model. This diagram
describes the structure of the models and specifies which types can be used in the
models and relations.

• Cons: The nested conditions that need to be fulfilled. This set consists of the
nested conditions Constype from the composite meta-model and the consistency
requirements Consconsistency. All nested conditions are constructed over objects
from the category TypedGraphDiagramsDTG.

• Ads: All available adaptations. The graph transformation productions of these
adaptations are over objects from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG.

The second type of information describes the current state of the software system.
The following situation-dependent information is available:

• G: A graph diagram from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG that represents the current
state of the models in the software system.

• Prods: A set of production applications to G that have been determined from Ads.
The adaptations and matches have been determined according to the selection and
matching strategy of the software system.
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The analysis makes use of Assumptions 1 and 2 (cf. Section 6.1) which state that all
aspects that need to be analysed are represented as models and are synchronised with
the running software system. This enables the detection of adaptation-adaptation and
adaptation-consistency conflicts on the basis of these models.
The current state of the models G and the activated production applications Prods

are relevant to detect adaptation-adaptation conflicts. This setup is free of adaptation-
adaptation conflicts if all production applications in Prods can be applied in any order
and all orders lead to the same result. As stated by the Local Church-Rosser Theorem
(cf. Section 2.2.4) this is possible if all production applications in Prods are parallel
independent. Accordingly, an adaptation-adaptation conflict occurs whenever at least
two production applications in Prods are parallel dependent. A detection of parallel
dependencies detects all adaptation-adaptation conflicts if all relevant adaptations are
reflected in Prods (Assumption 4 holds).

The current situation is free of adaptation-consistency conflicts if the result of the
application of Prods to G and all intermediate states are valid models according to the
composite meta-model. A valid model is correctly typed over TG and fulfils all conditions
in Constype. In addition, the model needs to fulfil all of the consistency requirements
contained in Consconsistency.
Graph transformation productions preserve typing. Since all graph transformation

productions in Prods are formulated over objects from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG they
preserve conformance to the type graph diagram TG. In addition, from the point of view
of conflict detection it does not matter whether a nested condition stems from Constype
or from Consconsistency. This information is only relevant to conflict resolution in case
the two sets are treated differently. Accordingly, the detection of adaptation-consistency
conflicts requires detecting whether the end-state of the adaptation and all immediate
states fulfil all conditions in Cons. As stated in Assumption 3 the consistency conditions
Cons are assumed to be complete. If this assumption holds we can find all adaptation-
consistency conflicts by analysing these conditions.
Subsuming, the following two types of situations need to be detected:

• Dependent Production Applications: Adaptation-adaptation conflicts are de-
tected by finding dependencies between graph transformation production applica-
tions in Prods.

• Violated Nested Conditions: Adaptation-consistency conflicts are detected by
finding subsets of Prods that violate nested conditions in Cons when applied.

The detection of of dependencies between production applications is described in Sec-
tion 6.5.2. We handle the detection of violations of conditions in Section 6.5.3.

6.5.2. Detection of Dependencies between Graph Transformation
Productions

This section describes how dependencies between graph transformation productions can
be detected and how additional information about the dependencies can be extracted.
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The analysis is based on the graph diagram G, representing the current state of the
models, and the set of production application Prods that are supposed be applied.
According to the Local Church Rosser Theorem (see Section 2.2.4) parallel and sequen-

tial independence are equivalent. This means, if all production applications in Prods are
parallel independent they can be applied in arbitrary order yielding the same end-result.
In this section we aim to detect parallel dependencies.
To limit the size of the figures we use a simplified version of the running example.

The examples are restricted to one of the elementary models, the UI model. Thus,
the examples are from the category of attributed typed graphs. However, the reader
should keep in mind, that the theory is also applicable to typed graph diagrams since
the general theory is formulated on the level of M-adhesive categories. In fact, the
example is treated as a typed graph diagram with one node.
According to the definition of parallel independence (cf. Definition 31), two morphisms

a1 : L1 → C2 and a2 : L2 → C1 need to exist for two production applications p1 =

((L1
l1← K1

r1→ R1),m1) and p2 = ((L2
l2← K2

r2→ R2),m2) to be parallel independent.
The morphisms map the left hand side of one production application into the result of
the first application step of the other production application. They need to commute
with the existing morphisms from the application of the production application. The
existence of these morphisms denotes that no elements are removed that are needed for
matching the other production application.
All production applications in Prods need to be pairwise parallel independent. If this

is the case they can be applied in arbitrary order yielding the same result. Accordingly,
for each pair of production applications in Prods, these two morphisms have to exist.
Figure 6.22 shows the UI component of the two graph transformation productions

from the running example applied to the UI model. The figure also shows the morphism
a1. All morphisms in the image are inclusions, meaning the source and targets of the
mappings have the same name. The morphism a1 exists and maps both windows in L1

to the respective windows in C2. This morphism commutes with the morphisms m1 and
g1 and is thus one of the morphisms required for parallel independence. However, the
morphism a2 : L2 → C1 does not exist. Window w2 in L2 cannot be mapped to any
node in C1 such that m2 = g1 ◦ a2. Since this morphism does not exist the production
applications from the example are not parallel independent.
The detection of dependencies at run time requires an automated mechanism for

deriving whether these morphisms a1 and a2 exist. Furthermore, the morphisms are
required to generate the new match, after one production application has been applied.
Accordingly, an automated mechanism for constructing these morphisms is required.
One mechanism that could be used to detect these conflicts is critical pair analysis,

as described in the related work in Section 4.3. A critical pair is an example of a
parallel dependent situation. This example can be checked to detect whether this conflict
occurs in the current situation. The advantage of critical pair analysis is that the main
computational effort lies in the computation of critical pairs, while checking the critical
pairs is relatively cheap. However, part of our motivation is the fact that the set of
adaptations can be dynamic at run time. For critical pair analysis, this means that the
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Figure 6.22.: Example: Parallel dependence.
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calculation of critical pairs has to be executed at run time whenever the set of adaptations
changes. This re-calculation has to take into account all adaptations in Ads. Depending
on the time available when such a change occurs and the frequency of the changes this
can pose a problem. Accordingly, we follow a different path for the detection of parallel
conflicts that is based on checking the existence of morphisms a1 and a2 directly based
on the productions in Prods. However, critical pair analysis is also a viable option, if
the recalculation can be handled by the running system. The interested reader can refer
to [38] for more information on critical pair analysis.
The following two definitions describe the conditions for the existence of a1 and a2

and a function to construct these morphisms if they exist. Since the construction of a
morphism is specific to the category this morphism is constructed in, these definitions
operate on the level of specific categories. The first definition handles the condition and
construction based on attributed graphs. These conditions are then extended to typed
graph diagrams. The conditions for attributed graphs are the following:

Definition 14 (Construction of a Commuting Morphism in Attributed Graphs). Given

• an algebra D

• L1 = ((VG,L1 , VD, EG,L1 , ENA,L1 , EEA,L1 , (source
L1
j , targetL1

j )j∈{G,NA,EA}), D) an

attributed graph from AGraphsD.

• C2 = ((VG,C2 , VD, EG,C2 , ENA,C2 , EEA,C2 , (source
C2
j , targetC2

j )j∈{G,NA,EA}), D) an

attributed graph from AGraphsD.

• G an attributed graph from AGraphsD.

• m1 = ((fVG,m1 , idVD
, fEG,m1 , fENA,m1 , fEEA,m1), idD) : L1 → G: an attributed

graph morphism from AGraphsD.

• g2 = ((fVG,g2 , idVD
, fEG,g2 , fENA,g2 , fEEA,g2), idD) : C2 → G: an attributed graph

monomorphism from AGraphsD.

that are related as illustrated in the following figure:

a morphism a = ((fVG
, idVD

, fEG
, fENA

, fEEA
), idD) : L1 → C2 with m1 = g2 ◦ a exists

if the following conditions hold:
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1. f−1
VG,g2

◦ fVG,m1 is fully defined, meaning for all nodes v1 in VG,L1 there is a node
v2 in VG,C2 such that fVG,g2(v2) = fVG,m1(v1)

2. f−1
EG,g2

◦ fEG,m1 is fully defined, meaning for all edges v1 in EG,L1 there is an edge
v2 in EG,C2 such that fEG,g2(v2) = fEG,m1(v1)

3. f−1
ENA,g2

◦fENA,m1 is fully defined, meaning for all node attribute edges v1 in ENA,L1

there is a node attribute edges v2 in ENA,C2 such that fENA,g2(v2) = fENA,m1(v1)

4. f−1
EEA,g2

◦fEEA,m1 is fully defined, meaning for all edge attribute edges v1 in EEA,L1

there is an edge attribute edge v2 in EEA,C2 such that fEEA,g2(v2) = fEEA,m1(v1)

it can be constructed component-wise as follows:

• fVG
= f−1

VG,g2
◦ fVG,m1.

• fEG
= f−1

EG,g2
◦ fEG,m1.

• fENA
= f−1

ENA,g2
◦ fENA,m1.

• fEEA
= f−1

EEA,g2
◦ fEEA,m1.

These conditions are correct and complete. The according morphisms exist if and only
if these conditions are fulfilled and the construction of a morphism is possible whenever
the conditions are fulfilled. This is stated in the following theorem:

Theorem 2. Given

• an algebra D

• L1, C2 and G three attributed graphs from AGraphsD.

• m1 : L1 → G: an attributed graph morphism from AGraphsD.

• g2 : C2 → G: an attributed graph monomorphism from AGraphsD.

A morphism a : L1 → C2 with m1 = g2 ◦ a exists and can be constructed as described in
Definition 14 if and only if all conditions in this definition are fulfilled.

The theorem is proven in Appendix B.2. The conditions and construction for at-
tributed graphs are used as a basis for the definition on the level of graph diagrams. The
according definition is as follows:

Definition 15 (Construction of a commuting Morphism in Graph Diagrams). Given

• D an algebra

• TG a D-type graph diagram with scheme S = (O,M)

• L1, C2 and G, three typed graph diagrams from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG
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• m1 : L1 → G a graph diagram morphism from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

• g2 : C2 → G a graph diagram monomorphism from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

a morphism a : L1 → C2 with m1 = g2 ◦ a exists iff the following condition holds:

• for all o ∈ O: a morphism ao with m1(o) = g2(o)◦ao exists in the category AGraphs
according to Definition 14.

if this morphism exists it can be constructed component-wise as follows:

• For all o ∈ O, a(o) is constructed from m1(o) and g2(o) as described in Defini-
tion 14.

The conditions for graph diagrams are also correct and complete and the construction
of the morphism is always possible if the conditions are fulfilled. This is stated in the
following theorem:

Theorem 3. Given

• D an algebra

• TG a D-type graph diagram

• L1, C2 and G three typed graph diagrams from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

• m1 : L1 → G: a morphism from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

• g2 : C2 → G: a monomorphism from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

A morphism a : L1 → C2 with m1 = g2 ◦ a exists if and only if the condition in Defini-
tion 15 are fulfilled. If this morphism exists it can be constructed as in this definition.

Proof for this theorem can be found in Appendix B.3.
The construction of the morphism in graph diagrams relies on the component-wise

construction of morphisms for each diagram node. The morphism for each diagram node
is constructed by mapping the elements in L1 to the elements in C2 that are mapped
to the same elements in G by m1 and g2. The existence of these common elements is
also the condition for the existence of the morphism in attributed graphs. An element
in G that is mapped by L1 but not mapped from C2 is deleted during the application of
one production although it is required to apply the second production. The condition
in graph diagrams requires this condition to be satisfied for all attributed typed graphs
in the diagram.
As already stated, a commuting morphism a2 between L2 and C1 does not exist in

the running example. This can also be derived by the conditions. Due to the reduction
of the running example to a diagram with one node and no (non-identical) morphisms
it is sufficient to check the condition on attributed graphs for the UI model according to
Definition 15. The non-existence of a2 can be detected based on the node w2 in L2. This
node is mapped to w2 in G by the morphism m2. However, no node in C1 is mapped to
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this node by g1. Thus, the condition for nodes in attributed graph is not fulfilled. The
same can be detected on the nodes lv2 and b2, the edges between w2 and lv2 between lv2
and b2 and the attributes of b2. For a1 the subconditions hold for all nodes and edges
of L1 and thus the morphism exists.

Although the existence of the two morphisms for each combination of two production
applications from Prods is required for parallel independence, the actual morphisms are
not required for conflict detection. Situations in which such a morphism does not exist
represent a dependency for which more information needs to be collected. The conditions
for the existence of a morphism are used for this purpose. They point out reasons for
the conflict. On the level of graph diagrams the condition has to hold for each node in
the scheme. Thus, if one of these sub-conditions fails there is a problem in this specific
node and we can point out the model that contains the conflict. The sub-condition in
this node relies on the conditions for attributed graphs. This condition consists of four
sub-conditions. These conditions represent the following types of conflicts:

• node conflict If condition 1 is not satisfied there is a node conflict in the compo-
nent VG, meaning the conflict is related to a node of the graph structure.

• edge conflict if condition 2 is not satisfied there is an edge conflict in the com-
ponent EG, meaning the conflict is related to an edge of the graph structure.

• node attribute conflict if condition 3 is not satisfied there is a node attribute
conflict in the component ENA, meaning the conflict is related to a node attribute.

• edge attribute conflict if condition 4 is not satisfied there is an edge attribute
conflict in the component EEA, meaning the conflict is related to an edge attribute.

The elements for which these conditions are not fulfilled are the elements that are in
conflict. Thus, the conditions enable the analysis to detect the scope of the conflict by
detecting the problematic models, their components and the specific elements that the
conflict is based on. The conflict is caused by the fact that these elements are removed
or changed by the production application that is first applied while they are required by
the one that is applied second. Accordingly, the deletion of these elements in the first
production application is the elementary adaptation that caused the conflict together
with the fact that the second production application requires them. This is used in
Section 6.6 to answer the questions to provide knowledge about conflict resolution.
The conditions described above have two weak points. The first is, that they require

the objects C1 and C2 to detect conflicts. Accordingly, all production applications need
to be partially applied to find potential conflicts. We use a different set of conditions to
remedy this problem. These conditions are equivalent to the conditions already described
but are solely based on the current model D and the production applications. The
second weak point is an inefficiency that could be optimised. If the parallel dependency
analysis is executed separately for each pair of production applications several operations
are calculated multiple times. Our second optimisation uses dynamic programming to
calculate overlapping operations only once. The remainder of this section describes these
two optimisations.
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The first optimisation regards the necessity to partially apply the productions. To
avoid this calculation we introduce an alternate condition that makes use of the fact
that the production application already contains information about deleted and required
elements. This enables us to extract sets of elements that are deleted and required
during the application of a production application and compare them. This approach is
not possible in general category theory since it makes use of information from specific
categories. A set-based condition for attributed graphs is defined in Definition 16. This
condition is extended to typed graph diagrams in Definition 17.

Definition 16 (Set-Based Condition in Attributed Graphs). Given:

• an algebra D

• attributed graphs L1,K1, R1, L2,K2, R2 and G with
x = ((VG,x, VD, EG,x, ENA,x, EEA,x, (source

x
j , target

x
x)j∈{G,NA,EA}), D) for

x ∈ {L1,K1, R1, L2K2, R2, G} from AGraphsD

• morphisms l1, r1,m1, l2, r2 and m2 with x = ((fVG,x, idVD
, fEG,x, fENA,x, fEEA,x), idD)

for x ∈ {l1, r1,m1, l2, r2,m2} from AGraphsD

• p1 = ((L1
l1← K1

r1→ R1),m1) a graph transformation production application to G

• p2 = ((L2
l2← K2

r2→ R2),m2) a graph transformation production application to G

as illustrated in the following image:

The following set-based conditions need to hold:

1. fVG,m2(VG,L2) ∩ (fVG,m1(VG,L1)\fVG,m1(fVG,l1(VG,K1))) = ∅

2. fEG,m2(EG,L2) ∩ (fEG,m1(EG,L1)\fEG,m1(fEG,l1(EG,K1))) = ∅

3. fENA,m2(ENA,L2) ∩ (fENA,m1(ENA,L1)\fENA,m1(fENA,l1(ENA,K1))) = ∅

4. fEEA,m2(EEA,L2) ∩ (fEEA,m1(EEA,L1)\fEEA,m1(fEEA,l1(EEA,K1))) = ∅

The set-based condition for attributed graphs also consists of four sub-conditions, one
for each set VG, EG, ENA and EEA. The condition on each set ensures the corresponding
condition in Definition 14. It checks whether the required and deleted elements of both
production applications are disjunctive by analysing the morphisms l1, m1 and m2. The
deleted elements are the elements that are mapped bym1 but not mapped bym1◦l1. The
required elements are the elements mapped by m2. These conditions are equivalent to
the conditions in Definition 14. The following theorem states that they are also correct:
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Theorem 4. Given:

• an algebra D

• an attributed graph G from AGraphsD

• two graph transformation productions ((L1
l1← K1

r1→ R1),m1) and ((L2
l2← K2

r2→
R2),m2) to G in AGraphsD

with application as illustrated in Figure 6.23.

Figure 6.23.: The morphisms required for parallel independence.

The morphism a with m2 = g1 ◦ a exists if and only if all conditions in Definition 16
are fulfilled.

Proof for this theorem is given in Appendix B.4.
Again, we can derive the elements that are the cause of the conflict from the conditions.

Each condition requires a specific set of elements to be empty. If this set is not empty
the condition is not fulfilled. This set contains the elements that are required to execute
the second production but are not preserved by the first production. Accordingly, it
contains the elements that caused the conflict.
The set-based condition in graph diagrams is based on this condition in attributed

graphs. It is defined as follows:

Definition 17 (Set-Based Condition in Graph Diagrams). Given:

• An algebra D

• a D-type graph diagram TG over scheme S = (O,M)

• typed graph diagrams L1,K1, R1, L2,K2, R2 and G with x = ((Ox,Mx), typex) with
x ∈ {L1,K1, R1, L2,K2, R2, G} from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

• typed graph diagram morphisms l1, r1,m1, l2, r2 and m2 in the category
TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

• p1 = ((L1
l1← K1

r1→ R1),m1) a graph transformation production application to G

• p2 = ((L2
l2← K2

r2→ R2),m2) a graph transformation production application to G
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The following condition needs to hold:

1. For all o ∈ O the condition in Definition 16 needs to hold for the two produc-

tion applications p1,o = ((OL1(o)
l1(o)← OK1(o)

r1(o)→ OR1(o)),m1(o)) and p2,o =

((OL2(o)
l2(o)← OK2(o)

r2(o)→ OR2(o)), m2(o))

The definition in graph-diagrams requires the condition for attributed graphs to hold
for each of the nodes in the scheme. For each of these nodes two production applications
in attributed graphs can be constructed from the respective attributed graphs in the
production application in graph diagrams. These production applications can be checked
for conflicts in attributed graph using Definition 16. We can provide knowledge about
the models that cause the conflict by reporting which of the sub-conditions fails. The
following theorem states that the condition is correct:

Theorem 5. Given:

• An algebra D

• a type graph diagram TG

• two graph transformation productions p1 = ((L1
l1← K1

r1→ R1),m1) and p2 =

((L2
l2← K2

r2→ R2),m2) to G in TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

The morphism a exists if and only if p1 and p2 fulfil the condition in Definition 17.

The theorem is proven in Appendix B.5.
We now apply these conditions to the running example. Again, the diagram with one

element can be checked by testing the condition on attributed graphs on the UI model.
The following equation system shows that it is not possible to apply the production for
adding the back button after the production for merging the windows because of the
additional nodes in VG:
fVG,m2(VG,L2) ∩ fVG,m1(VG,L1)\fVG,m1(fVG,l1(VG,K1))

= fVG,m2({w1, w2, lv2, b2}) ∩ fVG,m1({w1, lv1, l1, b1, w2, lv2, l2, b2})
\fVG,m1({w1, lv1, l1, b1, l2}))
= {w1, w2, lv2, b2} ∩ {w2, lv2, b2}
= {w2, lv2, b2}
̸= ∅
This condition gives the same result as the previous one. It shows that the nodes

w2, lv2 and b2 are removed by one production but required by the other one. The
corresponding checks for edges and node attribute also fail and show that conflicts based
on the edges and node attributes exist.
These conditions enable the detection of dependencies between two production ap-

plications at a time. This check requires testing the conditions for any pair of two
production applications. If there are n production applications this requires n ∗ (n− 1)
checks for different combinations. In each check a set of required and a set of removed
elements for each of the two production applications is calculated. Since these two sets
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Figure 6.24.: The algorithm for detecting conflicts for the component VG.

do not depend on the respective other production application their repeated calculation
can be avoided by using dynamic programming. A pseudo code Version of the optimized
algorithm for the component VG in an attributed graph is given in Figure 6.24. Given a
set of production applications in attributed graphs, this algorithm calculates all conflicts
between them. It calculates a set of conflict descriptions, which consist of two conflicting
production applications and the element in VG that causes the respective conflict.

The algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase (Lines 4 - 12) the map
deletedV G is filled with a mapping from each node to the set of all production applica-
tions that delete it. The deleted nodes are retrieved by using the method getDeletedV G,
which returns the set fVG,m1(VG,L1)\fVG,m1(fVG,l1(VG,K1)) for a production application.
During the second phase (Lines 14 - 25) each production application is visited again and
for each of its required elements in VG and for all productions deleting it (derived from
the previously filled map deletedV G) a new conflict is generated in Line 21. A produc-
tion application cannot be in conflict with itself. If a production is applied twice this is
reflected in two separate production applications. For this reason Line 20 excludes the
current production application from the analysis. The set of required elements in VG is
calculated based on the production as fVG,m2(VG,L2).
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The algorithms for components EG, ENA and EEA can be implemented analogous.
For a dependency check based on graph diagrams, these algorithms are called for each
node in the diagram. The result of this algorithm is a set of conflict descriptions. Each
description points out one element that is the cause of a conflict and the two production
applications that cause the conflict.
The algorithms performance should be better than the pairwise dependency check as

the sets of deleted elements and required elements are only calculated once per pro-
duction application instead of once for every combination that involves this production
application. However, the performance of the overall algorithm depends on the perfor-
mance of the underlying map that is used to store and retrieve intermediate results. A
performance test of this algorithm is executed based on its implementation in Section 7.4.
In the next section we describe the detection of adaptation-consistency conflicts based

on the fulfilment of nested conditions.

6.5.3. Detection of Violated Conditions

In this section we describe the analysis of fulfilment of nested conditions. The analysis
is based on the current state of the models G, the set of production applications Prods
that are supposed to be applied and the nested conditions Cons.
This section assumes that all production applications in Prods are parallel indepen-

dent. This can be achieved by using a dependency analysis as described in Section 6.5.2
to resolve any dependencies. To answer the questions of the problem statement in Sec-
tion 3.4, we need to answer the following questions:

1. Does a condition conflict exist? It should be possible to detect whether the re-
sult of the application of all production applications in Prods fulfils all constraints
in Cons or not.

2. If a condition conflict exists, which constraint is violated? If there is a
conflict it should be possible to determine which of the constraints in Cons are
violated and which are fulfilled.

3. Given a conflicting combination of production applications, what is the
reason for the conflict? For a non-fulfilled condition it should be possible to
detect the production applications from Prods that cause the conflict. Addition-
ally, it should be possible to point out which elementary adaptations in which
production applications cause the conflict.

4. Which subsets of production applications do not lead to a conflict? It
should be possible to determine which subsets of production applications from
Prods lead to a conflict-free result.

There are several potential options to detect whether the result of the application
of Prods fulfils all conditions in Cons. One way is to apply all of these production
applications and then check each nested condition on the result. This approach requires
applying the graph transformation productions and adapting the model although it is
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not clear whether the result will be consistent. As an alternative, the parallel production
application for the production applications in Prods can be constructed as described in
Definition 2. The nested conditions in Cons can then be converted into left application
conditions for the parallel production application as described in Section 2.2.4. If the
match in the parallel production application fulfils the generated application condition
the resulting graph fulfils the original nested condition.
These two methods provide information concerning the existence of a conflict (Ques-

tion 1) and enable the derivation of which constraint is violated (Question 2) for the end
result of the adaptation. However, they do not derive information to answer Questions
3 and 4. In this section we describe an alternate method for extracting reasons for the
fulfilment of nested conditions (Question 3). These reasons can be evaluated with any
subset of Prods to find out whether this subset fulfils the nested condition. This can be
used to answer Question 4.

Nested conditions are defined in Definition 28. The basic building blocks of these
conditions are true, ¬, ∧ and ∃. All other conditions are shortcuts for combinations of
these conditions. From these conditions only the existence quantifier is influenced by
the structure of the graph diagram. Accordingly, this operator is the only one that is
influenced by changes in the model caused by production applications in Prods. The
evaluation of the operator ∃(a, c) with morphism a : P → C for a morphism p : P → G
depends on the existence of a morphism q : C → G with q ◦ a = p (as stated in the
satisfyability of nested conditions in Definition 28). As a basis for analysis of fulfilment
of existence quantifiers we analyse the influence of the production applications on the
existence of the morphism q.
If the current state of the models fulfils a condition all such morphisms q in the

structure of the condition can be tracked to find out whether they are preserved by a
production application by checking whether any targeted elements are deleted. However,
this only provides an incomplete picture. Even if one of these morphisms does not exist
after the application of all Prods, a different morphism may still exist. Alternatively, a
different disjunctive branch of the condition could be fulfilled. The adaptation may also
cause the existence of an additional morphism that prevent the fulfilment of a condition
although all previous morphisms are preserved.
This indicates that the analysis needs to take into account morphisms that do not

exist in the current state of the models. Question 4 requires information about all sub-
sets of Prods. Production applications can delete elements. Accordingly, there may
be morphisms that exist when applying a subset of Prods for which no corresponding
morphisms can be found when applying all production applications in Prods. Thus,
it is not sufficient to reason about morphisms that exist when applying all production
applications in Prods to answer Question 4. The analysis needs to take into account
all morphisms that exist in the application of any subset of Prods. This requires a way
to find these morphisms. Applying all subsets of Prods and searching for morphisms
is unpractical as the number of subsets grows exponential with the size of Prods. In-
stead we utilise an object, called the maximum graph, which can be used to find these
morphisms. Definition 18 defines the maximum graph.
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Definition 18 (Maximum Production Application, Deletion Production Application,

Maximum Graph). Given a production application pai = ((Li
li← Ki

ri→ Ri),mi), the
maximum production application for pai is the production application pai,max =

((Ki

idKi← Ki
ri→ Ri),mi ◦ li) and the deletion production application for pai is the

production application pai,del = ((Li
li← Ki

idKi→ Ki),mi).
Given an object G and a set of production applications Prods to this object, the max-

imum graph is the result of apply(G,Prodsmax) where Prodsmax = {pai,max|pai ∈
Prods}.
As a shortcut notation max(G,Prods) denotes the maximum graph of an object G

and a set of production applications Prods.

To create the maximum graph a production application is split into a maximum and a
deletion production application, which only contain the added / deleted elements respec-
tively. The maximum graph is a result of the application of all maximum production
applications for production applications in Prods. The construction of a maximum
graph is always possible given an object G and a set of production applications Prods.
This is stated in the following theorem:

Theorem 6. Given an object G and a set of production applications Prods to this object,
the construction of the maximum graph as defined in Definition 18 is always possible.

Proof for this theorem is given in Appendix B.6.
The maximum production applications add the same elements as to the original pro-

duction applications but do not remove any elements. Similarly, the deletion production
applications only contain the deleting part of a production application. The maximum
graph is generated by using only maximum production applications. Thus, the maximum
graph, generated from a model G and a set of production applications Prods, contains
all elements from G and all elements that are added in any production application from
Prods. Thus, the maximum graph always contains the result of the application of any
subset of Prods. In category theory this is described by the existence of a monomor-
phism. The following theorem states the existence of these monomorphisms:

Theorem 7 (inclusion morphisms). Given a set of parallel independent production appli-
cations Prods in a category TypedGraphDiagramsDTG to an object G, for each subset
prod ⊂ Prods there are monomorphisms:

• inclprod : max(G, prod)→ max(G,Prods) = k

• map′prod : apply(G, prod)→ max(G, prod) = j

• mapprod : apply(G, prod)→ max(G,Prods) = inclprod ◦map′prod

where the morphisms j, and k stem from the application of the production application
PAprod,del and the production application PAProds\prod,max to max(G, prod) as shown in
the following figure:
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PAprod,max and PAprod,del are the maximum and deletion production application for
the parallel production application PAprod for all production applications in prod. The
production application PAProds\prod,max is the maximum production application for the
parallel production application PAProds\prod for all production applications in Prods\prod.

This theorem is proven in Appendix B.7.
The maximum graph is an upper bound estimation of potential morphisms. For any set

of production applications prod ⊂ Prods and all morphisms q that target apply(G, prod)
there is a corresponding morphism q′ that maps elements like q in max(G,Prods). q′

can be defined as mapprod ◦ q. Thus, we can find all potential morphisms by searching
for morphisms into the maximum graph. However, the maximum graph does not take
into account the deletion of elements. Thus, it can deliver false positives of morphisms
that do not exist in any subset of Prods because targeted elements have been deleted.
The analysis needs to reflect this fact.
The two production applications in the running example are not parallel independent.

Accordingly, this section uses a different setup for illustrating the main results. This
setup is shown in Figure 6.25. The example is based on the UI model and uses condition
ii) of the running example, which requires each window to have at least one root layout.
This condition is shown on the top of the figure. Two productions are used as example.
The production P1 moves a layout vector from one window to another. The production
P2 adds a new layout vector as content of a window. Both productions are matched
into a model G that contains two windows. The match morphisms of the production
applications are inclusions, meaning they match elements to elements of the same name.
The figure illustrates the maximum graph max(G, {P1, P2}). This object contains all
elements from G as well as the edge r1 added by P1 and the edge r3 and the node lv3
added by P2. The elements that are added or removed by a production application are
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Figure 6.25.: The model, condition, rules and maximum graph for illustrating
adaptation-consistency conflicts.
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annotated in the figure. The edge r2 is removed by P1 but is present in the maximum
graph since this object does not reflect deletion.

Figure 6.26.: Example: The application of a maximum production application and its
embedding into the maximum graph.

Morphisms that have been found based on the maximum graph may only exist in a
limited number of subsets of Prods. Accordingly, we need to identify in which subsets
such a morphism exists. The following definition contains a collection of functions that
can be used for this purpose.

Definition 19 (PossibleMorphisms, Averse Productions, Required Productions and
Combinations). Given a Graph Diagram G, morphisms a : P → C and p : P → Gmax

and a set Prods of n production applications pi = ((Li
li← Ki

ri→ Ri),mi) with i ∈
{1, ..., n}. Furthermore, let Gmax be the maximum graph for G and Prods with maximum
production applications pmax,i for pi and inclusion incl{pi} : max(G, {pi})→ Gmax from
the maximum graph of pi into Gmax that exists according to Theorem 7. The relevant
objects and morphisms are illustrated in Figure 6.26. For every morphism q : C → Gmax

with p = q ◦ a the following functions are defined:

• overlapAddElements(q,pi) = incl{pi}(ni(Ri))\incl{pi}(ni(ri(Ki)))∩q(C) the set
of all elements in Gmax that are targeted by q and produced by pi.

• overlapRemoveElements(q,pi)=
incl{pi}(hi(id

−1
g (mi(Li))))\incl{pi}(hi(id

−1
G (mi(li(Ki))))) ∩ q(C) the set of all ele-

ments in Gmax that are targeted by q and removed by pi.

These functions can be used to calculate the set of required and averse productions for a
morphism as follows:

• required(q,Prods) = {pi, pi ∈ Prods ∧ overlapAddElements(q, pi) ̸= ∅} the set
of production applications from Prods that are required for the existence of q.

• averse(q,Prods) = {pi, pi ∈ Prods∧overlapRemoveElements(q, pi) ̸= ∅} the set
of production applications from Prods that forbid the existence of q.

Using these sets the set of morphisms that can exist in any subset of Prods can be
derived with
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• possibleMorphisms(Prods,p,a) = {q : C → Gmax|p = q◦a∧required(q, Prods)∩
averse(q, Prods) = ∅}.

The functions in Definition 19 enable an analysis with respect to the existence of
one morphism and the sets of production applications that are required or averse to
the existence of this morphism. For each morphism we can calculate a set of averse
production applications by using the function averse. The application of any of these
production applications leads to the non-existence of the morphism. This set contains all
production applications that remove any element that is mapped by the morphism. The
removal of this element is the reason for the non-existence. The set of these elements is
calculated using the function overlapRemoveElements. It contains subsets of the nodes
and edges as well as attribute edges for each node of the diagram.
In addition, we can calculate the set of production applications that are required for

the existence of a morphism. If any of these production applications is not applied the
morphism does not exist. The function required can be used for this purpose. This set
of production applications is calculated by finding all elements that are added by the
production application and targeted by the morphism. These elements do not exist if
this production is not applied and thus cannot be targeted by the morphism. This set
is calculated by the function overlapAddElements. As with overlapRemoveElements
this function returns a subset of the elements for each diagram.
In some cases a production application pi is both required and averse. This is the

case if the production application adds targeted elements but removes other targeted
elements. The production application pi is required for the morphism to exist but at the
same time forbids it. This morphism cannot exist in any subset of Prods. It is a false
positive which has been found because the maximum graph does not regard deletion.
The function possibleMorphisms filters morphisms by this criteria and only contains
the commuting morphisms that exist when applying at least one subset of Prods.
The following theorem states that these functions behave as expected:

Theorem 8. Given:

• an algebra D

• a D- type graph diagram TGD

• a typed graph diagram G from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

• a set Prods of n parallel independent production applications pi = ((Li
li← Ki

ri→
Ri),mi) with i ∈ {1, ..., n} in TypedGraphDiagramsDTG to G

• a : P → C a morphism from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

• p : P → max(G,Prods) a morphism from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

• mapprod : apply(G, prod) → max(G,Prods) the inclusion of the application of a
subset prod of Prods into the maximum graph as described in Theorem 7
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as summarised in the following figure:

The following statements hold:

1. For any morphism q : C → Gmax ∈ possibleMorphisms(Prods, p, a) with p = q◦a
the function required(q, Prods) denotes exactly the subset of production applica-
tions from Prods that are required for the existence of an equivalent morphism.

Formally:

∀p ∈ Prods.
p ∈ required(q, Prods)
⇔∀prod ⊂ Prods.
(∃qprod : C → apply(G, prod).q = mapprod ◦ qprod)
→ p ∈ prod

2. For any morphism q : C → Gmax ∈ possibleMorphisms(Prods, p, a) with p = q◦a
the function averse(q, Prods) denotes exactly the subset of production applications
from Prods whose application forbids the existence of q.

Formally:

∀p ∈ Prods.
p ∈ averse(q, Prods)
⇔∀prod ⊂ Prods.
p ∈ prod
→ ¬(∃qprod : C → apply(G, prod).q = mapprod ◦ qprod)

3. possibleMorphisms(Prods, p, a) contains all morphisms that are possible in any
subset of Prods, meaning the following equation holds for each potential morphism
q with p = q ◦ a:

q ∈ possibleMorphisms(Prods, p, a)
⇔ ∃prod ⊂ Prods.
∃pprod : P → apply(G, prod).
∃qprod : C → apply(G, prod).
p = mapprod ◦ pprod ∧ q = mapprod ◦ qprod ∧ pprod = qprod ◦ a
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The theorem is proven in Appendix B.8.
The algorithms for extracting information about reasons for conflicts utilize a specific

notation for representing these reasons. This notation is called fulfilment condition. It is
a condition in the sense that it can be evaluated to true or false with a subset of Prods
to derive whether that subset fulfils the nested condition that has been used to generate
the fulfilment condition. The structure of the fulfilment condition can be analysed to
derive additional information about the fulfilment of the nested condition it has been
generated with. The notation is defined as follows:

Definition 20 (Fulfilment Conditions). Given a set of production applications Prods to
Graph Diagram G and a constraint c the following notation is used to denote fulfilment
conditions:

• true - the constraint is always fulfilled

• false - the constraint cannot be fulfilled

• Deletes(pai, elem) - production application pai ∈ Prods removes element elem

• Adds(pai, elem) - production application pai ∈ Prods adds an element elem

Given a set of n fulfilment conditions si with i ∈ {1, ..., n}, ∧i∈{1,...,n}si, ∨i∈{1,...,n}si
and ¬si are also fulfilment conditions.

The method eval : FulfilmentCondition×ProductionApplication∗ → {True, False}
evaluates fulfilment conditions the following way:

• eval(true, Prods) = True

• eval(false, Prods) = False

• eval(Deletes(pai, elem), P rods)) =


True if pai ∈ Prods
False else

• eval(Adds(pai, elem), prods)) =


True if pai ∈ Prods
False else

• eval(∧i∈{1,...,n}si, P rods) = ∧eval(si, P rods)i∈{1,...,n}

• eval(∨i∈{1,...,n}si, P rods) = ∨eval(si, P rods)i∈{1,...,n}

• eval(¬p, Prods) = ¬eval(p, Prods)

The elementary conditions in this notation are true, false, Deletes(pai, elem) and
Adds(pai, elem). The conditions Deletes and Adds are fulfilled if production applica-
tion pai deletes or adds an element elem. In the scope of graph diagrams elem can be
a node, edge, attribute node or attribute edge from one of the attributed typed graphs
that is contained as a diagram node. Mappings between diagrams are reflected implicitly
by the deletion / creation of the mapped elements. false denotes that the constraint is
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not fulfillable and true denotes that the constraint is always fulfilled. From these ele-
mentary conditions we can construct formulas representing complex conditions using the
operations ∨, ∧ and ¬. A fulfilment condition can be seen as a formula in propositional
logic. As in propositional logic truncation rules can be used to simplify these formulas.

The basis for the detection algorithm for fulfilment conditions for nested conditions is
a detection algorithm for fulfilment conditions that describe the existence of a morphism.
These conditions are used to describe the fulfilment of existence quantifiers. They are
derived as follows:

Definition 21 (Conditions for the existence of a morphism). Given a set of production
applications Prods = pi, i ∈ {1, ..., n} to a graph diagram G with maximum graph Gmax

and a morphism q : Q→ Gmax, the existence condition for q is defined as follows:

• positiveCondition(Prods, q) = ∧pi∈required(p,Prods)(∧elem∈overlapAddElements(q,pi)(

Adds(pi, elem)))

• negativeCondition(Prods, q) = ∨pi∈averse(p,Prods)(∨elem∈overlapRemoveElements(q,pi)(

Removes(pi, elem)))

• existenceCondition(Prods, q) = positiveCondition(Prods, q)∧
¬negativeCondition(Prods, q)

The existence condition for morphism is calculated as a conjunction of a positive
condition and a negated negative condition. The positive condition is a conjunction of
adds statements for all elements targeted by the morphism that have been added by
any required production application. The negative condition is a disjunction of removes
statements for all elements that are targeted by the morphism and removed by any
averse production application.
The algorithm for existence conditions is illustrated on the running example in Fig-

ure 6.27. The condition shown in the figure is equivalent to the original condition ii).
Its all-quantifier has been substituted with the pattern of existence quantifier and nega-
tion it abbreviates. The figure shows all morphisms that exist for one object of the
inner condition. The matched object contains a window and a UI element connected
by an edge of type rootlayout. This edge can be matched to the four edges r0, r1,
r2 and r3 in the maximum graph. The existence conditions for these morphisms are
annotated on the dashed arrows. A morphism to r0 is always possible because none of
the targeted elements are added or deleted by any production application. Accordingly,
the positive condition is true, the negative condition is false and the overall existence
condition resolves to true. The mapping to r1 is only possible if P1 is applied since
this edge is added by this production application. Accordingly, the positive condition
is Adds(P1, r1). No targeted elements are deleted and thus the negative condition is
false. The overall existence condition resolves to Adds(P1, r1). Similarly, the mapping
to r3 is only possible if P2 adds r3 and lv3 and accordingly the existence condition
is Adds(P2, r3) ∧ Adds(P2, lv3). Since edge r2 is removed by P1 the mapping to this
edge contains a negative condition Removes(P1, r2). The existence condition of this
morphism is ¬Removes(P1, r2).
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Figure 6.27.: Example: Morphisms into the maximum graph and their existence condi-
tion.

The following theorem states the correct behaviour of the derivation of existence con-
ditions for morphisms:

Theorem 9. Given a set of parallel independent production applications Prods = pi, i ∈
{1, ..., n} to a graph diagram G the following holds:

• For a given morphism q : Q→ max(G,Prods):

∀prod ⊂ Prods : eval(existenceCondition(Prods, q), prod) = True⇔
∃q′ : Q → apply(G, prod) : q = mapprod ◦ q′ where mapprod is the inclusion from
apply(G, prod) to max(G,Prods) according to Theorem 7.

Proof for this theorem can be found in Appendix B.9.
The algorithm for fulfilment of a nested condition is defined as follows:
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Definition 22 (Derivation Algorithm conditions for Fulfilment of Constraints). Given
a graph constraints c over an object P and a set of production applications Prods to a
graph diagram G, the algorithm conditions for generating the fulfilment conditions for
the fulfilment of c with a morphism p : P → max(G,Prods) is as follows:

• conditions(true, p, Prods) = true

• conditions(¬(j), p, Prods) = ¬condition(j, P, Prods)

• conditions(∧j∈Jcj , p, Prods) = ∧j∈Jconditions(cj , p, Prods)

• conditions(∃(a, c), p, Prods) = ∨q∈possibleMorphisms(Prods,p,a)(
existenceCondition(q, Prods) ∧ conditions(c, q, Prods))

We define the algorithm component-wise over the elementary constructs that can be
used to generate nested conditions. The constraint true is always fulfilled and thus
resolved to true. The negation is resolved to a negation of the inner constraint. The
conjunction of constraints is resolved to a conjunction of their condition. The ex-
istence constraint is resolved to a disjunction over all existing commuting morphisms
calculated by the function possibleMorphisms. The existence of one of these morphisms
is enough for the existence constraint to be fulfilled. For each of these morphisms the
inner constraint consists of the condition for the existence of this morphism, calculated
by the function existenceCondition, in conjunction with the condition for the fulfilment
of the inner constraint, calculated by a recursive call to conditions.

Figure 6.28.: Example: The result of the analysis for fulfilment conditions.

Figure 6.28 shows the result of the analysis of fulfilment conditions in the running
example. Condition ii) has a negation as outer constraint. Accordingly, the fulfilment
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condition starts with a negation. The existence quantifier for the node w of type win-
dow can be fulfilled by two morphisms, mapping w to w1 or w2. The two rows show
the inner conditions for these two mappings. Both windows are not touched by any
production application and thus their fulfilment condition is true. The inner condition
starts with a negation. Accordingly, the next inner fulfilment condition also starts with
a negation. The mapping of the inner existence quantifiers are the morphisms described
in Figure 6.27. Accordingly, they have the existence condition described in that figure.
Mapping ui in the first row to lv1 is always possible (the existence condition is true)
and mapping ui to lv1 has the existence condition Adds(P1, r1). Similarly, the existence
conditions for mapping ui to lv2 and lv3 in the second row are calculated. Since the
inner condition of the inner existence condition is true, these existence conditions are
concatenated with ∧true.
The correct behaviour of this algorithm is stated in the following theorem:

Theorem 10. Given

• An algebra D

• a type graph diagram TG

• a nested condition c in the category TypedGraphDiagramsDTG over object P with
finitely many nesting levels

• a graph diagram G from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

• a set of parallel independent production applications Prods in
TypedGraphDiagramsDTG to G

• a morphism p : P → max(G,Prods) from category TypedGraphDiagramsDTG

the algorithm conditions is correct and complete meaning, for an arbitrary set of
production applications prod ⊂ Prods, the following equation holds:

• eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p)∧conditions(c, p, Prods), prod) = true⇔ ∃p′ :
P → apply(G, prod) : p = mapprod ◦ p′ ∧ p′ |= c

where mapprod : apply(G, prod)→ max(G,Prods) is the morphism from the application
of productions to the maximum graph that exists according to Theorem 7.

Appendix B.9 gives proof for this theorem.
Depending on the intended use of the fulfilment condition they can be converted into

other equivalent formulas using Boolean equivalences. For instance, the formula can be
converted into a conjunctive or disjunctive normal form. The target form depends on
the requirements of the conflict resolution approach. The fulfilment condition in the
running example can be converted to:

• ¬Removes(P1, r2) ∨Adds(P2, r3)
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This condition denotes that all subsets of {P1, P2} that do not contain P1 or that
contain P2 fulfil Condition ii) when applied.
The fulfilment condition can be used to derive reasons for the fulfilment of a nested

condition (Question 3) by reasoning about why the condition is evaluated to false, given
a set of production applications. It can be evaluated with any set of production appli-
cations to derive whether this set fulfils the condition. This answers Question 4.
In fact, we can answer all four questions by calculating the fulfilment condition for

all constraints using the set of all activated productions applications. If for a constraint
the fulfilment condition can be resolved to true the constraint is fulfilled. If not the
constraint is not fulfilled. This enables to answer Question 1 (Does a condition conflict
exists?) and Question 2 (which constraint is violated?).
Although the calculation of conditions(c, p, Prods) for a constraint enables to answer

all other questions in addition to Question 4 it may not be the most efficient way to
answer these questions. This calculation of fulfilment conditions requires:

• the generation of maximum production applications

• the application of maximum production applications that are required to generate
the maximum graph

• an iteration over the constraint structure

• for each existence quantifier, the iteration over all morphisms that exist into the
maximum graph

• for each morphism into the maximum graph an iteration over all added and deleted
elements of this morphism

• truncation of the resulting fulfilment condition

Answering Questions 1 and 2 first as described in the beginning of this section is
cheaper as it only takes into account the end result of the adaptation. At run time
resources and time are critical. Therefore, this option may be preferred in cases where
only the end result of the adaptation needs to be consistent. The calculation of fulfilment
conditions can be delayed until a conflict is detected and it becomes necessary to answer
Question 3 and 4.
The final decision on which of the algorithms to use for conflict detection is dependent

on the requirements of the running system and should therefore be made by the developer
of the modelling framework or the developer of the software system.

6.5.4. Sequential Conflict Detection

The preceding sections focus on adaptation conflicts between production applications
that are applied in parallel. In this section we extend the approach to enable the detec-
tion of conflicts involving previously applied adaptations.
In graph transformation already applied production applications can be reverted again

under certain circumstances. Accordingly, it makes sense to take previously applied
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adaptations into account during conflict detection as they may be reverted to resolve a
conflict. However, the reversion of production applications is not always possible. The
production application can represent a change that is imposed by the environment or the
user and is not allowed to be reverted. Dependencies between graph transformation pro-
ductions can also complicate reversion. If sequentially dependent graph transformation
productions have been applied the reversion of one production application might require
the reversion of other production applications that are sequentially dependent on this
one. In order to distinguish between adaptations that can be reverted and adaptations
that cannot the analysis is extended with a set of reversible production applications that
represent all applied adaptations that can be safely reverted. Thus, in addition to the set
Prods of production applications to be applied, the algorithms in Sections 6.5.2 and 6.5.3
can take into account this set Revers of production applications that, if applied, reverse
the effect of a previously applied production application.
This section is divided in three subsections. The first one describes one way of main-

taining a set of reversible production applications. Subsequently, we discuss the inte-
gration of reversible production applications into the detection of dependencies between
graph transformation productions. Finally, we describe the integration of reversible
production applications into the analysis of fulfilment of conditions.

Maintenance of Reversible Production Applications

In order to deal with sequential conflicts the description of the current state of the
application is enhanced with a new component. In addition to the current state D
and the currently applicable production applications Prods, we add a set of production
applications Revers, which can be reverted to undo previous adaptations, to the analysed
information from Section 6.5.1. In this section we describe how this set of production
applications can be maintained.
In fact, this set could be built in different ways. For the purpose of this dissertation

the reversible production applications are those production applications that can be
immediately reverted (i.e. no sequentially dependent production application has been
applied after them). Other ways to construct such a set could be to merge all production
applications that have to be reverted together into one or to partially revert production
applications that cannot be completely reverted. These strategies depend on the specific
run time framework. However, as long as the set of reversible production applications is
available, it can be integrated into conflict analysis as described in the next two sections.
Thus, we do not go into detail on other strategies and use the strategy described above.
The following definition describes how reversible production applications can be cre-

ated and how the set Revers can be maintained.

Definition 23 (Generation and Maintenance of Reverse Production Applications).

Given a production application p = ((L
l← K

r→ R),m) applied to a model G the

reverse production application is defined as rp = ((R
r← K

l→ L), n), where n is the
comatch of the direct transformation implied by p.

Given a reverse production application rp = ((Rrp
rrp← Krp

lrp→ Lrp), n) to a model G
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and a production application p = ((L
l← K

r→ R),m) to G, rp can be maintained after
the application of p, iff the productions rp and p are parallel independent.

If rp can be maintained, the production application can be updated to a production

application rp′ = ((Rrp
rrp← Krp

lrp→ Lrp), n
′). n′ : Rrp → G′ is derived from the application

of p (as depicted in the above figure). It is defined as n′ = h◦a where a : Rrp → C fulfils
n = g ◦ a. This morphism exists because rp and p are parallel independent.

A reverse production application contains the reversed production from the original
production application (left and right side are switched) and the comatch of the original
production application as match morphisms. The application of this production appli-
cation reverses the effects of the original production application. Since the match of a
production application targets the current model it is necessary to update the match
of all reverse production applications whenever the model changes. Thus, the matches
have to be updated when a new production application is applied. This is only possible
when the applied production application and the updated reverse production application
are parallel independent. This assures that after the application of the new production
application the reverse production application can still be matched and that the current
production application is still applicable after the reversion production application is ap-
plied. Parallel independence can be tested as described in Section 6.5.2 and is available
as a result of the detection of parallel dependencies. If the reverse production application
is still applicable it can be updated with a new match morphism and kept. If it is not
applicable, it is removed from the set of reversible production applications.

One way to integrate reversible production applications into conflict detection is to
apply all reverse production applications in Revers, reverse them again (i.e retrieve
the original production application) and add them to the set of production applications
Prods that is used to find applicability and condition conflicts. However, this approach
requires the reversion of past adaptations every time a new production is to be applied. A
better way to deal with conflict analysis is to integrate Revers into the existing analysis
methods. This is described in the next two sections.
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Integration of Reversible Production Applications into Dependency Analysis

The analysis of dependencies between production applications in Section 6.5.2 is based
on the set Prods. It detects parallel dependencies between these productions. This algo-
rithm can be executed on P = Prods∪Revers to involve Revers into this analysis. This
enables the dependency analysis to yield additional results that describe dependencies
between production applications in Prods and Revers. Since reverse production appli-
cations are also production applications this is possible. However, the analysis result is
interpreted in a different way if reverse production applications are involved.
The conflict detection algorithm described in Figure 6.24 generates a set of con-

flict descriptions of the form ConflictDescription(requiring,conflicting,element) where
requiring is a production application that requires element element and conflicting
is a production application that deletes element. Based on which sets the dependent
production applications belong to we can distinguish four cases:

1. normal dependency: Both production applications belong to the set Prods. No
reverse production application is involved n this case. It is the case described in
Section 6.5.2.

2. reverse dependency: Both production applications belong to the set Revers.
This reflects a dependency between reversible production applications and is not
an immediate problem. However, it denotes that it is not possible to apply both
reversions and needs to be taken into account during conflict resolution in case
their reversion is required.

3. dependent adaptation: application is in Prods and conflicting is in Revers.
It is not possible to apply the adaptation described in requiring if conflicting is
applied to reverse a previous change.

4. dependent reversion: requiring is in Revers and conflicting is in Prods. It
is not possible to apply the reversion once the production application conflicting
has been applied.

In case three and four the reversion is parallel dependent to one current adaptation.
In both cases it is not possible to revert the production application any more after the
current adaptation has been applied, either because the reverted production application
provided a foundation for the current one or because some elements that needed to
be reverted have been removed by the current adaptation. In these cases the reverse
production application needs to be removed from Revers if the conflict resolution decides
to apply the production application.
Not all of these dependencies necessarily represent a problem. It is up to the conflict

resolution mechanism to decide whether a dependency is considered faulty behaviour or
not, based on the knowledge that there is a dependency.
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Integration of Reversible Production Applications into Condition Analysis

The analysis method for adaptation-consistency conflicts can also be execute with set
P = Prods ∪Revers to take into account the reversion of production applications. Ac-
cordingly, the fulfilment condition can be evaluated with subsets from P , thus finding
out whether the reversion of previously applied adaptations leads to a consistent re-
sult. While technically nothing changes, the tested combinations should be interpreted
in a different way. When taking into account only Prods, the optimal result would be
that all analysed production applications can be applied and the result fulfils the nested
condition. This is not the case when analysing P as the running system should avoid
unnecessary reversions. Accordingly, the optimal result would not be that all produc-
tion applications in P fulfil the nested condition when applied but that all production
applications in Prods fulfil the condition when applied. The main difference here is for
a resolution mechanism which should try to apply as many productions from Prods and
as little productions from Revers as possible.
When interpreting a fulfilment condition with respect to the added and deleted el-

ements the interpretation of these statements also changes when considering a change
made by a reverse production application. The reverse production application rpa rep-
resents the reversion of a production application pa that has already been applied. Thus,
the statements Deletes(rpa, elem) and Adds(rpa, elem) denote that the reversion of pa
deletes or adds an element, which is a reason for the constraint being fulfilled. Since
rpa is derived from an already applied production application pa in such a way that
it reverses its changes, the statement Deletes(rpa, elem) denotes that pa has originally
added elem. Adds(rpa, elem) can be interpreted as pa removed elem. Accordingly, the
fact that pa was applied prevented the condition from being fulfilled for those reasons.

The next section describes how the conflict detection algorithms can be used to provide
knowledge for a conflict resolution mechanism.

6.6. Provision of Knowledge for Conflict Resolution

The focus of this thesis is the detection of adaptation conflicts and the provision of knowl-
edge about them. The main goal of the detection of conflicts is to generate information
that can be used for conflict resolution. In this section we describe how the required
information can be derived from the results of the detection of adaptation-adaptation
and adaptation-consistency conflicts.
The basis for our analysis is the information described in Section 6.5.1 and the set of

reversible production applications defined in Section 6.5.4. Accordingly, the following
information is used as input to conflict detection:

• Situation-independent information:

TGD: a type graph diagram

Cons: a set of Nested Conditions

Ads: a set of Adaptations
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• Situation-dependent Information:

G the current state of the models

Prods the currently activated production applications

Revers the reversible production applications

The analysis consists of two parts. The first part is the analysis of dependencies among
graph transformation productions to detect adaptation-adaptation conflicts. The second
part is the analysis for fulfilment of nested conditions. This analysis detects adaptation-
consistency conflicts. For both kinds of conflicts the five questions from the problem
statement (cf. Section 3.4) need to be answered. The following two sections contain
information on how the required information for answering these questions can be derived
from the result of the conflict detection.

6.6.1. Answering the Questions for Adaptation-Adaptation Conflicts

The answers to the five questions can be provided by the algorithm described in Sec-
tion 6.5.2 and the extension for sequential conflicts described in Section 6.5.4. The
result of this algorithm is a set of descriptions of parallel dependencies deps of the form
ConflictDescription(requiring,conflicting,element). This description denotes that a pro-
duction application conflicting deletes an element element which is required to apply
production application requiring. These dependencies can be used to answer the five
questions as follows:

Which conflicts do occur?

Each dependency in deps represents one parallel dependency and thus one adaptation-
adaptation conflict. An adaptation-adaptation conflicts is detected if deps ̸= ∅.

Which adaptations are in conflict?

For each ConflictDescription(requiring, conflicting, element) ∈ deps the two produc-
tion applications conflicting and requiring are in conflict with each other.

Which elementary adaptations lead to the conflict?

For each ConflictDescription(requiring, conflicting, element) ∈ deps the elementary
adaptations that lead to this conflict are the deletion of element by conflicting and the
fact that requiring needs element.

Which model elements are involved in the conflict?

The model elements that are involved in a conflict are:

• conflictingElements = {elem|∃ConflictDescription( , , elem) ∈ deps}
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For any two production applications a and b the elements that cause the conflict
between these two production applications are:

• conflictingElements(a, b) = {elem|ConflictDescription(a, b, elem) ∈ deps}

Which subsets of adaptations can potentially be applied?

The applicable combinations are all subsets prod ⊂ Prods for which the following holds:

• ∀ConflictDescription(a, b, elem) ∈ deps.¬(a ∈ prod ∧ b ∈ prod)

An application sequence seq of production applications in Prods that contains each
production application once can be applied if one of the following statements holds for
all ConflictDescription(a, b, elem) ∈ deps:

• a is not in seq

• b is not in seq

• b is applied before a

The sequence seq can contain parallel dependent production applications, if they are
applied in the right order.

6.6.2. Answering the Question for Adaptation-Consistency Conflicts

The five questions for adaptation-consistency conflicts can be answered using the al-
gorithms from Section 6.5.3 and the extension for the detection of sequential conflicts
described in Section 6.5.4. The fulfilment condition fc generated by the algorithm
conditions is used to answer these questions. The questions can be answered as follows:

Which conflicts do occur?

Given a set of parallel independent production applications an adaptation-consistency
conflict occurs if eval(fc, Prods) = false.
If a modelling framework requires intermediary states of an application sequence seq

of production applications from Prods to be consistent then an adaptation-consistency
conflict also occurs if eval(fc, prod) = true where prod is an intermediary set of produc-
tion applications that results in the partial application of seq.

Which adaptations are in conflict?

The fulfilment condition contains statements of the form Adds and Deletes that state
that a production application adds or removes a certain element. The production ap-
plications that are contained in these statements are the reason for fulfilment or non-
fulfilment of the nested condition. This can be used to derive information about which
production applications are responsible for the non-fulfilment.
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This information can be derived by building the disjunctive normal form of the ful-
filment condition. In this form each disjunctive clause represents a set of solutions for
which the nested condition is fulfilled. The statements Ads and Deletes in each clause
are either negated or non-negated. This enables a clause-wise reasoning about the ful-
filment of a condition. For example the clause
[Adds(p1, a), Deletes(p2, b),¬Adds(p3, c)]

is fulfilled when p1 adds a and p2 deletes b and is not fulfilled if p3 is applied, because
p3 adds the element c.

In each clause the production applications whose Adds and Deletes statements are
negated are in conflict with those production applications whose Adds and Deletes
statements are not negated. In the example, p3 is in conflict with p1 and p2 as the
nested condition would be fulfilled if p3 is not applied when p1 and p2 are.

Which elementary adaptations lead to the conflict?

The Adds and Deletes statements from the fulfilment condition directly represent the
elementary creating and deleting operations that lead to the conflict. They can be used
to find out which elementary adaptations of the conflicting production applications are
responsible for the non-fulfilment of the nested conditions. Again, the conflict detection
can be done clause-wise in the disjunctive normal form to derive information for each
combination of production applications that would fulfil the condition.

Which model elements are involved in the conflict?

The model elements can be pointed out in the maximum graph as the added elements
are not reflected in G. The set of elements that are involved in a conflict are all elements
e for which a statement Adds(e,) or Deletes(e,) is contained in fc.

Again, a case-based reasoning in the disjunctive normal form can be executed to
distinguish the conflicting elements for each potential solution.

Which subsets of adaptations can potentially be applied?

The set of fulfilling subsets is defined as follows:

• fulfilling = {prod ⊂ Prods|eval(fc, prod) = true}

This set can be tested element-wise by evaluating fc.
The complete set fulfilling can also be derived without checking each element in the

power set of Prods. This can be done based on the disjunctive normal form of fc. In
this form each clause represents a set of solutions. Production applications that are not
contained in any Adds or Deletes statement in the clause are neutral to the evaluation
of this clause and can be applied without effect on the nested condition.
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6.7. Summary

In this chapter we described the Trollmann approach. The approach contains a formal-
ism for representing models, model relations, adaptations and consistency requirements.
Algorithms for the detection of adaptation conflicts are based on this formalism.
For the representation of related models we defined the language of graph diagrams.

Graph diagrams form a diagram structure of models, represented by attributed typed
graphs, and model relations, represented by attributed typed graph morphism. Graph
diagrams are an M-adhesive category and thus can be combined with graph transfor-
mation and nested conditions to represent adaptations and consistency requirements.

In our formalism adaptation-adaptation conflicts can be detected by finding dependen-
cies between graph transformation productions. We extended the existing mechanisms
for finding such dependencies to enable the analysis of more than two productions and
to extract information about the reasons for dependencies.
Adaptation-consistency conflicts can be detected by detecting which subsets of graph

transformation productions fulfil a nested condition when applied. We developed an
analysis algorithm that answers this question for all subsets of a set of graph transfor-
mation productions. The result is a fulfilment condition that encodes which subsets of
production applications fulfil the nested condition. The fulfilment condition also contains
additional information about the reason for the conflict.
The algorithms for the detection of adaptation-adaptation and adaptation-consistency

conflicts are defined for parallel conflicts. In order to enable a detection of sequential
conflicts we added a set of reversion production applications that can be applied to
revert previous adaptations. We discussed how this set can be integrated into both
conflict detection algorithms.
Based on the formalism and the detection algorithm in the Trollmann approach we

are able to retrieve information about adaptation conflicts and the reasons for them.
In Chapter 3 the required information has been represented as questions that need
to be answered about adaptation conflicts. We described how these questions can be
answered for adaptation-adaptation conflicts and adaptation-consistency conflicts based
on the result of our conflict detection algorithms.
The next chapter describes an implementation of our analysis methods and an appli-

cation of this implementation to the running example.
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This chapter presents the implementation of our main algorithms using the Eclipse
Modeling Framework. The implementation is an extension of the Henshin plugin [113],
an Eclipse plugin able to express graph transformation and nested conditions based on
EMF models. Our implementation extends the Henshin plugin with capabilities to detect
adaptation-adaptation and adaptation-consistency conflicts. For this we implemented
the algorithms defined in Chapter 6.
EMF and Henshin do not use graph diagrams as a model formalism. Thus, it is

necessary to clarify the relation of EMF models and the formalisms used in this chapter.
For this we review the basics of EMF and Henshin and their relation to the formalism of
attributed graphs (cf. Section 7.1) and describe how graph diagrams can be integrated
into this framework (cf. Section 7.2). Subsequently, we describe the implementation of
conflict detection (cf. Section 7.3). The running example from Section 6.3 is implemented
and evaluated to test the implementation (cf. Section 7.4). Finally, we conclude the
chapter with a summary (cf. Section 7.5).

7.1. Relation of EMF and Henshin to Attributed Typed Graphs

The formalism of graph diagrams is based on attributed typed graphs. This section
describes the Eclipse Modeling Framework [20], the Henshin plugin and their relation
to attributed typed graphs. This is a foundation for the extension to graph diagrams
discussed in the next section.
The EMF is a framework that allows to define models that are similar to UML class

diagrams and generate code from them. It is often used as the basis for Java-based
model driven development frameworks, for example for tools in USIXML [17], in the
model synchronisation framework proposed by Vogel et al. [114] or in the framework
for model driven visualization developed by Bull [115]. EMF meta models follow the
Ecore standard. Ecore is the meta meta model of the Eclipse Modeling Framework. It
is similar to the eMOF standard [116] defined by the Object Management Group. Thus,
EMF models are similar to UML class diagrams.
EMF models can be represented as attributed typed graphs. The Henshin plugin [113]

makes use of this fact to implement graph transformation on EMF models. Henshin
enables the definition of graph transformation productions based on Ecore meta models.
These productions can be used to reconfigure EMF models. For the transformation,
the Henshin tool converts the ecore meta-model into a type graph and the EMF model
into a corresponding attributed typed graph. Henshin uses the implementation of graph
transformation of the AGG tool [117].
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Figure 7.1.: The Ecore models for the UI model (top) and dialog model (bottom) from
the running example.

Figure 7.1 shows an Ecore version of the type graphs for the two models in the running
example. The UI model in the top half of the figure contains an additional Element
UIModel. This element exists due to the necessity to have a containment hierarchy
with a single containment root in EMF. All windows are contained in this element via
the reference windows. The references uiElement and children are also containment
references. The layout hierarchy of the window constitutes the containment hierarchy of
the EMF model. The dialog model, shown in the bottom part of the figure, contains an
element DialogModel which is the containment root. This root contains all places and
transitions. The tokens are contained in the respective places.

Henshin offers the option to add nested application conditions to graph transformation
productions. Although there is no direct support to model global nested conditions, we
can formulate empty graph transformation productions with nested application condi-
tions. This can be used to simulate global conditions. The current version of Henshin
does not support all variations of conditions. In the editor it is not possible to use the
elements false, ∀ and ⇒. In addition, conjunction and disjunction are restricted to
binary operators. Since nested conditions are defined based on true, ∧, ¬ and ∃ and all
other elements are abbreviations for patterns of these elements (cf. Definition 28) this
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is not a restriction in power of expression. Similarly, a conjunction or disjunction with
more than two elements can be simulated by converting it into a set of nested binary
conjunctions or disjunctions.

Figure 7.2.: Implementation of Condition 2 from the running example.

Figure 7.2 exemplifies a global condition in the Henshin model editor. The condition is
condition 2 from the running example. The left and right hand side of the Henshin pro-
duction are empty. Thus, the condition is interpreted as global condition. The condition
itself requires every window to have a root element. Normally, this constraint is defined
using an all-quantifier and one existence quantifier to state that for all windows a con-
nected UI element exists. Since the all-quantifier is not available in the editor, the logical
equivalent is used. The condition states that no window that is not connected to a UI el-
ement exists. The outer condition is a negation, followed by an existence quantifier that
requires the existence of a window. Existence quantifiers are called NestedCondition in
Henshin. The inner nested condition is also a negation with an existence quantifier that
requires the window to be connected to a UI element.
The relation between Ecore and attributed typed graphs is explored in [118]. It is

always possible to represent an EMF model as an attributed typed graph. Most of the
restrictions of the Ecore model (the meta model for this model) can be represented by
an attributed type graph and a set of nested conditions. The attributed type graph
has the structure of the Ecore model. The additional conditions are used to describe
constraints that are specified in the Ecore model but cannot be solely expressed by a
type graph. An example is the annotation of multiplicities, which cannot be expressed
in a type graph but can be formulated as nested conditions. However, one aspect of
the Ecore model cannot be expressed this way. EMF requires its models to specify
a containment hierarchy where all nodes are contained recursively in one containment
root. Edges can be marked as containment edges that denote that the target element is
contained in the source element of the edge. EMF requires that every node in a model
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is contained in the root element and is only contained via one path. Attributed typed
graphs are not able to mark containment edges. They cannot represent a containment
hierarchy. Thus, although it is always possible to transform an Ecore model into a type
graph, together with a set of nested conditions, and a conforming EMF model into an
attributed typed graph that is typed correctly and fulfils the conditions, it is not in
general possible to transform a correctly typed attributed typed graph into a correct
EMF model with correct containment hierarchy.
Biermann et al. extend attributed typed graphs with containment edges to counter this

problem [118]. Containment edges could be integrated into graph diagrams but would
only serve to cater to one peculiarity of EMF. For this reason we decided not to add
containment edges to the theory in this thesis. However, if the extension of attributed
typed graphs with containment edges does preserve theM-Adhesive properties, it is also
possible to construct a functor category from them and apply the Trollmann approach.
One particular problem of containment edges is that graph transformation rules can

have side effects that are not contained in the production itself. For example, an element
could be deleted by EMF due to containment because a containment edge is deleted by a
graph transformation production, although the object is originally preserved by the rule.
This causes problems for conflict analysis as not all side effects of the transformation
rule are captured by the graph transformation production and thus there can be changes
which cannot be taken into account in an analysis based on this production.
To counter this problem we implemented a closure of transformation rules under con-

tainment. This closure analyses a production application for side effects and manipulates
the original graph transformation production to correctly capture these side effects. Side
effects occur in the following cases:

• Deletion of containing node: Whenever a node is deleted in EMF, the subtree of
its contained children is also removed from the model. Thus, the closure needs to
enhance the original production to reflect all deleted children that are not reflected
in the production.

• Deletion of containment edge: Similar to containing nodes, the deletion of con-
tainment edges results in the deletion of all children in the containment subtree.

• Creation of new containment edges: If a new containment edge is added to an
element that is already contained elsewhere in the model, the old containment
edge is removed.

• Addition of non-contained elements: If an element is added but is not contained
correctly, this element and all references to it are deleted due to containment.

The closure algorithm implements the following steps:

1. Calculate falsely added elements: calculate all elements that are added by the
production but not inserted in the containment hierarchy. This also applies to the
children of these elements.
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2. Remove falsely added elements: remove the falsely added elements from the right
hand side of the production application.

3. Calculate captured deleted elements: find all elements that are deleted by the
production application. These are all elements that are referenced from its left
hand side and not contained in its right hand side.

4. Calculate uncaptured deleted elements: calculate closure due to removed containing
nodes, containment edges and multiple containment edges. Take into account that
elements whose containment edge is deleted can be inserted into the model via
another containment edge.

5. Capture uncaptured deleted elements: add all deletions that are not yet reflected in
the production application. If the elements are not matched add them to the left
hand side and match them correctly. If they are already matched but preserved
remove them from the right hand side.

The closure is a production application that explicitly contain all changes due to
containment that are derived from the original production application. The closure of
a Henshin rule correctly reflects all elements that are deleted during the application.
On the other hand it requires more nodes than the original production as its left hand
side is enhanced with the additionally deleted elements. Thus, the closure is suited for
finding the deleted nodes of the production and the original rule is suited for finding the
required nodes. Thus, both versions of the rule are used for the detection of adaptation-
adaptation conflicts.
The following relations of EMF models and the formalism in the Trollmann approach

can be summarized on the level of attributed graphs:

• Model: An EMF model can be represented as an attributed graph.

• Meta Model: An EMF ecore model can be used to generate an attributed type
graph and a set of nested conditions.

• Adaptation Formalism: Henshin productions on EMF models can be used to gener-
ate AGG productions in attributed graphs. Additional deletions can be integrated
into the analysis by calculating the closure of the productions.

• Consistency Requirement: A nested condition can be represented by a Henshin
production with empty left and right hand side.

The tested version of Henshin seems to have one bug regarding injective matching.
Although, non-injective matching can be specified, the morphism between nesting levels
in nested conditions are injective. Some of the conditions from the running example
require such non-injective morphisms. These conditions are evaluated wrongly by hen-
shin. However, since the implementation of our algorithm conditions does not use the
evaluation of conditions, it yields correct results.
The concepts in EMF are not directly related to Graph Diagrams. The next section

describes how graph diagrams can be integrated into EMF and how this integration
relates to the original formalism.
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7.2. Integration of Graph Diagrams

As described in the last section EMF is closely related to attributed typed graphs.
However, EMF handles model relations in a way that is conceptually different from
graph diagrams. EMF enables Ecore models to import and use elements from other
Ecore models. This enables references to elements that conform to a different meta-
model. In this approach the models are very closely linked, similar to the approach
of merging multiple attributed graphs into one. This can be used to simulate graph
diagrams for the purpose of the case study.
As briefly described in Section 6.4.1 relations can be handled as explicit nodes in the

graph diagram. This enables the representation of partial relations between more than
two models. The running example is structured this way. The implementation of the
running example also uses this manner of handling relations. In the implementation
each of the nodes is represented as an EMF model conforming to a separate Ecore meta
model. The implementation restricts the Ecore meta models representing model nodes
to be closed (without edges to other models). The Ecore meta models for relations
import these models and reference them.
The Ecore meta models for the UI and dialog model from the running example have

already been given in Figure 7.1. In this section we introduce a relation node for estab-
lishing the relation between these models. We simulate morphisms between the relation
node and the models by references in the model. We make further assumptions to sim-
ulate these morphisms. Morphisms are left-total, meaning that every element in the
source model is mapped to an element in the target model. Thus, we need a reference
to one element in each related model for every node in the relation model. In addition,
morphism are right-unique, meaning every element of the source graph is mapped to
exactly one element of the target graph. To achieve this we annotate these references in
the meta-model with multiplicity of one, requiring exactly one such reference for each
element of that type.
Figure 7.3 shows the Ecore meta model of the relation between the two models in

the running example. The model contains a containment root Dialog2UIRelation which
contains everything else. This containment root is an exception from the requirement
to be related to elements in the source and target model. The two relation elements
Window2Place and UI2Transition are each connected to one element from the dialog
and UI model with multiplicity 1 as required.
This way of representing models and relations can be extended to arbitrary schemes.

Models are represented as closed-off entities and morphisms are represented by attributes
in the elements of the source model.
These relation references are sufficient to express the requirements of the running

example and in the proof of concept implementation in Chapter 8. However, it should
be mentioned that this construction does not map all of the properties of attributed
graph morphisms. A morphism also maps between the edges of the source and target
object. In attributed typed graphs these are normal graph edges, node attribute edges
and edge attribute edges. Since EMF models do not have edge attributes this component
can be ignored. However, the mapping of graph edges and node attribute edges needs
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Figure 7.3.: The Ecore model for the relation Dialog 2 UI from the running example.

to be regarded. Node attribute edges are translated to attributes in EMF models. The
requirement to preserve node attribute edges means that for each attribute in a node in
the source EMF model there needs to be an attribute in the mapped node in the target
EMF model with the same values. Both attributes do not need to have the same name.
This requirement can be formulated as a nested condition on EMF models.
Mapping graph edges directly is not as easy as there can be multiple edges of the

same type between the same nodes in the target EMF model and no way to distinguish
which of these is the mapped one. Edges could be modelled as nodes which has one
source and one target object to represent them explicitly. In this case the node mapping
can apply and uniquely identify the mapped edge. Source and target compatibility for
the edge can be formulated as nested conditions. As stated before these compatibility
requirements are not required in the running example as the relation node does not
contain and attributes or edges. However, they can be implemented if needed. It is also
possible to regard the whole EMF model as one big ATG and apply the analysis based
on the assumption that there is only one model in the diagram.
We use one additional Ecore model to represent the whole diagram in one Ecore file

and have a convenient containment root. The role of this model is to reference all models
and relations in one diagram and to serve as containment root for the whole system. The
containment root of the running example is depicted in Figure 7.4.
In general the diagram is still one EMF model with several sub-models that are ar-

ranged in a certain way. Thus, the Henshin plugin can still be utilized for describing
graph transformation and nested conditions on these models. Condition 2, as described
in the previous section, is thus also a valid example of a condition. It concerns only
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Figure 7.4.: The Ecore model containing the root of the diagram from the running ex-
ample.

one model node and all elements in the condition are from the same model. Although,
the whole diagram is one big EMF model anyway, the contained models and relations
can be distinguished. This can be done by checking to which Ecore meta model they
conform by checking which EPackage their type is contained in. This check enables the
distinction between elements in different models.

Figure 7.5.: Implementation of Condition 5 from the running example.

Figure 7.5 shows a second condition that spans multiple models. The condition is
condition 5 from the running example. It requires each transition with isStart = false
to be connected to a UI element via a relation node of type UI2Transition. The condition
has been implemented using negation and existence as a substitute for the all-quantified
constraint. The condition spans two models and one relation.
Graph transformation productions on graph diagrams are also implemented using the

Henshin plugin. Figure 7.6 shows an example for such a production. The production
adds a back button to a window. The figure shows the production in the Henshin
diagram editor. This editor merges the left hand side, interface and right hand side into
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Figure 7.6.: The rule for adding a back button from the running example.

one view and indicates the location of each node by annotating them with the keywords
<< preserve >>,<< delete >> and << create >>. << preserve >> denotes that an
element is located in the left hand side, right hand side and interface of the production
and thus is preserved by the production. The other keywords indicate that an element is
either only in the left hand side (<< delete >>) or the right hand side (<< create >>).
The borders between the models are not shown in the Henshin diagram editor. We
added them manually for illustration.
The production in Figure 7.6 requires two windows w1 and w2 that are connected to

two places s1 and s2 in the dialog model. These places are connected via a transition t.
In the layout of window w2 a button is added that is associated to a transition t2 which
is added to the dialog model and enables the return from the place s2 to the first place
s1. This production is an example of a production that manipulates multiple models at
the same time. It changes the dialog and UI model as well as the relation between them.
Figure 7.7 contains the second production from the running example. This production

merges two windows w1 and w2. It removes the window w2 and the associated place.
Only the label of this window is preserved. The production adds this label to the first
window. Additionally, the dialog model is reconnected to bypass the removed place.
The rule connects the button b1 from the first window to transition t3.

Summarizing, in this section we established the following relations between EMF
models and graph diagrams:

• Model: Multiple EMF models that are combined in one big diagram model. Refer-
ences between models are solely established by morphisms, which are represented
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Figure 7.7.: The rule for merging two windows from the running example.

by a set of attributes and conditions.

• Meta Model: Ecore meta models that follow the conditions for morphisms given
in this section and empty Henshin transformation rules with nested application
conditions to define structural conditions.

• Adaptation Formalism: Henshin rules.

• Consistency Conditions: Empty Henshin rules with nested application conditions.

In the next section we describe our implementation.

7.3. Conflict Detection

In this section we describe the implementation of the conflict detection. As a basis for
this implementation we had to incorporate some minor changes into the Henshin plugin.
The relevant classes from the Henshin plugin are described in Section 7.3.1.
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In the following sections we describe the main classes of our implementation. We imple-
mented the conflict detection as an additional module that imports the Henshin models
as base classes for the implementation and the Henshin interpreter to use its imple-
mentation of the execution of graph transformation productions and match calculation.
The main functionality is provided to the programmer via five static classes. The class
HenshinTools.java (cf. Section 7.3.2) contains general utility methods for loading and
printing productions. The class ConditionTools.java (cf. Section 7.3.3) contains utility
functions for loading and managing conditions. The class maximumGraphTools.java
(cf. Section 7.3.4) provides utility functions for deriving a maximum graph. The conflict
detection is implemented in the class ConflictAnalysisTools.java (cf. Section 7.3.5).
The class ReversionTools.java (cf. Section 7.3.6) enables the maintenance of reversible
production applications. We provide a code example of an analysis in Section 7.3.7.

7.3.1. The Henshin Plugin

Version 0.9.1 of the Henshin plugin serves as the basis for the implementation. For the
purpose of this thesis we obtained access to the Java Code in the Henshin SVN repository.
The implementation is based on Revision 1588. The conflict detection imports two
modules from the Henshin Project: the Models (org.eclipse.emf.henshin.model) and the
Interpreter (org.eclipse.emf.henshin.interpreter). The models are needed for their data
structures. The Interpreter module contains implementations of graph transformation,
match finding and condition checking that are used during conflict analysis.
The most important classes in the Henshin plugin are depicted in Figure 7.8. A Rule

Application describes a graph transformation production that is matched to a graph
and is the Henshin equivalent to a production application. It contains the production
of type Rule as well as a match of type Match. The match maps each node in the left
hand side to an EObject (an element of the model the production is applied to). The
mappings of attributes and edges are derived from the object mapping. After the rule
application is executed it also contains a result match, which describes the comatch of
the production (the match from the right hand side to the result of the transformation).
Each production contains two graphs of type Graph that denote the left and right hand
side of the production. The interface between both is implicitly established by the
Mapping of elements between left and right hand side. All nodes on the left hand side
that are not mapped are deleted during the productions execution. All nodes on the
right hand side that are not mapped are created during the productions execution.

Each graph may contain a condition of type Formula. Formulas in the left hand side
are interpreted as left application conditions, formulas in the right hand side as right
application conditions. The formulas in Henshin are slightly different from traditional
nested conditions. They do contain existence quantifiers of class NestedCondition, the
unary condition Not and binary conditions And and Or. However, they do not contain
an all-quantified condition. Instead, they contain an exclusive disjunction of type XOR.
Before their interpretation the conditions of type Condition are converted to conditions

of type IFormula by Henshin. Figure 7.9 contains this type and relevant sub-types. Cor-
responding to the original conditions, there are the subtypes AndFormula, OrFormula,
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Figure 7.8.: Main classes of the Henshin plugin.

XorFormula and NotFormula. The existence quantifier is represented by an element of
type ApplicationCondition. The original Henshin implementation does not contain an
all-quantified condition. While formulating application conditions for productions they
are simulated by the equivalence ∀(A) = ¬∃(¬A).
Several smaller changes have been implemented in the Henshin code. These changes

enable access to attributes that are hidden in the standard implementation. Their vis-
ibility has been changed to enable the conflict detection to read these attributes. We
either converted them to public attributes or added getter and setter methods.
All other implementations are outside of the Henshin code in a dedicated module. The

next Sections describe the main classes.
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Figure 7.9.: The IFormula implementation of Henshin.

7.3.2. HenshinTools.java

The class HenshinTools is not directly related to conflict detection. However, since
the Henshin plugin is designed to be used to do analysis within the graphical eclipse
environment it lacks utility methods for using it programmatically at run time. The
class HenshinTools implements some essential utility methods for this purpose.

A class diagram of the class HenshinTools and its methods is shown in Figure 7.10. The
method init initialize EMF environment variables that need to be set up for the Henshin
plugin to work. All other methods can be divided into two groups. The first group
contains methods that simplify loading and creating objects, the second one contains
methods that can be used to print a console representation of objects for debug purposes.

The HenshinTools contain methods for loading an existing model (loadModel) and
graph transformation productions (getRule) from files. The method createGraph creates
a graph from an EMF object that the productions can be applied to. The two versions of
the method createRuleAplication create a rule application object from a production by
finding a match to a graph. The method can be provided with an engine (an implemen-
tation of graph transformation). If not, it creates its own engine. This implementation
selects the first match it finds. The developer is able to change the match from Java
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Figure 7.10.: UML representation of the class HenshinTools.

code in case a different one is required.
For debugging purposes the class HenshinTools contains methods for printing a tex-

tual representation of an EGraph (printEGraph), which describes the current state of
the model. In addition, it enables to print objects of type Graph using the method
printGraph. These objects describe the left and right hand side of productions. Printing
a rule application and a match is also possible, using the methods printRuleApplication
and printMatch.

7.3.3. ConditionTools.java

Similar to the class HenshinTools, the class ConditionTools.java contains several static
utility functions. The developer can use these functions to create, debug and handle
conditions. Figure 7.11 contains the class diagram of the utility class ConditionTools.

Figure 7.11.: UML representation of the class ConditionTools.
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Both versions of the method createSolutionFinder create a class SolutionFinder for a
nested condition that is contained in a graph transformation production. The method
converts the nested condition into an IFormula and creates an object of type Solution-
Finder. This object contains information for finding solutions based on an EGraph that
represents the current structure of the model. The second version of the method can be
provided with a partial match to restrict the scope of the condition.
The method printFormula prints a textual representation of a nested condition. It it-

erates over all inner conditions and calculates the statistics of the formula. The contained
graphs can be printed via the respective methods.
The result of the algorithm for fulfilment reasons is of type Condition. This type

represents a fulfilment condition for a nested condition and is conform to Definition 20.
Usually, the direct output of the algorithms can be simplified. The convenience method
simplify can be used for this purpose. This method operates on Boolean equivalences.
Trivial and non-fulfillable conjunctions and disjunctions, for example, are resolved to
true or false. The method simplifies the whole condition recursively.
The next section describes tools for calculating the maximum graph as a foundation

for analysis of adaptation-consistency conflicts.

7.3.4. MaximumGraphTools.java

The maximum graph is the basis for the analysis of adaptation-consistency conflicts. It
enables an estimation of potential morphisms as a basis for the generation of fulfilment
conditions in Definition 22. Several classes are involved in calculating and representing
the maximum graph in the implementation. They are shown in Figure 7.12.
The utility class MaximumGraphTooles provides the static method CreateMaximum-

Graph that can be used to calculate a maximum graph from a list of rule applications,
a graph they are applied to and an engine that is used for transformation purposes.
This method implements Definition 18. It first creates a set of maximum rule appli-
cations from the provided rule applications via the private helper method createMax-
imumRuleApplication. This helper method creates a copy of the rule. It then deletes
all elements on the left hand side of this copy that are not mapped to the right hand
side. Accordingly, all deletions are removed from the production. The remaining nodes
are matched to the graph as in the original rule application. The private helper method
copyMatch is used for this step.

The maximum graph is describes as an object of type MaximumGraphInfo. This
object contains the maximum graph represented as an EGraph. Several of the analysis
methods require additional information. The object MaximumGraphInfo keeps track of
this information during the creation of the maximum graph. The original model is not
changed directly. The maximum graph is created based on a copy. Accordingly, the
nodes in the maximum graph are copied nodes that cannot be directly compared using
the method equals. The maximum graph info holds a map originalToCopiedNodeMap
that relates the nodes in the original model to the nodes in the maximum graph to
represent the relation between the original and copied nodes. This map represents the
inclusion morphism from the original model to the maximum graph. The maximum
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Figure 7.12.: UML representation of the class MaximumGraphTools.

graph info also holds the original rule applications and the maximum rule applications
that have been created from them. They can be used to reason about the creation and
deletion of objects in the maximum graph.
Each of the rule applications and maximum rule applications are wrapped into an

object of class RuleApplicationDetails to ease reasoning about them. On Creation this
object extracts objects of types NodeMapping and EdgeMapping from the left hand side
and right hand side of the rule application. These objects represent the matches into
the graph and between the left and right hand side to make them easily accessible.
The class RuleApplicationDetails uses these objects to implement convenience methods
isObjectDeleted, isEdgeDeleted, getDeletedNodes and getDeletedEdges which can be used
to check for deleted and added elements. The deleted elements are stored for more
efficient access later once they are calculated. The RuleApplicationDetails also provide
methods getEdgesBetween for retrieving edges between two nodes in the left hand side
of the production or in the maximum graph.
These utility functions are used in the class ConflictAnalysisTools.java to calculate

condition conflicts. This tool class is described in the next section.
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7.3.5. ConflictAnalysisTools.java

The class ConflictAnalysisTools.java contains the main analysis methods. In this section
we describe the methods of this class as well as the data type that is used to describe
the results. An UML class diagram of this class is shown in Figure 7.13.

Figure 7.13.: UML representation of the class ConflictAnalysisTools.

The conflict analysis tools contain four methods. The method getAdaptationConflicts
executes an analysis for adaptation-adaptation conflicts. This method returns an object
of type AdaptationConflictAnalysisResult. This class is shown as UML class diagram in
Figure 7.14. It contains a set of node-, edge- and attribute conflicts. Each conflict is
described by an element of type Conflict. This object describes the two conflicting rule
applications and the conflicting element from the graph. The conflicting element may
be a node, an edge or an attribute. The conflicting description denotes that the rule
application first removes the conflicting element although the rule application second
requires it to be applied.

Figure 7.14.: UML representation of the result of the dependency analysis.

The method getAdaptationConflicts implements the algorithm presented as pseudo-
code in Figure 6.24 from Section 6.5.3. The pseudo-code is implemented for nodes, edges
and node attributes. EMF models do not contain edge attributes.
The method getFulfillingCombinationsForAdaptationConflicts in class ConflictAnal-

ysisTools calculates conflict free subsets of adaptations for adaptation-adaptation con-
flicts. This method uses an AdaptationConflictAnalysisResult and its method getCon-
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flictFreeCombinations. This method returns a list of combinations (sets of rule applica-
tions). Each conflict represents a pair of productions that cannot be applied at the same
time. This method makes use of this fact to calculate the set of all possible combinations
of parallel independent productions. To reduce the effort and the number of results the
method only returns maximal sets. A set is maximal if no other production applications
can be added to it without a conflict. Since the production applications in these sets are
parallel independent all subsets of these sets are valid solutions.

The remaining methods enable an analysis of adaptation-consistency conflicts. The
method class getFulfillmentConditionForCondition from the ConflictAnalysisTools im-
plements this analysis. This method requires an IFormula, describing the analysed
condition, and a MaximumGraphInfo, describing the maximum graph. The maxi-
mum graph can be retrieved using MaximumGraphTools.createMaximumGraph(...). The
method getFulfillmentConditionForCondition implements the analysis algorithm for ful-
filment conditions defined in Definition 22.

Figure 7.15.: UML representation of a graph description.

The method also exists in a second version that is used for iterating over the condition
structure recursively. This method uses an additional GraphDescription and a Map
describing the morphism the condition is currently evaluated with. The class diagram
of the graph description is shown in Figure 7.15. This class is a helper class that can be
generated from an application condition. It describes the graph that is the basis for this
condition and provides methods for keeping track of the morphisms in the condition.
The method getAllMorphisms calculates all morphisms to another graph. In Henshin
matchable graphs are described as variables and their matches are described as domain
slots. These can be locked to fix a match. The analysis of an existence quantifier
requires fixing a found morphism and then analysing the inner condition. For this
purpose the methods fixDomainSlotsToMorphism and unfixDomainSlots can be used.
Calling fixDomainSlotsToMorphism means fixing a morphism p of the current condition
such that getAllMorphisms can be used to find all morphisms q that commute with
p. In a further recursion q can be fixed using the same method and a morphism for a
further inner condition can be found. The method unfixDomainSlots is used after the
recursion to free the fixed variables for a morphism.
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Figure 7.16.: UML representation of a fulfilment condition.

The analysis of condition conflicts yields a result of type Condition. This type is a
representation of the notation for fulfilment conditions described in Definition 20. A
UML representation of the respective classes is depicted in Figure 7.16. It is a direct
representation of these conditions. The statements Adds and Removes are represented
by ConditionAdds and ConditionDeletes. true and false are represented by Condition-
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True and ConditionFalse. Conjunction, disjunction and negation of fulfilment conditions
is represented by ConditionConjunction, ConditionDisjunction and ConditionNegation.

The method getFulfillingCombinationsForFulfillmentCondition in the ConditionAnal-
ysisTools calculates all subsets of production applications that fulfil the fulfilment con-
dition. For optimization purposes this method uses the method doExistanceCombinatio-
nAnalysis of the condition. This analysis yields an object of type MaximumExistance-
CombinationAnalysis, which enables the derivation of fulfilling combinations.
In the next section we describe how the ReversionTools can be used to calculate and

maintain production applications for revering applied adaptations.

7.3.6. ReversionTools.java

A class diagram of the class ReversionTools.java is shown in Figure 7.17. The methods
in this class implement the algorithms in Definition 23.

Figure 7.17.: UML representation of the class ReversionTools.

The class contains four methods. The method createReverseRuleApplication creates
a reverse rule application. This method needs a comatch morphism. Accordingly, it
assumes that the rule application has already been applied.
The two methods getPreservedReversibleRules can be used to determine which re-

verse rule applications can still be applied after a set of rule applications is applied.
The preservation of reversible rule applications requires parallel independence. It uses
analysis methods for adaptation-adaptation conflicts from class ConflictAnalysisTools
for this purpose. In case this analysis has already been executed based on the reverse
rule applications the result of the ApplicationConflictAnalysisResult can be handed to
this method to avoid recalculating these parallel dependencies.
In most cases only the method updateReversibleRulesAfterApplication needs to be

called. This method filters the set of reversible rule applications using the method
getPreservedReversibleRules. Afterwards, it creates the reverse rule applications for the
newly applied rule applications using the method createReverseRuleApplication and adds
them to the this set. The method returns the updated set of reverse rule applications.

7.3.7. Example Implementation

This section describes an example implementation that showcases how our implementa-
tion can be used for conflict detection.
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Figure 7.18.: Example code for conflict resolution.

An example in Java notation is shown in Figure 7.18. The code snippet shows the
method consistencyAnalysis. This method uses the following parameters:

• model : The current state of the model

• engine: The graph transformation engine that is used for transformation purposes

• toApply : The set of production applications to be applied

• reverseApplications: The current set of reverse production applications

• conditionRule: A production containing a nested condition that needs to be fulfilled

The method facilitates a conflict analysis on the production applications and applies
a solution. As a result the model is updated and the new set of reverse production
applications is returned.
In lines 438 to 440 the set of production applications to analyse is created. Both

the production applications from toApply and from reverseApplications are taken into
account in this set. The analysis for adaptation-adaptation conflicts is triggered in line
443. As a result an object of type ApplicationConflictAnalysisResult is available and
can be used for reasoning about possible combinations of production applications.
The conflict resolution in the example is rudimentary. The resolution takes the first

entry of conflict free combinations returned by the method getConflictFreeCombinations.
An alternative resolution mechanism could iterate over all combinations to find the
optimal one with respect to some criteria or test potential combinations using the method
isCombinationConflictFree.
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As basis for analysis of adaptation-consistency conflicts the maximum graph is calcu-
lated (line 451) and the condition is initialized with the maximum graph (line 452). The
analysis for adaptation-consistency conflicts is done in line 456. The resulting fulfilment
condition is the basis for resolution of these conflicts. Again, the implementation is rudi-
mentary and uses the method getFulfillingCombinationsForFulfillmentCondition of
class ConflictAnalysisTools. Alternatively, the method evaluateWithRules can be ex-
ecuted on the fulfilment condition to test single subsets for conflict-freeness. During a
real analysis the result of the analysis for nested conditions should also be compared
with the combinations that are free of parallel dependencies.
The resulting combination is then applied (line 467) and the set of reverse production

application is updated and returned in line 471.

7.4. Evaluation of the Running Example

We implemented the running example as a proof of concept evaluation and estimation of
the performance of our algorithms. The implementation of the running example in EMF
and Henshin has already been described in Section 7.2. Based on this implementation we
implemented a test class Test.java to systematically build models, graph transformation
productions and conditions and execute a consistency analysis on this basis.

Figure 7.19.: The test class and data type.

The class Test.java is depicted in Figure 7.19. The methods buildModel, and addModel
can be used to build models of different sizes for testing purposes. The method normal-
Test is a test method for testing different configurations of models and conditions with a
given number of rules. This method is changed manually to test different configurations.
The method testTimes enables structured testing and the recording of execution times.

It can be configured using four input parameters:

• noRules: the number of production applications to be applied

• noTimes: the number of test cases

• modelSizeIndicator : the indicator for model size
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• conditionSize: the indicator for condition size

To test the performance of the implementation under different conditions the number
of rules, the size of the model and the size of the condition can be varied. Extreme
situations contain a lot of productions that are supposed to be applied in parallel. This
can be simulated by using big numbers for the parameter noRules. Since this is one of
the major variables at run time we test all configurations of other parameters with 10,
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 production applications. In the tests these sets
are randomly generated as combinations from the set of three implemented productions.
The statistics of these three productions are shown in Table 7.1. In addition to the two
productions from the running example this table contains one production addWindow
which adds a new window to the UI model that is not connected to the dialog model to
provoke adaptation-consistency conflicts.

Table 7.1.: Statistics of the adaptations in the running example.

Rule Matched Added Deleted
Nodes Edges Nodes Edges Nodes Edges

addBackButton 11 8 3 7 0 0

mergeWindows 20 23 0 3 7 16

addWindow 1 0 1 1 0 0

The parameter noT imes is always set to 1000 to test 1000 cases to get a good mean
and balance out negative factors like slow initialization and garbage collection that stem
from the programming language Java. To minimize the effect of garbage collection a
System.gc(), followed by a two second waiting period is triggered after each test. This
gives the Java Virtual Machine time to perform a garbage collection and thus lowers the
likelihood of garbage collection during the tests.
The main concern when dealing with graph transformation is that the matching al-

gorithms suffer in extreme cases. These are cases where the size of the model is big
and thus contains a large number of potential match targets. This is simulated by using
different values for the parameter modelSizeIndicator. This parameter is interpreted by
duplicating the model structure from the running example. This serves to build com-
plexity as the nodes that are matched in the original model are now available multiple
times and thus the number of possible matches is guaranteed to increase at least linear
with the parameter modelSizeIndicator. This parameter is tested with values 1, 10 and
100. Table 7.2 contains the size of the original model.
The size of conditions is an expected source of inefficiency for the analysis of adaptation-

adaptation conflicts. The parameter conditionSize generates conditions of different sizes
by selecting the according number of nested conditions. These conditions are compiled
into one condition by using conjunction. The conditions are randomly selected from the
set of implemented conditions. Thus, they can contain duplicates of the same conditions.
This does not influence the test results as no optimization with regards to already tested
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Table 7.2.: Statistics of the main window in the running example.

Running Examlpe - Main Window

No. Nodes 56

No. Edges 91

No. Attributes 70

conditions is performed. Table 7.3 summarizes the statistics of the conditions from the
running example. While conditions i) to v) contain approximately the same number of
nesting levels and nodes, conditions vi) to viii) contain significantly more nodes. The
analysis only selects from the conditions i) to v) to stabilize the size of the generated
conditions. Larger sizes of conditions are tested by using a larger value for the parameter
conditionSize. This parameter is tested with values 1, 10 and 100.

Table 7.3.: Statistics of the condition in the running example.

Condition Nr. Nesting Levels Nr. Nodes

i) 4 6

ii) 4 3

iii) 5 8

iv) 4 3

v) 4 4

vi) 4 15

vii) 4 18

viii) 6 32

While performing the test execution times for the implementation are recorded. The
class TestResult contains these times. It reflects the following recorded times:

• conflictCalculation: The time for calculating adaptation-adaptation conflicts be-
tween the given production applications

• conflictfreeCombinations conflictCalculation: The time for calculating the conflict
free combinations of production applications after the analysis for adaptation-
adaptation conflicts

• maximumGraph: The time for calculating the maximum graph

• fulfilmentConditionCalculation: The time for calculating fulfilment conditions for
the given nested condition

• fulfilmentConditionSimplify : The time for simplifying fulfilment conditions for the
given nested condition
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• conflictfreeCombinations fulfilmentCondition: The time for calculating all combi-
nations of production applications that fulfil a fulfilment condition

The output of the test is a text in the Java console containing the test times for each
of the cases. This text is formatted in a way that can be copied directly into an excel
spreadsheet to calculate the mean, standard deviation and maximum / minimum values.
The excel spreadsheet also allows to plot diagrams from these times.
We executed the tests on a notebook from Lenovo of model X230. The test notebook

contains an Intel Core i3-3120M Processor (3MB Cache, 2.10GHz) and memory of 4 GB
DDR3 - 1600MHz. More specification of the notebook can be found on the website of
the manufacturer.1

In the remainder of this section we describe the results of this analysis. Figure 7.20
shows the times for varying the model sizes with model size indicators 1, 10 and 100.
A models size of 1 corresponds to a model with 56 nodes, 70 attributes and 91 edges
(including mapping edges between models). The model of factor 10 contains 290 nodes,
385 attributes and 487 edges. The model of factor 100 contains 2630 nodes, 3535 at-
tributes and 4447 edges. As expected the times grow with number of productions and
size of the model. For a model size of one the computation process for 100 productions
takes 27 milliseconds. With 10 times model size the time grows to 58 milliseconds. At
hundred times model size the maximum time is around 2.1 seconds. The main effort
in the extreme cases lies in the calculation of fulfilment reasons for conditions. This
is an expected result as this is the only part of the algorithm that requires finding a
match, which is affected by the model size. In cases with a small structure the calcula-
tion of the maximum graph requires a significant amount of the overall time. However,
this factor does not grow fast with the model size (ca. 9 ms for 1x modelSize, 10 ms
for 10 x model size and 28 ms for 100 x model size) compared to the calculation of
adaptation-consistency conflicts.
Figure 7.21 shows test results for different configurations of condition sizes. It shows

results for 1, 10 and 100 conditions. As expected the times grow with number of pro-
ductions and conditions. The overall time grows to 67 ms for 10 conditions and 478 ms
for 100 conditions. Again, the main effort is in the calculation of fulfilment conditions.
According to these tests the times grow with model size and number of conditions.

In a final test we explored the combination between both. We tested the combinations
of 10 times model size and 10 conditions and 20 times model size and 20 conditions.
Figure 7.22 shows the results. The overall time for a factor of 10 grows from 27 ms to
241 ms. For a factor of 20 the overall time is at 1168 ms. Again, the main effort is in
the calculation of fulfilment conditions.
The tests have been performed to evaluate the performance of the implementation and

tweak it. Naturally, the test times need to be interpreted with regards to an intended
application of the implementation. They have to be seen in the light of the size of
the potential model, number of conditions and number of parallel applicable production
applications. In the next chapter we study a concrete example and test the performance
of the algorithms against requirements from the project SOE.

1http://shop.lenovo.com/gb/en/laptops/thinkpad/x-series/x230/
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7.5. Summary

In this chapter we described the implementation of our approach. The implementation
is a Java library that can be used in the scope of the Eclipse Modeling Framework
and the Henshin plugin for graph transformation. As a basis we discussed the relation
between EMF models and graph diagrams. The detection algorithms for adaptation-
adaptation and adaptation-consistency conflict are implemented as Java methods. In
order to showcase the workflow of an implementation we gave an example of a conflict
analysis using the implemented methods.
The running example has been used to evaluate this implementation. We discussed

means to artificially increase the size of models and the number of conditions and pro-
ductions to test the impact of these factors on the time required for analysis. The results
show that the time grows with the number of model elements, conditions and produc-
tions as expected. The applicability of our algorithms in a specific domain depends on
these factors and on the requirements of the domain. In the next chapter we evaluate
our approach. In this chapter we test the applicability of the implementation in the
scope of the case study from the project SOE.
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Figure 7.20.: Test results for model sizes 1, 10 and 100.
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Figure 7.21.: Test results for condition sizes 1, 10 and 100.
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Figure 7.22.: Test results for model and condition sizes of 1, 10 and 20.
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This chapter describes the evaluation of the Trollmann approach. We aim to evaluate
the correctness and the practicality of our approach. Correctness is stated in a set of
theorems in chapter 6. These theorems have been peen proven thus showing correctness.
The main theorems and their significance are summarized in Section 8.1.
In the previous chapter we tested the performance of our algorithm based on different

configurations of influencing factors. In this chapter we apply this implementation to
the SOE project to test it in a realistic example. This test evaluates the practicality of
the Trollmann approach in the scope of this project. It is described in Section 8.2.

8.1. Main Theorems and Proofs

The correct behaviour of the Trollmann approach has been states as theorems in Chap-
ter 6. These theorems have been proven. The proofs are provided in Appendix B. In
this section we review these theorems and explain their significance.
The first main theorem is Theorem 1. By proving this theorem we have shown that

graph diagrams form a finitaryM-adhesive category withM-initial object. This enables
the application of graph transformation, nested conditions and several theoretical results.
Parallel and sequential independence and the Local Church Rosser Theorem form the
basis for the analysis of adaptation-adaptation conflicts. The Parallelism Theorem forms
the basis for showing correctness of the analysis of adaptation-consistency conflicts.
These theorems are applicable because Theorem 1 holds.
The second main theorem is Theorem 5. This theorem states that the set-based

conditions from Definition 17 imply parallel independence of the involved production
applications. We proof this by showing equivalence to the morphism-based conditions
for parallel independence, whose correctness is stated in Theorem 4. The proof of these
theorems enables us to calculate dependencies between a set of production applications
without the need to apply them. This is the foundation for our analysis of adaptation-
adaptation conflicts. The proofs for these theorems on the level of graph diagrams make
use of the respective theorems on the level of attributed typed graphs (cf. Theorems 3
and 2). We also provide proof for these theorems in Appendix B.
The third main theorem is Theorem 10. This theorem describes the correct behaviour

of the calculation of fulfilment conditions for a nested condition. It states that a nested
condition is fulfilled after the application of a subset of production applications if the
fulfilment condition, generated by the algorithm conditions, is evaluated to true. By
proving this theorem we showed that this algorithm and thus the analysis of adaptation-
consistency conflicts behaves correctly. The proof for this theorem relies on the correct
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behaviour of the algorithm existenceCondition, which is stated in Theorem 9, and on
the correct behaviour of the functions averse, required and possibleMorphisms, which
is stated in Theorem 8. The maximum graph forms the foundation for these theorems.
By proving Theorems 6 and 7 we have shown that the maximum graph always exists
and that it contains all models that can be created by applying any subset of these
production applications.
The proofs of these theorems guarantee the correct behaviour of our approach. In the

next section we evaluate the practicality in the project SOE.

8.2. Evaluation of the Case Study

In this section we describe the implementation and evaluation of the case study scenario.
The implementation is based on EMF, Henshin and our implementation of the adapta-
tion conflict detection. It is presented in Section 8.2.1. We describe the evaluation setup
and results in Section 8.2.2.

8.2.1. Implementation of the Case Study

This section describes the implementation of the case study scenario discussed in Sec-
tion 5. As described in Section 7, the implementation is based on the Eclipse Modeling
Framework and the Henshin plugin.
As a basis for the analysis, the plan window has been implemented as an EMF model.

The structure of this window is as described in Section 5.2 in Figure 5.1. Table 8.1
summarizes the number of nodes, edges and attributes in this window.

Table 8.1.: Statistics of the model of the plan window in the case study.

Plan Window

No. Nodes 2378

No. Edges 8764

No. Attributes 10565

In addition to the elements indicated in Section 5.2, the plan window contains a
description of the house the software system is installed in. Model elements describe
available rooms, devices and users. However, the majority of elements stems from the
models related to the user interface. For the tests the complete model has been used.
There is potential to reduce the size of the model and the size of the matched section of
the model by excluding the irrelevant model elements. However, for the purpose of this
case study these optimizations have not been implemented to enhance the complexity
of the test. The graph representation of the model contains 2378 nodes, 8764 edges
and 10565 attributes. Compared with the running example in Section 8.2.2 this window
contains 42 times more nodes, 96 times more edges and 150 times more attributes.
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Table 8.2.: Statistics of the adaptations in the case study.

Rule Matched Added Deleted Nr.
Nodes Edges Nodes Edges Nodes Edges Matches

Adaptation 1-1 31 46 63 133 1 15 1

Adaptation 1-2 31 46 12 42 1 15 1

Adaptation 2 9 8 3 9 0 6 1

Adaptation 3-1 39 38 4 28 14 38 7

Adaptation 3-2 39 38 0 12 2 14 7

Adaptation 4 172 1 169 672 1 672 1

We implemented six Henshin rules to achieve the adaptations described in Section 5.3.
Table 8.2 contains a summary of the size of these rules. The table describes the size of
the matched graph by showing the number of nodes and edges in the left hand side of the
production. These elements need to be matched when finding a match. It also shows the
number of added and deleted nodes and edges in each adaptation. Some adaptations
need to be applied multiple times to achieve the desired adaptation. For example,
Adaptation3 − 1 manipulates the user interface of the layout for one day. Accordingly,
it is applied seven times to the original plan window to manipulate all seven days. The
number of matches is also shown in the table.
For adaptation 1 two rules have been implemented. Both rules change the dialog

model by removing the place that previously represented all weekdays and add a different
structure. Adaptation1 − 1 adds a separate place for each day, while Adaptation1 − 2
adds one place for the weekdays and one place for the weekend. These new places are
connected to the interaction groups for each weekdays interactor in the UI model via
mappings. The new dialog elements also contain transitions for switching between the
new places. These transitions are connected to the control elements in the UI model (for
switching forward and backwards) via mappings.
Figure 8.1 shows the second adaptation. The adaptation is achieved via one Henshin

rule. The purpose of this rule is to reorder the days into two columns. The adaptation
changes the layout model. Intermediate containers for representing rows of two weekdays
are added, e.g., the container mon tue contains the layouts Monday and Tuesday. This
Henshin rule matches all days at once. Accordingly, only one match is required.
The third adaptation is implemented via two Henshin rules. These rules are depicted

in Figure 8.2. Both rules change the layout for a single day from a 2 x 12 grid to a
4 x 6 (Adaptation3 − 1) or a 1 x 24 grid (Adaptation3 − 2) respectively. Both adap-
tations change the layout model tree and insert layouts to model the respective grid.
Adaptation3 − 1 adds the four new containers 00 − 05, 06 − 11, 12 − 17 and 18 − 23,
which represent the new rows in the layout. Each of these containers contains six of the
original layouts for an hour. Adaptation3−2 removes the containers for the original two
rows and adds the layouts for hours directly under the root node for the layout. Both
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Figure 8.1.: The Henshin rule for Adaptation 2.

rules are parameterized via a parameter containerName that can be used to produce
the correct match for one specific weekday. Seven matches into the plan window exist
for this rule; one for every weekday.
Adaptation4 adds mappings that transfer the heating level for each hour to the respec-

tive output element in the user interface model. Figure 8.3 shows an excerpt from this
rule. Each element of type OutputOnly represents an hour of a weekday and is connected
to the heat plan of this room via a mapping type ContextModeltoUIModelV alue. Along
with each new mapping the source reference to the heat plan, the target reference to the
hour label, the type reference to its mapping type and the mappings reference from the
containing mapping model is added. The figure exemplifies the hours 0 to 9 on Monday.
The conditions of the scenario, given in Section 5.4, have been modelled as empty

Henshin adaptations with left application conditions. Overall there are 11 conditions.
The statistics of these conditions are shown in Table 8.3. The table shows the number
of nodes and the number of nesting levels in each condition.
Figure 8.4 contains an example for a nested condition. The figure shows the con-

dition D1. The condition requires that all places are connected to a mapping of type
DialogModeltoUIModel. The missing universal-quantifier in Henshin conditions is sub-
stituted by the equivalent expression ¬∃¬. For the analysis all conditions are combined
by creating a conjunction of these conditions. This enables us to check all conditions in
one analysis pass.
The next section discusses the analysis setup and results.

8.2.2. Evaluation of the Case Study Szenario

This section describes the criteria, setup and results of the evaluation of our case study.
We begin by describing the evaluation criteria defined by the SOE developers. Subse-
quently, we describe the test setup and discuss and interpret the results of the test.
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Figure 8.2.: Two Henshin rules for Adaptation 3.
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Figure 8.3.: An excerpt from the Henshin rule for Adaptation 4.
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Table 8.3.: Statistics of the conditions in the case study.

Condition Nr. Nesting Levels Nr. Nodes

D1 4 4

D2 4 4

UI1 4 4

UI2 5 11

UI3 4 7

UI4 4 7

L1 5 11

M1 4 6

M2 4 6

M3 4 6

M4 5 13

Before executing the experiment we discussed the evaluation criteria with the lead de-
veloper for UI components in the project SOE. The main concern of the developer was
the execution time of the analysis and its impact on the usability of the UI. The project
uses a web-based graphical user interface and the consistency analysis is carried out at
run time. Accordingly, it has been decided to use desired reaction times of web-based
graphical user interfaces as criteria for evaluation. Hoxmeier and Dicesare found that
long answering times impact user satisfaction and that reaction times in excess of 12 sec-
onds can cause the user to discontinue the use of the software system [32]. Shneiderman
further specifies different kinds of tasks and appropriate answering times [119]:

• Elementary tasks (e.g., typing, cursor motion or mouse selection): 50 - 150 mil-
liseconds

• Simple frequent tasks: 1 second

• Common tasks: 2-4 seconds

• Complex tasks: 8-12 seconds

The opinion of the SOE developer is that conflict resolution should be classified as a
common task. The detection of conflicts and calculation of additional information, like
fulfilling combinations, should stay within the 2-4 second range. However, if there is no
conflict the conflict detection should not delay other tasks. Adaptation itself (without
conflict resolution) has been classified as a simple frequent task. Thus, it should not take
longer than 1 second. Accordingly, the detection of conflicts (without the calculation of
additional information) should stay way under this boundary. From this we derived the
following evaluation criteria:

• The time for detection of conflicts should stay below 1000 milliseconds.
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Figure 8.4.: The implementation of a condition.

• If there is a conflict the time for detection and calculation of additional information
should stay below 2000 - 4000 milliseconds.

As a test scenario, the plan window, described in the previous section, is used as
model G for the analysis. All adaptation rules are matched to this model as indicated
by Table 8.2. Adaptations 3-1 and 3-2 are applied with all 7 matches. Thus, there is an
overall set of 18 production applications to be applied. These production applications
form the analysed set of production applications Prods. The conditions from the scenario
(cf. Table 8.3) form the set of analysed conditions Cons. For analysis they are joined
into one condition using conjunctions.
The test implementation loads the model, all rules and all conditions into memory and

builds G, Prods and Cons. Subsequently, the analysis for adaptation-adaptation and
adaptation-consistency conflicts is executed. The analysis of adaptation-adaptation con-
flicts consists of the calculation of conflicts and the calculation of fulfilling combinations.
The analysis of adaptation-consistency conflicts calculates the maximum graph and sub-
sequently calculates and simplifies fulfilment conditions. Finally, fulfilling combinations
are calculated. The tests are performed 1000 times. Since the implementation is in
Java, the influence of garbage collection on single test runs is a concern. System.gc() is
manually triggered before each test and a waiting time of two seconds is forced to enable
garbage collection to be executed between tests and thus minimise the chance of garbage
collection during the tests. Furthermore, the first 100 tests have been disregarded to
exclude start up overhead and simulate a running system.
We executed the tests on a notebook from Lenovo of model X230. The test notebook

contains an Intel Core i3-3120M Processor (3MB Cache, 2.10GHz) and memory of 4 GB
DDR3 - 1600MHz. A specification of the notebook can be found on the Lenovo website.1

1http://shop.lenovo.com/gb/en/laptops/thinkpad/x-series/x230/
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The results of the analysis are listed in Table 8.4. The table shows minimum value,
maximum value, mean and standard deviation of the times for all steps of the adaptation-
adaptation and adaptation-consistency conflict analysis.
The average overall time is 384 milliseconds, of which 7 milliseconds derive from the

analysis of adaptation-adaptation conflicts and 377 from adaptation-consistency con-
flicts. In adaptation-consistency conflicts the calculation of fulfilment conditions takes
341 milliseconds (89% of the overall time). The calculation of fulfilling combinations for
both types of conflict is far under one millisecond. This is consistent with the values
calculated in Section 7.4 where the time for calculating the fulfilling combinations was
only significant for bigger numbers of production applications.
The minimum overall time is 372,39 ms. The maximum overall time is 1318 ms.

However, this seems to be a runaway value. Of the 1000 samples taken only one had an
overall time of over 1000 ms. Most other values are close to 380 ms, as can be derived
from the standard deviation of five ms.
The mean time stays well below the one second required for simple frequent tasks.

On average the conflict detection requires below 400 ms, which leaves 600 ms for other
tasks. Compared with the time for complex tasks (2-4 seconds) the conflict detection
requires 10% - 20% of the overall time. Accordingly, the average time is well below the
available time for conflict resolution as a complex task.
As stated in Section 6.5.3 it is not always necessary to generate fulfilment conditions

right away. Instead the result of the adaptation could be checked and the calculation
of the fulfilment condition can be delayed till an inconsistency is detected. Since this
analysis requires about 90% of the overall time it would be a good idea to delay it to
reduce the effort for conflict detection when it is not necessary. However, even without
this optimisation the time meets the specified criteria.

8.3. Summary

In this chapter we described two evaluations of the Trollmann approach. The correct
behaviour has been shown by proving the main theorems. We explained the significance
of these theorems for the Trollmann approach. In addition, we described the application
of the implementation of our conflict detection to the case study from the project SOE.
The implementation has been evaluated with regards to requirements posed by the lead
developer for the user interface. The results show that the detection of adaptation
conflicts can be performed in the given time. This evaluation shows the practicality of
our approach within the parameters of this project.
The next chapter concludes the thesis.
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9. Conclusions

The aim of this thesis is the detection of adaptation conflicts and the provision of knowl-
edge for conflict resolution based on models@run.time. We categorised adaptation con-
flicts into adaptation-adaptation and adaptation-consistency conflicts and posited a set
of questions that need to be answered for both types of conflicts to provide knowledge
for conflict resolution. The detection of adaptation conflicts is based on a formalism
for representing models, their adaptation and structural conditions. We defined the for-
malism of graph diagrams for this purpose. For this formalism, we developed a set of
analysis methods that can extract the required knowledge about adaptation conflicts
and answer the questions.
The evaluation is performed in two phases. On the one hand, the correctness of

the formal definitions in this thesis has been proven in formal proofs. On the other
hand, practical applicability of the algorithms has been shown in a proof of concept
implementation of the framework that has been applied in the scope of a research project.
In this section we revisit the goals and contributions of this thesis and compare them

with our results in Section 9.1. Section 9.2 points out future work for the synthesis of
the results in this thesis. Finally, we make some concluding remarks in Section 9.3.

9.1. Contributions

As described in Section 1.1 the goal of this thesis is to enable the detection of adaptation-
adaptation and adaptation-consistency conflicts based on models@run.time. The aim is
to develop a formalism that can deal with multiple related models and define methods for
conflict detection based on this formalism. We posited a set of questions about conflicts
that need to be answered for both types of conflicts to provide knowledge for conflict
resolution in Section 3.4.
Contribution 1 is the specification of a formalism for representing structure, adap-

tation and structural consistency requirements of multiple related models. The result
is the formalism of typed graph diagrams, which is an extension of attributed typed
graphs for the purpose of expressing the structure of multiple models (cf. Section 6.4.1).
The formalism builds on the power of expression of attributed typed graphs to represent
models of different modelling languages. Morphisms in the diagram are able to repre-
sent relations between models. We combine the formalism with nested conditions and
graph transformation productions in the double pushout approach to represent struc-
tural requirements and adaptations of graph diagrams. This enables the application of
the existing formal results from graph transformation theory.
Contribution 2 is the extension of these theoretical results to answer the questions that

are relevant for conflict resolution (cf. Section 3.4). For the detection of adaptation-
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adaptation conflicts the detection of parallel independence has been optimized to an
algorithm that is able to find dependencies between a set of production applications
without the need to apply them. As a result of this algorithm a set of conflict descriptions
is produced. These conflict descriptions specify which adaptations are in conflict with
respect to which elements. We showed how the questions about conflicts can be answered
for adaptation-adaptation conflicts based on these conflict descriptions.
For the detection of adaptation-consistency conflicts an upper-bound estimation of

potential morphisms is derived from the maximum graph in Section 6.5.3. This maximum
graph is used to estimate morphisms that can exist in any subset of adaptations and
thus to reason about subsets that fulfil a nested condition when applied. On this basis
we defined an algorithm for generating fulfilment conditions. The generated conditions
can be evaluated with a subset of adaptations to find out whether this subset fulfils the
condition when applied. The fulfilment condition is used to answer the questions about
conflicts for adaptation-consistency conflicts.
The main results of the detection of both types of conflicts have been formulated

as theorems in Chapter 6. These theorems have been proven, thus showing correct
behaviour of these algorithms. The meaning of these theorems has been discussed in
Section 8.1. We supply our proofs for these theorems in Appendix B.
The third contribution is an implementation of the analysis methods. This implemen-

tation is based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework and the Henshin plugin for graph
transformation. It consists of a set of static classes described in Section 7. These classes
can be used for analysis of adaptation-adaptation and adaptation-consistency conflicts.
Our fourth contribution is a test of the implementation that evaluates its applicability

at run time. Two tests have been performed. Section 7.4 tests the implementation
based on the running example. We test the performance with different configurations of
parameters to assess their impact. These results can be used to estimate whether it is
practical to apply our algorithms in a specific modelling framework. We supplemented
these tests with the implementation of a case study in the scope of adaptive user interface
models from the research project SOE. The conflict detection mechanism was evaluated
and met the requirements posed by the developers in this project. We described the
implementation of this case study in Section 8.

9.2. Future Work

This section describes potential future work. The most obvious way to extend our
research is to complement the conflict detection algorithms described in this thesis with
conflict resolution strategies. Specifically, we envision an interactive approach which
resolves conflicts with the user in the loop. The implementation of such strategies will
also yield further requirements to the analysis environment. In addition to information
about conflicting adaptations and elements, information about the actual adaptation
or the severity of the conflict may be required to find a suitable resolution strategy.
Algorithms for providing this additional information or to reason about properties of
potential states of the models are subject to future work.
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The selection of adaptations and generation of matches has been excluded from the
conflict detection. Both aspects could be integrated into a more sophisticated analysis
of adaptation conflicts. The analysis of the selection of adaptations could lead to infor-
mation regarding conflicting preconditions for adaptations. The match generation can
also be integrated into conflict analysis. For example, adaptations that are not strictly
parallel independent may still be both applicable with different match morphisms. An
analysis that can propose alternate or changed matches could be a great benefit for
conflict resolution. For this, a formal representation of the rule selection and matching
strategy is required. The maximum graph could provide an upper bound for reasoning
about potential matches.
Another potential extension of the approach is a more sophisticated algorithm for

dealing with the reversion of production applications. In this thesis we restrict the re-
version to production applications that can be reverted independent of other production
applications. A more sophisticated algorithm could take dependencies between applied
production applications into account. For example, such an algorithm could revert all
dependent production applications along with the original production application. The
resolution of such dependencies is a complex task. However, as long as the reversion is
still represented by a single graph transformation production, it can be integrated into
our algorithms the same way as the reverse production applications. The generation and
maintenance of the set of reverse production applications as well as its interpretation in
a conflict resolution is more complex in these cases.
In the Trollmann approach we use the formalisms of graph transformation and nested

conditions as a formal basis. We selected these formalisms because of their good formal
foundation and the variety of existing results that can be applied for conflict detection.
However, there are also other formalisms for representing adaptations and structural
requirements as described in the related work in Section 4.2. One interesting point
for future work is to explore the relation to these formalisms and the applicability of
our algorithms in these formalisms. For example, OCL constraints have already been
translated into nested conditions for formal analysis [89] and could be integrated into
the Trollmann approach based on this translation.
Graph diagrams are the result of a categorical construction over the category of at-

tributed graphs. A similar construction can be made for other categories, e.g., petri nets.
As long as the category is anM-adhesive category, the diagram is alsoM-adhesive. Sev-
eral of the results given in this section are not specific to attributed graphs as a basis.
The only definitions that are specific to attributed graphs are the algorithm for detecting
adaptation-adaptation conflicts and the conditions for fulfilment of nested conditions.
Both definitions refer to specific elements within the attributed graphs contained in the
diagram. We plan to explore how elements could be generalized so our approach can also
be applied to other categories. Intuitively, it should be applicable to any M-adhesive
category that is constructed over sets similarly to attributed typed graphs.
One other thing that will be explored in future work is the applicability of our formal

framework to existing model-based frameworks. The example in Section 8 shows a
model-based framework based on the theory in this thesis can be created. It would be
interesting to see it applied to existing run time frameworks.
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9.3. Concluding Remarks

In this thesis we make the first step towards an analysis of adaptations based on run
time models. This analysis is required to assure that a self-adaptive software system
performs correctly despite adaptations. Since the full assurance at design time is not
always possible a run time method is required for this.
The results of this thesis enable an automated detection of adaptation-adaptation and

adaptation-consistency conflicts. As pointed out in the future work, this analysis needs
to be complemented with resolution mechanisms that can resolve the detected conflicts
and assure correct behaviour. Several other extensions of these results are also possible
in order to broaden applicability and gather more information for analysis.
The detection and resolution of adaptation conflicts is only one of the aspects of adap-

tations that needs to be assured. A full feedback loop for the adaptation process needs
to be established that can dynamically analyse and maintain the adaptive behaviour
based on run time models of the adapted aspects and the adaptations themselves [10].
One of the key challenges for such assurance approaches is the consistency of the run

time models with respect to their system under study. An analysis method can only
be as good as the information it is based on. Thus, the maintenance of the causal
connection at run time is a central aspect for all assurance approaches. A structured
approach for handling and assuring the causal connection itself is required to enable run
time assurance to tap its full potential.
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A. Existing Formal Definitions

In this appendix we list the formal definitions for the conceptual framework.

A.1. Definition of an M-Adhesive Category

This section contains the definition of anM-Adhesive Category . The definitions in this
section are taken from [35]. AnM-Adhesive Category is defined as follows:

Definition 24 (M-Adhesive Category (Definition 2.4 from [35])). AnM-adhesive cat-
egory (C,M) is a short notation for a vertical weak adhesive HLR category. The corre-
sponding vertical weak van Kampen (VK) squares are calledM-VK squares.

According to this definition an M-adhesive category is a vertical weak adhesive HLR
category. A vertical weak adhesive HLR category is defined as follows:

Definition 25 (Vertical Weak Adhesive HLR Category (Based on Def. 2.3 and 2.1
in [35])). Given a PO-PB compatible class M of monomorphisms in a category C then
(C,M) is called a vertical weak adhesive HLR category if pushouts in C along m ∈ M
exist and they are vertical weak VK squares, i.e. the van Kampen property is only
required for commutative cubes, where all vertical morphisms (a, b, c, d) are inM.
For all commutative cubes with the given pushout in the bottom and the back squares

being pullbacks (see Figure A.1) the VK property is the following equivalence: The top
square is a pushout if and only if the front squares are pullbacks.

Figure A.1.: Van Campen Cube for the Van Campen Property.

A.2. Graph Transformation Production and Transformation

In this section we give the definition of a graph transformation production. The ap-
plication of a graph transformation production with a specific match morphism implies
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A. Existing Formal Definitions

a direct transformation. We also give the definition of a direct transformation. The
definitions are taken from [38]. A graph transformation production is defined as follows:

Definition 26 (Production (Definition 5.1 from [38])). Given a (weak) adhesive HLR

category (C,M), a production p = (L
l← K

r→ R) (also called rule) consists of three ob-
jects L, K and R, called the left-hand side, gluing object and right-hand side, respectively,
and morphisms l : K → L and r : K → R with l, r ∈M.

A transformation is defined as follows:

Definition 27 (Transformation (Part of Definition 5.2 from [38])). Given a production

p = (L
l← K

r→ R) and an object G with a morphism m : L → G, called a match, a

direct transformation G
p,m⇒ H from G to an object H is given by the following diagram,

where (1) and (2) are pushouts:

A sequence G0 ⇒ G1 ⇒ ...⇒ Gn of direct transformations is called a transformation

and is denoted by G0
∗⇒ Gn. For n = 0 we have the identical transformation G0

id⇒ G0,
i.e. g = g = idG.

A.3. Definition of Nested Conditions

This section contains the definition of nested conditions. This definition has been taken
from [19]. It is as follows:

Definition 28 (Nested Conditions (Definition 4 from [19])). A nested condition over
an object P is of the form true or ∃(a, c), where a : P → C is a morphism and c is a
condition over C. Moreover, Boolean formulas over conditions over P yield conditions
over P , i.e., ¬c and ∧j∈Jcj are (Boolean) conditions over P , where J is an index set
and c, (cj)j∈Jare conditions over P . Additionally, ∃a abbreviates ∃(a, true), ∀(a, c) ab-
breviates ¬∃(a,¬c), false abbreviates ¬true, ∨j∈Jcj abbreviates ¬ ∧j∈J ¬cj and c ⇒ d
abbreviates ¬c ∨ d.
Every object and morphism satisfies true. A morphism p satisfies a condition ∃(a, c),

if there exists a morphism q in M such that q ◦ a = p and q satisfies c.
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An object G satisfies a condition ∃(a, c), if the condition is over the initial object I and
the initial morphism iG : I → G satisfies the condition. The satisfaction of conditions by
objects and morphisms is extended onto Boolean conditions in the usual way. We write
G |= c resp. p |= c to denote that the object G resp. the morphism p satisfies c. Two
conditions c and c0 are equivalent, denoted by c ≡ c0, if, for all morphisms p, p |= c iff
p |= c0.

A.4. Restrictions of M-Adhesive Categories

This section gives the definition of two restrictions ofM-adhesive categories. The defi-
nitions are taken from [40]. They are as follows:

Definition 29 (Finite Object and FinitaryM-adhesive category (Def. 2 in [40])). An
object A in an M-adhesive category (C,M) is called finite if A has finitely many M-
subobjects. An M-adhesive category (C,M) is called finitary, if each object A ∈ C is
finite.

Definition 30 (M-Initial Object (Definition 1 in [40])). An initial object I in (C,M)
is calledM-initial if for each object A ∈ C the unique morphism iA : I → A is inM.

A.5. Independence and the Local Church Rosser Theorem

In this section we describe parallel and sequential independence and the Local Church
Rosser Theorem. The definitions and the theorem are taken from [38]. The definitions
of parallel and sequential independence are as follows:

Figure A.2.: Morphisms for parallel independence.

Definition 31 (Parallel Independence (See Definition 5.9 in [38])). Two direct trans-

formations G
p1,m1⇒ H1 and G

p2,m2⇒ H2 are parallel independent if there exist morphisms
a1 : L1 → C2 and a2 : L2 → C1 such that g2 ◦ a1 = m1 and g1 ◦ a2 = m2

Definition 32 (Sequential Independence (See Definition 5.9 in [38])). Two direct trans-

formations G
p1,m1⇒ H1

p2,m2⇒ H2 are sequential independent if there exist morphisms
a1 : L2 → C1 and a2 : R1 → C2 such that h2 ◦ a1 = m2 and g2 ◦ a2 = n1

The Local Church-Rosser Theorem is as follows:
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A. Existing Formal Definitions

Figure A.3.: Morphisms for sequential independence.

Theorem 11 (Local Church-Rosser Theorem (See Theorem 5.12 in [38])). Given an

adhesive HLR system AHS and two parallel independent direct transformations G
p1,m1⇒

H1 and G
p2,m2⇒ H2 there are an object M and there are direct transformations H1

p2,m2′⇒
M and H2

p1,m1′⇒ M such that G
p1,m1⇒ H1

p2,m2′⇒ M and G
p2,m2⇒ H2

p1,m1′⇒ M are
sequentially independent.

Given two sequentially independent direct transformations G
p1,m1⇒ H1

p2,m2⇒ M there

are an object H2 and direct transformations G
p2,m2′⇒ H2

p1,m1′⇒ M such that G
p1,m1⇒ H1

and G
p2,m2′⇒ H2 are parallel independent.

A.6. Parallel Production and Parallelism Theorem

In this section we provide the definition of parallel productions and the parallelism
theorem. The Definitions and the theorem are taken from [38]. A parallel production is
defined as follows:

Definition 33 (Parallel Production and Transformation (Definition 5.16 in [38])). Let
AHS = (C,M, P ) be an adhesive HLR System, where (C,M) has binary coproducts

compatible with M. Given two productions p1 = (L1
l1← K1

r1→ R1) and p2 = (L2
l2←

K2
r2→ R2) the parallel production p1 + p2 is defined by the coproduct constructions over

the corresponding objects and morphisms:

p1 + p2 = (L1 + L2
l1+l2← K1 +K2

r1+r2→ R1 +R2)
The application of a parallel production is called a parallel direct transformation, or

parallel transformation for short.

The parallelism theorem is as follows:

Theorem 12 (Parallelism Theorem (Theorem 5.18 in [38])). Let AHS = (C,M, P ) be
an adhesive HLR System, where (C,M) has binary coproducts compatible withM.

1. Synthesis. Given a sequentially independent direct transformation sequence G⇒
H1 ⇒ M via productions p1 and p2, then there is a construction leading to a
parallel transformation G⇒M via the parallel production p1+p2, called a synthesis
construction.
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2. Analysis. Given a parallel transformation G ⇒ M via p1 + p2, then there is
a construction leading to two sequentially independent transformation sequences
G⇒ H1 ⇒ M via p1 and p2 and G⇒ H2 ⇒ M via p2 and p1, called an analysis
construction.

3. Bijective correspondence. The synthesis and analysis constructions are inverse
to each other up to isomorphism:

A.7. Transformation of Application Conditions

In this section we give the main theorems for the transformation of a global nested
condition to right application conditions and from right application conditions to left
application conditions. The theorems are taken from [19]. The definitions of the con-
struction operations can be found in this paper.
The theorems are as follows:

Theorem 13 (Transformation of Constraints to Right Application Conditions (Theorem
5 in [19])). Let ⟨C,M⟩ be a weak adhesive HLR category withM-initial object I and epi-
M-factorization. There is a transformation A such that, for all conditions c over I, all
rules p with righthand side R, and all morphisms m∗ : R→ H.

m∗ |= A(p, c)⇔ H |= c.

In this thesis we use rightAC(p, c) to denote A(p, c).

Theorem 14 (Transformation of Application Conditions (Theorem 6 in [19])). Let
⟨C,M⟩ be a weak adhesive HLR category withM-initial object. There is a transformation
L such that, for every rule p, every right application condition c for p, and every direct
derivation G

p,m⇒ H with comatch n,

m |= L(p, c)⇔ n |= c.

In this thesis we use leftAC(p, c) to denote L(p, rightAC(c)) for a nested condition
c and a production p.
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A.8. Attributed Typed Graphs with Inheritance

In this section we provide the definition of attributed typed graphs with node type
inheritance. For this the fundamental definitions of graphs, E-graphs, attributed graphs
and attributed typed graphs are given. The definitions are taken from [41].
The definitions are as follows:

Definition 34 (Graph (Definition 1 in [41])). A graph G = (V,E, s, t) consists of a set
V of vertices (also called nodes), a set E of edges and the source and target functions
s, t : E → V .

Definition 35 (E-Graph and E-Graph Morphism (Definition 6 in [41])). An E-Graph
G with G = (VG, VD, EG, ENA, EEA, (sourcej , targetj)j∈{G,NA,EA}) consists of sets:

• VG and VD called graph and data nodes (or vertices) respectively;

• EG, ENA, EEA called graph, node attribute and edge attribute edges respectively.

and source and target functions

• sourceG : EG → VG, targetG : EG → VG for graph edges;

• sourceNA : ENA → VG, targetNA : ENA → VD for node attribute edges;

• sourceEA : EEA → EG, targetEA : EEA → VD for edge attribute edges.

Let Gk = (V k
G , V

k
D, E

k
G, E

k
NA, E

k
EA, (source

k
j , target

k
j )j∈{G,NA,EA}) for k = 1, 2 be two

E-graphs. An E-Graph morphism f : G1 → G2 is a tuple (fVG
, fVD

, fEG
, fENA

, fEEA
)

with fVi : V 1
i → V 2

i and fEj : E1
j → E2

j for i ∈ {G,D}, j ∈ {G,NA,EA} such that f

commutes with all source and target functions, e.g. fVG
◦ source1G = source2G ◦ fEG

Definition 36 (Attributed Graph and Attributed Graph Morphism (Definition 7 in [41])).
Let DSIG = (SD, OPD) be a data signature with attribute value sorts S′

D ⊆ SD. An
attributed graph AG = (G,D) consists of an E-graph G together with a DSIG-Algebra
D such that


s∈S′

D
DS = VD. For two attributed graphs AGi = (Gi, Di) with i = 1, 2

an attributed graph morphism f : AG1 → AG2 is a pair f = (fG, fD) with an E-graph
morphism fG : G1 → G2 and an algebra homomorphism fD : D1 → D2 such that (1)
commutes for all s ∈ S′

D.
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Definition 37 (Typed Attributed Graph and Typed Attributed Graph Morphism (Defi-
nition 8 in [41])). Given a data signature DSIG, an attributed type graph is an attributed
graph ATG = (TG,Z), where Z is the final DSIG-algebra.
A typed attributed graph (AG, t) over ATG consists of an attributed graph AG together

with an attributed graph morphism t : AG→ ATG.
A typed attributed graph morphism f : (AG1, t1) → (AG2, t2) is an attributed graph

morphism f : AG1 → AG2 such that t2 ◦ f = t1.

Definition 38 (Attributed Type Graph with Inheritance (Definition 9 in [41])). An at-
tributed type graph with inheritance ATGI = (TG,Z, I, A) consists of an attributed type
graph ATG = (TG,Z), where TG is an E-graph TG = (TGVG

, TGVD
, TGEG

, TGENA
,

TGEEA
, sourcei, targeti)i∈{G,NA,EA}) with TGVD

= S′
D and Z the final DSIG-algebra

and an inheritance graph I = (IV , IE , s, t), with IV = TGVG
, and a set A ⊆ IV , called

abstract nodes.
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B. Proofs

This appendix contains proofs for the main theorems and definitions in Section 6. The
proofs are ordered by theorem.

B.1. Theorem 1 - The Category TypedGraphDiagramsDTG is a
Finitary M-Adhesive Category with M-Initial object

This section gives proof that the category TypedGraphDiagramsDTG is anM-adhesive
category, is finitary and contains anM-initial object. This is stated in Theorem 1.
The proof is as follows:

Proof. The proof consists of four parts. First, it is shown that the category of typed
graph diagrams TypedGraphDiagramsTG with a suitable class of monomorphisms is an
M-adhesive category. Based on that it is shown that the category of algebra-restricted
typed graph diagrams (TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) isM-adhesive. Subsequently, we
proof finitariness and the existence of anM-initial object. The four proofs are as follows:

1. (TypedGraphDiagramsTG,MTG) is anM-adhesive category.

The category TypedGraphDiagramsTG is constructed via slice and functor cat-
egory construction from the category AGraphs. This category is an M-adhesive
HLR category [38] with the class MAGraphs of injective morphisms that contain
isomorphisms on their data components. According to [38] both constructions pre-
serve the M-adhesive properties. Accordingly, TypedGraphDiagramsTG with a
classMTG of natural transformations consisting of morphisms fromMAGraphs is
anM-adhesive HLR category and also anM-adhesive category [35].

2. (TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) is anM-adhesive category.

The category (TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) is derived via two restrictions from
the category (TypedGraphDiagramsTG,MTG) (cf. Definition 9). On the one
hand, the scheme of the diagram is restricted to contain a finite number of objects
and morphisms. Since (TypedGraphDiagramsTG,MTG) isM−adhesive for any
scheme, this restriction has no influence on M− adhesiveness. The second re-
striction is the restriction to objects and morphisms from the category AGraphsD,
which is a subcategory of AGraphs. In the remainder of this proof we show that the
M-adhesive properties hold despite this restriction with the classM that contains
all monomorphisms.

The class M contains all natural transformations that contain only monomor-
phisms in AGraphsD which also are monomorphisms in AGraphs since AGraphsD
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is a subcategory of AGraphs. All morphisms in AGraphsD are isomorphic on their
data type. Accordingly, all monomorphisms in AGraphsD are inMAGraphs. Thus,
the natural transformations inM consist of morphisms fromMAGraphs and hence
M⊂MTG and all morphisms in TypedGraphDiagramsTG that are contained in
MTG are also contained inM.

M is closed under isomorphisms, composition, and decomposition, because this is
valid forMTG.

Pushouts and pullbacks in (TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) can be constructed in
(TypedGraphDiagramsTG,MTG). There, they are component-wise constructed
in AGraphs. Since the pushout and pullback along attributed graph morphisms
with identical data components yield morphisms with identical data components
and objects with the same algebra the pushout and pullback yield objects and
morphisms in the category AGraphsD. Thus, the constructed pushout and pull-
back objects in TypedGraphDiagramsTG are also in TypedGraphDiagramsDTG.
Since MTG is preserved by pushouts and pullbacks along MTG in the category
(TypedGraphDiagramsTG,MTG) andM contains all morphisms from this class
that are contained in TypedGraphDiagramsDTG the classM is also preserved by
pushout and pullbacks alongM.

Finally, the weak Van Kampen Property of (TypedGraphDiagramsTG,MTG) im-
plies the weak Van Kampen Property of (TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) since
pushouts/pullbacks of morphisms that are in both categories are also pushouts/
pullbacks in the respective other category andM⊂MTG.

3. (TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) is a finitaryM-adhesive category.

According to Definition 29 we need to show that all objects are finite to show that
(TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) is finitary

The category AGraphsD is finitary according to Gabriel since the number of nodes,
edges, node attribute edges and edge attribute edges are finite. Accordingly, all
objects in this category are finite [40].

A typed graph diagram A in (TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) is finite if it only
contains finitely many M-subobjects, meaning there are only finitely many at-
tributed typed graph diagrams A′ (up to isomorphism) for which a morphism
m : A′ → A ∈ M exists. The morphism m is a natural transformation that con-
tains a morphism inMAGraphs for each attributed graph a in A. Since AGraphsD

is finitary there is only a finite number of such morphisms for each a.

Since the scheme in (TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) is assumed to have a finite
number of nodes and edges there are only a finite number of attributed graphs
in A. As stated above, for each A there is only a finite number of morphisms
between attributed graphs. Accordingly, there are only finitely many possibilities
to combine morphisms targeting the attributed graphs in A to morphismsm. Since
there is only a finite number of such morphisms, A is finite.
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This property holds for each typed graph diagram in A. Accordingly, the category
(TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) is a finitaryM-adhesive category.

4. (TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M) contains anM-initial object.

For this part of the proof we show that the empty diagram init in the category
TypedGraphDiagramsDTG is anM-initial object.

The empty diagram init is a diagram from TypedGraphDiagramsDTG that only
contains empty attributed graphs. The morphisms in init are isomorphisms for
the algebra and data component and empty for all other components.

To show that init is an M-initial object we show that for any object A from
TypedGraphDiagramsDTG there is a morphismm : init→ A inM. This morphism
is a natural transformation that is component-wise defined on the objects n of the
scheme between the objects initn and mn.

For each n a morphism mn : initn → An can be defined that is empty for nodes,
edges, attribute nodes and attribute edges and an identity on the algebra and data
nodes. This morphism always exists. It is injective and thus a monomorphism.

Since such a morphism exists for each node in the scheme, the morphism m can
be constructed. It is compatible with the morphisms in the diagrams since all
morphisms in init consist of isomorphisms and empty components. Since m is a
natural transformation containing monomorphisms it is also a monomorphism and
thus contained inM.

Such a morphism can be found for any object A and is always in M. Since
all components except for the data elements in the attributed graphs in init are
empty and the mapping of the data elements is prescribed by the category no other
morphism can exist. Thus, the morphism for each object A is unique. Accordingly,
the object init is anM-initial object of (TypedGraphDiagramsDTG,M).

Since all four parts can be shown the theorem holds.

B.2. Theorem 2 - The Condition for the Existence of a
Morphism for Attributed Graphs are Correct and
Complete

This section contains proof that the conditions for the construction of a morphism as
given in Definition 14 describe exactly all situations where a morphism exists. This is
stated in Theorem 2 and illustrated in Figure B.1.
The proof is as follows

Proof. The proof consists of two directions which are proven separately. The first part
proofs that a morphism can be constructed as described in the definition if the condi-
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Figure B.1.: Illustration of the morphisms used in the proof for Theorem 2.

tions are fulfilled (⇒). The second part proofs that it is not possible to construct any
commuting morphism if any of the conditions are not fulfilled (⇐).

• ⇒
For this direction it is assumed that all conditions given in Definition 14 hold
it is proven that the morphism as described in this definition is well-defined in
all components, fulfils all conditions on attributed graph morphisms and fulfils
m1 = g2 ◦ a.
Well-Definedness:

The following statements hold because g2 and thus all components of this morphism
are monomorphisms.

1. fVG
: if property one is fulfilled f−1

VG,g2
is defined and unique for all nodes in

fVG,m1(VG,L1). Thus, the function f−1
VG,g2

◦ fVG,m1 is well-defined.

2. fVD
: This component is defined as identity and thus is well-defined.

3. fEG
: if property two is fulfilled f−1

EG,g2
is defined and unique for all edges in

fEG,m1(VG,L1). Thus, the function f−1
EG,g2

◦ fEG,m1 is well-defined.

4. fENA
: if property three is fulfilled f−1

ENA,g2
is defined and unique for all node

attribute edges in fENA,m1(VG,L1). Thus, the function f−1
ENA,g2

◦ fENA,m1 is
well-defined.

5. fEEA
: if property four is fulfilled f−1

EEA,g2
is defined and unique for all edge

attribute edges in fEEA,m1(VG,L1). Thus, the function f−1
EEA,g2

◦ fEEA,m1 is
well-defined.

6. fD: This component is defined as identity and thus is well-defined.

Fulfilment of the conditions:

1. Commutation of the data components (diagram in Definition 36):

The morphism fD as well as the morphism fVD
are defined as identities and

the set of data nodes and the algebra in L1 and C2 are the same. Thus, the
diagram commutes.

2. Commutation of the morphism a with all source and target functions :
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For the source function sourceG the following holds:

fVG
◦ sourceL1

G

=f−1
VG,g2

◦ fVG,m1 ◦ source
L1
G (Definition fVG

)

=f−1
VG,g2

◦ sourceGG ◦ fEG,m1 (Equation holds for m1)

=f−1
VG,g2

◦ sourceGG ◦ fEG,g2 ◦ f−1
EG,g2

◦ fEG,m1

(f−1
EG,g2

◦ fEG,m1 exists due to condition 1)

=f−1
VG,g2

◦ fVG,g2 ◦ source
C2
G ◦ f

−1
EG,g2

◦ fEG,m1 (Equation holds for g2)

=sourceC2
G ◦ f

−1
EG,g2

◦ fEG,m1 (f−1
VG,g2

◦ fVG,g2 is neutral)

=sourceC2
G ◦ fEG

(Definition fEG
)

The proof for targetG is analogous.

For the source function sourceEA the following holds:

fVD
◦ sourceL1

EA

=idVD
◦ sourceL1

EA (Definition of fVD
)

=sourceGEA ◦ fEEA,m1
(Equation holds for m1)

=sourceGEA ◦ fEEA,g2
◦ f−1

EEA,g2
◦ fEEA,m1

(f−1
EEA,g2

◦ fEEA,m1
exists due to condition 4)

=idVD
◦ sourceC2

EA ◦ f
−1
EEA,g2

◦ fEEA,m1
(Equation holds for g2)

=sourceC2
EA ◦ f

−1
EEA,g2

◦ fEEA,m1
(idVD

) is neutral

=sourceC2
EA ◦ fEEA

(Definition fEEA
)

The proof for targetEA, sourceNA and targetNA is analogous.

The equation m1 = g2 ◦ a holds

this property is proven component-wise over the components in a.

1. Components fVD
and idD:

Both morphisms are defined as the identity in m1, g2 and a and the result of
the composition of identities is the identity. Thus, the property holds.

2. Components fVG
, fEG

, fENA
, fEEA

:

For any fx with x ∈ {VG, EG, ENA, EEA} the following equation holds:
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fx,g2 ◦ fx
=fx,g2 ◦ f−1

x,g2 ◦ fx,m1 (Condition for the respective component)

=fx,m1 (fx,g2 ◦ f−1
x,g2 is neutral)

Thus, the property also holds for these components.

Since the property holds for all components of a, it holds for a.

• ⇐
This direction is shown by indirect proof. Starting from the assumption that there
is a morphism and one of the properties is not satisfied, we shows a contradiction.
This needs to be proven for all properties. Since the properties are defined anal-
ogous on different components of the morphisms the proofs are also analogous.
The proof for Condition 1 for component fVG

is used as an example. Here the
assumptions are as follows:

1. There is a morphism a with m1 = g2 ◦ a.
2. Condition 1 is not fulfilled i.e. there is a node v1 ∈ VG,L1 such that there does

not exist a node v2 ∈ VGC2
with fVG,g2(v2) = fVG,m1(v1)

According to Assumption 1 the equation m1 = g2 ◦ a holds and thus the equation
holds component-wise for all components of a. Thus, for the component VG the
following holds: fVG,m1 = fVG,g2 ◦ fVG,a. For the node v1 from Assumption 2 this
leads to fVG,m1(v1) = fVG,g2(fVG,a(v1)). This statement is in contradiction with
Assumption 2 since v2 = fVG

(v1) fulfils the equation, although Assumption 2 states
that no such node exists.

An analogue contradiction can be shown for conditions two (component fEG
), three

(component fENA
) and four (component fEEA

).

Thus, if at least one condition is not fulfilled there is no morphism a with the
above property.

• Both directions have been proven. Thus, the morphism a exists if and only if all
conditions are fulfilled and Theorem 2 holds.
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B.3. Theorem 3 - The Conditions for the Existence of a
Morphism for Typed Graph Diagrams are Correct and
Complete

This section contains proof for Theorem 3. This theorem states that the conditions for
the existence of a morphism in typed graph diagrams are correct and complete. The
conditions are given in Definition 15.
The proof is as follows.

Proof. We proof each direction separately. First, we prove that the construction of the
morphism given in Definition 15 is possible when the condition is fulfilled and leads to
a well-defined morphism that fulfils the required property (⇒). The second part proves
that the conditions are fulfilled if a morphism exists (⇐).

• ⇒
The proof for this direction consists of two parts. First, we prove that, given the
condition holds, the construction leads to a well-defined morphism. Second, we
prove that the equation m1 = g2 ◦ a holds.

Well-Definednes:

For each object s from the scheme S the morphism a(s) is defined as the construc-
tion of a morphism in attributed graphs from m1(s) and g2(s). This construction
is well defined as the conditions on typed graph diagrams contain the conditions
for the construction of a(s) from m1(s) and g2(s) from Definition 14. As stated in
Theorem 2 this construction leads to a well-defined morphism in attributed graphs.

The family of such morphisms a(s) forms a natural transformation. Each a(s) is
defined as g−1

2 (s) ◦ m1(s) (Because a(s) is component-wise defined in this way).
Since g2 and m1 are natural transformations and thus commute with all morphisms
in the diagram a(s) also commutes. Thus, the morphism a is well-defined.

The equation m1 = g2 ◦ a holds:

This statement can also be proven component-wise over the attributed graph mor-
phisms contained in a. For each object s from the scheme the constructed mor-
phism a(s) fulfils the following equation m1(s) = g2(s)◦a(s) because the conditions
in graph diagrams contain the conditions in attributed graphs from Definition 14.
The correctness of the construction in attributed graphs is stated in Theorem 2.

Since each contained morphism a(s) fulfils this equation the equation m1 = g2 ◦ a
is also fulfilled.

• ⇐
This direction is proven via a contradiction. Based on the assumption that there
is a morphism a but not all conditions are fulfilled a contradiction is proven.

The assumptions are as follows:
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1. There is a morphism a with m1 = g2 ◦ a.
2. For at least one object s from S the condition in Definition 14 for the existence

of a morphism x with m1(s) = g2(s) ◦ x is not fulfilled.

According to Assumption 2 the condition is not fulfilled for s. Accordingly, there is
no morphism x that fulfils m1(s) = g2(s) ◦ x because the conditions on attributed
graphs are correct and complete as stated in Theorem 2. However, the existence
of the morphism a in typed graph diagrams with m1 = g2 ◦ a (Assumption 1)
implicates the existence of a morphism a(s) with m1(s) = g2(s)◦a(s). Accordingly,
we can find a morphism x = a(s) that fulfils the equation. This is a contradiction
to the second assumption.

If the condition from Definition 14 is not fulfilled for at least one node of the scheme
this contradiction can be proven. Accordingly, it has to be fulfilled for all nodes if
there is a morphism a, which is the condition from Definition 15.

• Both directions have been proven. Thus, the morphism exists if and only if the
conditions are fulfilled and Theorem 3 holds.

B.4. Theorem 4 - Equivalence of Conflict Detection Conditions
in Attributed Graphs

This section contains the proof that the set-based condition for the existence of a mor-
phism from Definition 16 correctly specifies when an according morphism exists. This
is stated in Theorem 4.
The proof is as follows:

Proof. It has already been shown in Appendix B.2 that the conditions in Definition 14
correctly describe when a morphism exists. In order to show Theorem 4 this proof shows
that the conditions in Definition 16 are equivalent to the conditions in Definition 14
applied to L2, G and C2.

In both definitions the conditions are defined component-wise for the components
VG, EG, ENA and EEA of attributed graphs and their respective morphisms. Conditions
1, 2, 3 and 4 of each condition handle the same component and thus correspond to
each other. All conditions in each definition are identical but formulated for different
components. We proof the equivalence for the first pair of conditions for VG. The other
pairs can be proven analogous.
The proof consists of two directions. First, we show that the condition in Definition 14

implies the condition in Definition 16 (⇒). Subsequently, an implication in the other
direction (⇐) is shown.

• ⇒ For this direction we show that condition 1 from Definition 14 implies condition
1 from Definition 16. We proof this by indirect proof. We assume that condition 1
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from Definition 14 holds and condition 1 from Definition 16 does not hold. From
this we derive a contradiction.

The following is assumed:

1. condition 1 in Definition 14 holds, meaning:

f−1
V G,g1

◦ fVG,m2 is fully defined.

2. the set-based property does not hold, meaning:

fVG,m2(VG,L2) ∩ (fVG,m1(VG,L1)\fVG,m1(fVG,l1(VG,K1))) ̸= ∅
The morphisms l1, k1, m1 and g1 form a pushout as they constitute the first
step of the application of one production application. Because of the component-
wise construction of morphisms in attributed typed graphs the morphisms fVG,l1 ,
fVG,k1 , fVG,m1 and fVG,g1 also form a pushout. The elements in this pushout and
the morphism fVG,m2 are shown in the following figure.

From assumption 2 it it can be derived that there is at least one element vG ∈ VG,G,
and element vL2 ∈ VG,L2 such that fVG,m2(vL2) = vG , an element vL1 ∈ VG,L1 such
that fVG,m1(vL1) = vG and no element vK1 ∈ VG,K1 with fVG,l1(vK1) = vL1 .

Because assumption 1 holds we know that there is a vC1 ∈ VG,C1 with fVG,g1(vC1) =
fVG,m2(vL2) = vG.

In this situation the diagram spanned by the morphisms fVG,l1 , fVG,k1 , fVG,m1 and
fVG,g1 cannot be a pushout as vG is mapped from vL1 and vC1 but vL1 is not
targeted by fVG,l1 . This can be derived from the construction of pushouts in sets
and the fact that pushouts are unique up to isomorphisms. In this construction
the elements vL1 and vC1 would be mapped to different elements. Since this is not
the case this diagram would not be isomorph to a constructed pushout and is thus
not a pushout.

This shows a contradiction. Accordingly, the implication has to hold.

• ⇐
This direction is also shown by indirect proof. We assume that condition 1 from
Definition 16 holds and condition 1 from Definition 14 does not hold. From these
assumptions we show a contradiction, thus proving that condition 1 from Defini-
tion 14 has to hold when condition 1 from Definition 16 holds.
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The assumptions are as follows:

1. The set based condition holds, meaning:

fVG,m2(VG,L2) ∩ (fVG,m1(VG,L1)\fVG,m1(fVG,l1(VG,K1)) = ∅
2. Condition 1 in Definition 14 does not hold, meaning:

f−1
V G,g1

◦ fVG,m2 is not fully defined.

According to Assumption 2 there is at least one node vL2 ∈ VG,L2 such that there
is no vC1 ∈ VG,C1 with fVG,g1(vC1) = fVG,m2(vL2).

VG,G and the morphisms fVG,m1 and fVG,g1 are the result of the pushout of mor-
phisms fVG,l1 , fVG,k1 , fVG,m1 and fVG,g1 in sets. Accordingly, the morphisms fVG,g1

and fVG,m1 are jointly surjective. Thus, if fVG,m2(vL2) is not targeted by the mor-
phism fVG,g1 it has to be targeted by fVG,m1 and there is a vL1 ∈ VG,L1 with
fVG,m1(vL1) = fVG,m2(vL2).

According to Assumption 1 there is a vK1 ∈ VG,K1 with fVG,l1(vK1) = (vL1).

However, because the pushout with morphisms fVG,l1 , fVG,k1 , fVG,m1 and fVG,g1 is
a commuting diagram, this means there is an element vC1 = fVG,k1(vK1) ∈ VG,L1

with fVG,g1(vC1) = fVG,m2(vL2). This shows a contradiction to assumption 2 which
states that there is no node vC1 with this property.

Since the assumptions lead to a contradiction Condition 1 in Definition 14 has to
hold if Condition 1 in Definition 16 holds.

Both directions have been proven. Thus, the conditions are equivalent.
An equivalent proof exists for all other pairs of conditions. Thus, the conditions in

both definitions are equivalent.

B.5. Theorem 5 - Equivalence of Conflict Detection Conditions
on Typed Graph Diagrams

In this section we proof that the set-based condition for graph diagrams given in Defini-
tion 17 is equivalent to the condition given in Definition 15. This is stated in Theorem 5.
The proof is as follows:

Proof. The conditions from both definitions are as follows for all objects o in the scheme:

1. Definition 15: A morphism ao with m1(o) = g2(o) ◦ ao exists in the category
AGraphs according to Definition 14.

2. Definition 17: The production p2,o = (OL2(o) ← OK2(0) → OR2(o)) with mor-
phisms l2(o) and r2(o) and match m2(o) can be applied to OG(o) after the pro-
duction p1,o = (OL1(o)← OK1(0)→ OR1(o)) with morphisms l1(o) and r1(o) and
match m1(o) according to the conditions in Definition 16.
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Both conditions iterate over all objects in the scheme and for each object rely on the
condition for attributed graphs in Definitions 14 and 16 for the components of the graph
diagrams and morphisms for this object in the diagram.
The equivalence of the conditions in Definitions 14 and 16 is stated in Theorem 4.

Accordingly, the condition for each object of the scheme is equivalent.
Since the conditions for each object o in the scheme is equivalent the overall conditions

are also equivalent.

B.6. Theorem 6 - Well-Definedness of the Maximum Graph
and Supporting Lemmata

This section proofs that the maximum graph, as defined in Definition 18, can always be
constructed under the given conditions. Before giving the main proof in Appendix B.6.2
we define and proof several lemmata regarding the relation of maximum and deletion
production applications in Appendix B.6.1. These lemmata are used in the following
the proof of the main theorem and in the following proofs.

B.6.1. Lemmata

The first lemma describes that the maximum and deletion production application con-
structed from the same production application are parallel independent and if both are
applied lead to the same result as the original production application. This is stated in
the following lemma:

Lemma 1 (Decomposition of production applications). Given a production applica-

tion PA = (L
l← K

r→ R,m) to an object G, the maximum production applica-
tion PAmax and the deletion production application PAdel are parallel independent and
apply(G, {PAmax, PAdel}) is isomorph to apply(G, {PA})

The proof for this lemma is as follows:

Proof. Decomposition of production applications. In this proof we first show the parallel
independence of maximum and deletion production applications. Subsequently, we show
that their application leads to the same result as the application of PA.

The application of the relevant production applications is shown in Figure B.2. The
application of PA is shown in the upper half and the parallel application of PAmax and
PAdel is shown on the lower half.

The parallel independence of PAadd and PAdel requires the following morphisms [38]:

1. a : L→ G with idG ◦ a = m

2. b : K → I with u ◦ b = m ◦ l
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Figure B.2.: The relation between a production application and its maximum and dele-
tion production application. Upper Half: The application of PA to G.
Lower Half: The application of PAmax and PAdel to G.

The morphism a = m fulfils the first equation. The morphism b = i fulfils the second
equation because the left pushout in the application of PAdel has to commute. Since,
both morphisms can be found the maximum and deletion production applications are
parallel independent.
In a sequence that first applies PAdel and then PAmax, the match morphism of PAmax

is idI ◦ b. The application of PAmax with this match leads to a span I
idI← I

v→ G′. The
right pushout in this application is a pushout along the morphisms idI ◦ i = i and r. The
right pushout in the application of PA is a pushout along the same morphisms. Since
pushouts are unique up to isomorphisms the result of the application of PAmax after
PAdel is isomorph to the result of the application of PA.

The following lemma states under which conditions maximum and deletion production
applications are parallel independent:

Lemma 2 (Maximum and deletion production applications preserve parallel indepen-

dence). Given production application PA1 = (L1
l1← K1

r1→ R1,m1) with maximum
production application PA1,max and deletion production application PA1,del and produc-

tion application PA2 = (L2
l2← K2

r2→ R2,m2) with maximum production application
PA2,max and deletion production application PA2,del the following statements hold:
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1. PA1,max and PA2,max are parallel independent.

2. PA1,del and PA2,del are parallel independent if PA1 and PA2 are parallel indepen-
dent

3. PA1,max and PA1,del are parallel independent

4. PA1,max and PA2,del are parallel independent if PA1 and PA2 are parallel inde-
pendent

The proof for this lemma is as follows:

Proof. Maximum and deletion production applications preserve parallel independence. The
four cases can be proven separately as follows:

• Case 1: Parallel independence of maximum production applications.

Given two maximum production applications

– PA1,max = ((K1

idK1← K1
r1→ R1),m1)

– PA2,max = ((K2

idK2← K2
r2→ R2),m2)

applied, to a graph G with the following naming:

In order to show parallel independence, two morphisms a1 : K1 → C2 and a2 :
K2 → C1 with m1 = g2 ◦ a1 and m2 = g1 ◦ a2 are required [38].

The morphisms g1 and g2 are identities since they are the pushout complements
of identities idK1 and idK2 . Thus, C1 = C2 = G and g1 = g2 = idG. Accordingly,
the following equations hold:

m1 = g2 ◦ a1 = idG ◦ a1 = a1

m2 = g1 ◦ a2 = idG ◦ a2 = a2

Thus, it is always possible to find the morphisms a1 = m1 and a2 = m2. Ac-
cordingly, two maximum production applications to the same object G are always
parallel independent.

• Case 2: Parallel independence of deletion production applications.

The two deletion production applications PA1,del and PA2,del have the same left
hand side morphism and match as PA1 and PA2. Accordingly, the left pushout of
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their application is the same and the required morphisms for parallel independence
have to fulfil the same condition. These morphisms have to exist because PA1 and
PA2 are parallel independent. Thus, the deletion production applications are also
parallel independent.

• Case 3: Parallel independence of maximum and deletion production application of
the same production application.

This is true according to Lemma 1.

• Case 4: Parallel independence of maximum and deletion production application of
different production applications.

For the independence of PA1,max and PA2,del two morphisms a : L2 → G and
b : K1 → I2 are required with idG ◦ a = m2 and u ◦ b = m1 ◦ l1. An illustration of
the application of both production applications can be seen in the following figure.

The morphism a = m2 fulfils the first equation. Because PA1 and PA2 are parallel
independent there is a morphism x : L1 → I2 with u ◦ x = m1. Accordingly, the
morphism b = x ◦ l1 fulfils the second equation. Thus, PA1,max and PA2,del are
parallel independent.

The parallel independence of PA2,max and PA1,del can be shown analogous.

All four statements can be proven. Thus, the lemma holds.

The following lemma states that the application of maximum and deletion production
applications can each be done in one pushout

Lemma 3 (Representing Pushouts for Maximum and Deletion Production Applica-
tions). Given a production application PA to an object G with maximum production

application PAmax = (K
idK← K

r→ R,m◦ l) and deletion production application PAdel =

(L
l← K

idK→ K,m) the following statements hold:

1. apply(G, {PAmax}) leads to the same result as constructing the pushout G
m◦l←

K
r→ R

2. apply(G, {PAdel}) leads to the same result as constructing the pushout complement

of G
m← L

l← K
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The proof is as follows:

Proof. Representing Pushouts for Maximum and Deletion Production Applications. The
proof for both statements relies on the fact that one of the morphism in the respective
production application is an identity. The proofs are as follows:

1. Maximum Production Application

For the maximum production application the left hand side morphism of the pro-
duction is an identity. Accordingly, the result of the first step of its application
(building the pushout complement along the left morphism and the match) is
isomorph to G. The right hand side morphism of this production is exactly the

pushout ofG
m◦l← K

r→ R. Accordingly, the application of the maximum production
application leads to a result that is isomorph to the result of of the construction
of this pushout.

2. Deletion Production Application

For the deletion production application the first step of the application results in

the pushout complement of G
m← L

l← K. Accordingly, this pushout complement
exists. The right hand side morphism of the production and thus the second step
of the application is an identity and thus the result of the second step is isomorph
to that of the first step.

Since both statements can be shown the lemma holds.

B.6.2. Main Proof

The well-definedness of the maximum graph is described in Theorem 6. The proof for
this theorem is as follows:

Proof. The maximum graph is constructed by applying a set of maximum production
applications to the object G. This proof shows that the construction of maximum
production applications from Prods leads to valid production applications and that the
application of all maximum production applications to G is always possible.
The proof is done in two steps. First, we show that the construction of a maximum

production application leads to a valid production application. The second subproof
shows that it is always possible to apply all maximum production applications.

• Well-definedness of the maximum production application

Given a production application pai = ((Li
li← Ki

ri→ Ri),mi), the maximum pro-

duction application pai,max = ((Ki

idKi← Ki
ri→ Ri),mi ◦ li) consists of a graph

transformation production (Ki

idKi← Ki
ri→ Ri) and match mi ◦ li.
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The production correctly defines a span and both morphisms are inM. The mor-
phism ri is inM as it is contained in pai and pai is a valid production application.
The identity idKi is an isomorphism and thus also in classM.

The composition mi ◦ li leads to a valid morphism from Ki (the left hand side
of the production in pai,max) to the object G. The production is applicable with
this match morphism because the pushout complement along the identity idKi can
always be constructed.

Since the production and match of pai,max are well-defined, the maximum produc-
tion application is also well-defined.

• Applicability of all maximum production applications

From Lemma 2 we know that two maximum production applications are always
parallel independent, even if the original production applications are not. Ac-
cording to parallel independence and the Local Church Rosser Theorem (See Sec-
tion 2.2.4) it is always possible to apply a set of parallel independent production
applications and the result is the same for any order of application.

Accordingly, given a set of production applications to an object G, the set of
maximum production applications for these production applications is parallel in-
dependent and we can apply all of them to G. The result is the maximum graph.

Since maximum production applications are well-defined and parallel independent the
maximum graph can always be constructed given a set of production applications to the
same object.

B.7. Theorem 7 - Subset Properties of the Maximum Graph

In this section we give proof that a maximum graph contains all objects that result from
the application of any subset of the original production applications as sub-object. This
is stated in Theorem 7 by the existence of three inclusion morphisms for each subset.
The proof for the existence of these morphisms is as follows:

Proof. Inclusion Morphisms. Given a parallel independent set of n production applica-
tions Prods, the proof assumes an arbitrary but fixed subset of production applications
prod = {PA1, ..., PAi} ⊂ Prods where Prods\prod = {PAi+1, ..., PAn}. This proof
first shows that the application of production applications in the theorem is correct
and leads to the described objects and morphisms. Subsequently, we show that the
morphisms are monomorphisms.
Since all production applications in Prods are parallel independent we know that their

maximum and deletion production applications are also parallel independent (Lemma 2).
Accordingly, we can apply the Parallelism Theorem (See Section 2.2.4) and build par-
allel rules from them. Thus, the parallel rule PAprod,max of all maximum production
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applications for production applications in prod, the parallel rule PAprod,del of all dele-
tion production applications for production applications in prod and the parallel rule
PAProds\prod,max for all maximum production applications in Prods\prod do exist.
Since all production applications in prod and their maximum and deletion produc-

tion applications are parallel independent, any order of their application leads to the
same result according to the Local Church Rosser Theorem (See Section 2.2.4). Also,
according to Lemma 1 the pairwise application of maximum and deletion production
applications leads to the same result as the application of the original production ap-
plication. Accordingly, the application of PAprod,max and PAprod,del leads to the same
result as apply(G, prod). Similarly, the application of PAprod,max and PAProds\prod,max

leads to the same result as max(G,Prods). The application of these parallel production
applications is depicted in Figure B.3.

Figure B.3.: Illustration of the two orders of production applications and their intersec-
tion for the proof of Theorem 7.

As described in Lemma 3 the application of maximum and deletion production appli-
cations can be described as a single pushout. Accordingly, the application of PAprod,del

to max(G, prod) can be derived from the single pushout (1) in the figure. Therefore, the
morphism j = map′prod exists.
Similarly, the application of PAProds\prod,max to max(G, prod) can be derived from

the single pushout (2) in the figure. Thus, the morphism k = inclprod exists.
Since both the morphisms map′prod and inclprod exist their composition map′prod also

has to exist.
The category of typed graph diagrams isM-adhesive. Accordingly, the morphisms j

and k are inM becauseM is preserved by pushouts (1) and (2). lprod and rProds\prod
are inM because they are morphisms in a graph transformation production. SinceM
is a class of monomorphisms we know that j and k and thus map′prod and inclprod are
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monomorphisms and their composition mapprod is also a monomorphism.
Thus, all three morphisms exist and are monomorphisms. Therefore, the inclusion

morphisms into the maximum graph always exist.

B.8. Theorem 8 - Correct Definition of the Items in
Definition 19

In this section we proof that the elements defined in Definition 19 are defined correctly.
We prove the following three statements:

• The function required describes all production applications that are required for
the existence of a morphism.

• The function averse describes all production applications whose application is
averse to the existence of a morphism.

• The function possibleMorphisms describes all morphisms that are possible in any
subset of production applications.

This is stated in Theorem 8.
The proof is as follows:

Proof. Each statement can be proven separately as follows:

1. required

The proof for this statement assumes an arbitrary but fixed production application
p ∈ Prods. Both directions of the equivalence are proven separately. First, we
prove that if p ∈ required(q, Prods) the right hand side of the equivalence holds
(⇒). Subsequently, we prove that if the right hand side of the equivalence holds
then p is in required(q, Prods) (⇐).

• ⇒
This statement is proven by indirect proof. We assume that the left hand side
of the implication does not hold but the right hand side does. From this we
show a contradiction.

We make the following two assumptions:

i) The production p is an element of required(q, Prods).

ii) There is a set of production applications prod ⊂ Prods that does not
contain p for which a morphism qprod with q = mapprod ◦ qprod exists.

To show the contradiction we apply the productions in a specific order as
shown in Figure B.4. First, we apply the parallel maximum production ap-
plication for prod leading to max(G, prod) via one pushout (1). According to
Lemma 3 the application via one pushout is possible. Then, we apply p to this
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Figure B.4.: Illustration of the morphisms used in the proof for Theorem 8 (1)

maximum graph leading to max(G, prod′) where prod′ = prod∪p. According
to Theorem 7 there are inclusion morphisms inclprod and inclprod′ into the
maximum graph. Since these inclusion morphisms are defined over the mor-
phisms that result from the application of maximum production applications
we know that

iii) inclprod = inclprod′ ◦ i.
Because p is assumed to be in required(q, Prods) (Assumption i) ) the fol-
lowing statement holds: overlappAddElements(q, p) ̸= ∅. Accordingly, there
is at least one element e in max(G,Prods) that is targeted by q (there is an
ec ∈ C with q(ec) = e) and is contained in incl{p}(n(R))\incl{p}(n(r(K))).
For the application of p after prod we know that e is also contained in
inclprod′(nprod′(R))\inclprod′(nprod′(r(K))) because the production applica-
tion adds the same elements when it is applied after prod. Thus, we know:

iv) ∃eprod′ ∈ max(G, prod′) : inclprod′(eprod′) = e

v) @eR ∈ R : inclprod′(nprod′(eR))
′ = e

From Assumption ii) we know that there is an element eprod = q(ec) for which
the following holds:

vi) ∃eprod ∈ max(G, prod) : inclprod(eprod) = e

The diagram in Figure B.4 is on the level of graph diagrams. However, the
same diagram exists for each contained attributed typed graph and for each
component in this graph, because the objects and morphisms in graph di-
agrams are component-wise constructed over ATGs and the ones in ATGs
are component-wise constructed over sets. In the following we argue over the
component of the attributed graph that contains e, eprod, eprod′ and eR. The
objects and morphisms are all in sets, but form the same diagram as in the
figure. In this component we know that eprod′ = i(eprod). This can be derived
from iii) and from the fact that inclprod′ is a monomorphism and thus is sur-
jective in sets. Since i(eprod) and eprod′ are both mapped to the same element
e by this morphism they are the same element.
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Since (2) is also a pushout in sets and because eprod′ is mapped both from
max(G, prod) and from R we know that there is also an element in K that is
mapped to eprod′ via i ◦m′ and nprod′ ◦ r from the construction of a pushout
in sets. However, this is in contradiction with v), which states that such an
element does not exist.

Since the assumption that p is required but the right hand side does not hold
leads to a contradiction the right hand side has to hold.

• ⇐
This direction is proven indirectly by assuming that p is not contained in
required(q, Prods) and showing that in this case the right hand side cannot
be fulfilled. The right hand side consists of an all-quantified expression over
all subsets of Prods. The proof assumes one arbitrary but fixed subset of
production applications prod that contains p and for which a morphism qprod :
C → apply(G, prod) exists and fulfils:

i) q = mapprod ◦ qprod
From this we show that for prods′ = prod\{p} a morphism qprod′ with the
required property exists although prods′ does not contain p. In this case the
all-quantifier does not hold. Figure B.5 illustrates the relevant morphisms.

Figure B.5.: Illustration of the morphisms used in the proof for Theorem 8 (2).

If p /∈ required(q, prod) then according to Definition 19 the following holds:

ii) overlapAddElements(q, p) = ∅
According to Theorem 7 mapprod can be deconstructed as follows

iii) mapprod = inclprod ◦map′prod

From i) and iii) it follows that:

iv) q = inclprod ◦map′prod ◦ qprod
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For this reason a morphism qprod,max : C → max(G, prod) = map′prod ◦ qprod
exists and fulfills:

v) q = inclprod ◦ qprod,max

Because of ii) we know that p does not add any element that is targeted
by q. Accordingly, all elements in q(C) exist before applying p. Thus, all
elements qprod,max(C) in max(G, prod) have a pre-image in max(G, prod′)
under the inclusion morphism incl∗prod′ : max(G, prod′) → max(G, prod).
This morphism exists according to Theorem 7, if prod is interpreted as the
set of all production applications and prod′ as the subset. Accordingly, there
is a morphism qprod′,maxC → max(G, prod′) with

vi) qprod,max = incl∗prod′ ◦ qprod′,max

Since a morphism qprod that fulfills i) exists we know from Theorem 8 point 2
that all production applications in prod are not averse to q. Accordingly, all
pi ∈ prod are not averse and according to Definition 19 it follows that:

vii) overlapRemoveElements(q, pi) = ∅
From this we derive that no production application in prod′ removes any
element targeted by q. Accordingly, all targeted elements of qprod′,max are
present in apply(G, prod′) and for the morphism map′prod′ : apply(G, prod′)→
max(G, prod′) there is a morphism qprod′ : C → apply(G, prod′) with

viii) qprod′,max = map′prod′ ◦ qprod′

From viii) and vi) it follows that

ix) qprod,max = incl∗prod′ ◦map′prod′ ◦ qprod′
From ix) and v) it follows that

x) q = inclprod ◦ incl∗prod′ ◦map′prod′ ◦ qprod′
The morphism incl∗prod′ is the inclusion frommax(G, prod′) intomax(G, prod)
according to Theorem 7. The morphism inclprod is the inclusion morphism
from max(G, prod) into max(G,Prods) according to Theorem 7. Both mor-
phisms are derived from the application of parallel independent maximum
production applications via one pushout according to Lemma 3. They can
be combined to retrieve inclprod′ : max(G, prod′) → max(G,Prods) and the
following holds:

xi) q = inclprod′ ◦map′prod′ ◦ qprod′
From Theorem 7 it follows that:

xii) q = mapprod′ ◦ qprod′
Since prod′ is an example for a set that does not contain p but still fulfils
property xii) the all-quantifier on the right hand side does not hold. Thus,
whenever the statement on the right hand side holds for a production appli-
cation this production application is in required(q, Prods).
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2. This proof is divided into two parts. First, we show that for each production
application in averse(q, Prod) the right hand side of the equivalence is fulfilled(⇒).
Second, we show that each production application for which the right hand side is
fulfilled is contained in averse(q, Prod) (⇐).

• ⇒: This direction is shown by indirect proof. We assume an arbitrary but
fixed set of production applications prod ⊂ Prods that contains an averse
production application p and show that for this set no morphism qprod exists
that fulfils

i) q = mapprod ◦ qprod
where mapprod is the morphism according to Theorem 7 which can be decom-
posed into two morphisms as follows:

ii) mapprod = inclprod ◦map′prod

The statement is proven by assuming the existence of this morphism and
showing a contradiction. The objects, morphisms and elements used in this
definition are illustrated in Figure B.6.

Figure B.6.: Illustration of the morphisms used in the proof for Theorem 8 (3).

According to Definition 19 each production application p in averse(q, Prod)
fulfils the equation overlapRemoveElements(q, p) ̸= ∅. This set contains all
elements in max(G, prod) that are deleted by p and targeted by q. Let e be
one element from overlapRemoveElements(q, p) and eC be the element in C
with q(eC) = e. The fact that e is from overlapRemoveElements(q, p) means
that it is mapped from the left hand side of p but deleted in its first application
step. Since the maximum graph does not take into account deletions there is
an element emax ∈ max(G, prod) with

iii) inclprod(emax) = e

However, since p deletes this element there is no element eapply ∈ apply(G, prod)
with map′prod(eapply) = emax.
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The assumption, that a morphism qprod with the required property exists now
means that there is an element e′apply = qprod(eQ) with

iv) mapprod(e
′
apply) = e

From the decomposition of mapprod and iv) it follows that there is an element
e′max ∈ max(G, prod) = map′prod(e

′
apply) with

v) inclprod(e
′
max) = e

Since emax is not mapped by map′prod we know that emax ̸= e′max. However,
this means that both emax and e′max are mapped to e by inclprod according
to iii) and v). The morphism inclprod is assumed to be a monomorphism in
graph diagrams, which means, the morphism for the attributed graph that
contains e is a monomorphism in attributed graphs. Accordingly, the com-
ponent morphism for the component in this attributed graph that contains e
(node, edge, node attribute edge, edge attribute edge) is a monomorphism in
the category of sets. Monomorphisms in sets are injective morphisms. How-
ever, since the morphism needs to map the different elements eprod and e′prod
to the same element e it cannot be injective and thus inclprod cannot be a
monomorphism. This is a contradiction to the assumptions.

The assumption of the existence of qprod with the above property leads to
a contradiction for an arbitrary set prod that contains p. Thus, such a set
cannot exist and the right hand side of the equivalence has to hold for all
averse production applications p.

• ⇐: This proof shows that given the right hand side of the equivalence holds
it follows that p ∈ averse(q, Prods). We show this by proofing that the set
overlapRemoveElements(q, p) is not empty and thus, p is averse according
to Definition 19.

According to Point 3 in Theorem 8 the fact that q is contained in the set
possibleMorphisms(p, a) means that there is at least one subset prod ⊂ prods
for which a morphism qprod exists and fulfils

i) q = mapprod ◦ qprod
where mapprod is the morphism from Theorem 7.

Since p is assumed to fulfil the right hand side of the equivalence (meaning
it is not part of any subset for which such a morphism exists) this means
p /∈ prod. From the right hand side it also follows that for prod′ = prod∪{p}
no morphism qprod′ exists with q = mapprod′ ◦ qprod′ where mapprod′ is the
morphism from Theorem 7.

Since all production applications in Prods are parallel independent their
maximum and deletion production applications are also parallel indepen-
dent according to Lemma 2. Accordingly, they can be applied in any or-
der. Figure B.7 shows the relation of two application sequences that lead to
apply(G, prod) and apply(G, prod′). All maximum and deletion production
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Figure B.7.: Illustration of the morphisms used in the proof for Theorem 8 (4).

applications have been applied as single pushouts as described in Lemma 3.
Furthermore, the production applications in prod have been abbreviated by
building the parallel production application for their maximum and deletion
production applications.

In the figure the graph max(G, prod) has been created by applying the par-
allel production application for all maximum production applications in prod
to G. To this graph the maximum production application pmax for p is ap-
plied to arrive at max(G, prod′) via morphism hp. The parallel production
application proddel for all deletion production applications in prod is applied
to max(G, prod) to arrive at apply(G, prod). To arrive at apply(G, prod′)
the production proddel is applied first to arrive at H. Both applications of
this parallel deletion production applications are pushouts with the common
morphism lprod which is the left hand side of the parallel rule for the deletion
production applications in prod. From H it we can arrive at apply(G, prods′)
by applying pdel, the deletion production application for p. The result of the
application of this production application is the morphism gp.

From i) and from the fact that inclprod is the same as hp ◦ inclprod′ because
of its construction in Theorem 7 it can be derived that there is a morphism
qmax : C → max(G, prods′) which is defined as hp ◦map′prod ◦ qprod with

ii) q = inclprod′ ◦ qmax

The objects Lprod and Kprod are the coproduct of the left hand sides and
interfaces of the deletion production applications in prod. None of the pro-
duction applications in prod are averse to q. Otherwise the morphism qprod
that fulfils i) would not exist according to direction ⇒ of this proof. Accord-
ingly, overlapRemoveElements(q, pi) is empty for each production applica-
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tion pi ∈ prod. This means none of the production applications pi delete
any element that is targeted by qmax. Accordingly, we can find a morphism
qH : C → H with

iii) q = inclprod′ ◦ gprod ◦ qH
From the assumption that qprod′ does not exist it follows that there is at least
one element c in C for which there is no element cprods′ in apply(G, prod′)
with qH(c) = gP (cprods′). Accordingly, the element qH(c) has been deleted by
pdel, which means there is an element cL in L for which m′(cL) = qH(c) but
no element cK in K with l(ck) = cL.

Because of parallel independence of maximum and deletion production appli-
cations the mapping of L into the maximum graph via morphism inclprod ◦
gprod and match m′ is the same as its mapping via inclp ◦ h and match m as
used in Definition 19. Accordingly we know that

iv) inclprod(gprod(m
′(cL))) ∈ inclp(h(m(L)))\inclp(h(m(l(K))))

Thus, overlapRemoveElements(q, p) is not empty and thus p is averse for q.

Both directions hold and for this reason averse(q, Prod) contains exactly the set
of productions that forbid the existence of q.

3. In this proof we show that possibleMorphisms(Prod, p, a) contains all morphisms
q which exist in at least one subset of production applications from Prod. We
show both directions of the equivalence separately. First, we show that whenever
the morphism q is contained in possibleMorphisms(Prod, p, a) the right hand side
of the equivalence is fulfilled (⇒). Second, we show that the right hand side of the
equivalence implies that q is contained in possibleMorphisms(Prod, p, a) (⇐).

• ⇒
In this direction we show that a set prod that contains all required production
applications but no reverse production applications always exists and fulfils
the right hand side of the equivalence if q ∈ possibleMorphisms(Prods, p, a).
The morphisms mentioned in the Theorem are illustrated in Figure B.8.

Figure B.8.: Illustration of the morphisms used in the proof for Theorem 8 (5).
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From the fact that a morphism q is in possibleMorphisms(Prods, p, a) and
from the definition of possibleMorphisms the following can be derived:

i) p = q ◦ a
ii) required(q, Prods) ∩ averse(q, Prods) = ∅
Because of ii) the set prod always exists as required and averse production
applications are disjoint.

The elements in q(C) can be divided into three sets. Added elements are
the elements that need to be added by a production application in Prods to
exist. They are not contained in the original diagram G. Removed elements
are elements that are removed by at least one production application in Prods.
They are in G, but not in apply(G,Prods). Preserved elements are elements
that are neither added nor removed by any production application in Prods.

Preserved elements are already present in G and are not deleted by any
production application. Accordingly, for every preserved element q(pres) in
max(G,Prods) there is an element presprod in apply(G, prod) with q(pres) =
mapprod(presprod).

Each added element q(a) is added by exactly one production application p. In
this production application the respective element that is mapped to a is in
the right hand side but not in the interface. Thus, overlapAddElements(q, pi)
contains q(a) and is not empty. After applying all production applications
in prod this element has been added. Thus, there is an element aprod ∈
apply(G, prod) with q(a) = mapprod(aprod).

Similarly, each deleted element q(d) is deleted by a production application
for which overlapRemoveElements(q, pi) is not empty. Accordingly, that
production application is averse. The set prod does not contain any averse
production applications. Accordingly, the application of the production ap-
plications in prod does not remove this elements from G. Thus, we can find
an element dprod ∈ apply(G, prod) with q(d) = mapprod(dprod).

This shows that the preimage of q(C) exists for all elements under the mor-
phism mapprod. It is thus possible to define the morphism qprod as map−1

prod◦q.
This morphism fulfils:

iii) mapprod ◦ qprod = mapprod ◦map−1
prod ◦ q = q

pprod can be constructed as qprod ◦ a. Thus, it fulfils the following properties:

iv) pprod = qprod ◦ a
v) p = q ◦ a = mapprod ◦ qprod ◦ a = mapprod ◦ pprod
Since iii), iv) and v) are fulfilled the right hand side of the equivalence is
fulfilled. The set required(q, Prods) is an example of such a subset prod.

• ⇐
From the equation on the right hand side the following is given for a set or
production applications prod:
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i) prod ⊂ Prods

ii) morphism q with p = q ◦ a
iii) morphism pprod : P → apply(G, prod) with p = mapprod ◦ pprod
iv) morphism qprod : C → apply(G, prod) with q = mapprod ◦ qprod
v) pprod = qprod ◦ a
According to ⇒ of part 1 of this proof it follows that required(q, Prods) ⊂
prod from iv). From ⇒ of part 2 of this proof and iv) it follows that
averse(q, Prods) ∩ prod = ∅. Accordingly it follows that:

vi) required(q, Prods) ∩ averse(q, Prods) = ∅

Because of ii) and vi) q is in possibleMorphisms(Prods, p, a) as defined in
Definition 19

Since both directions can be proven the statement holds.

B.9. Theorem 9 - Correctness and Completeness of Existence
Conditions for a Morphism

In this section we proof that the existence conditions for morphisms defined in Defini-
tion 21 are correct and complete. This is stated in Theorem 9
The proof is as follows:

Proof. The statement existenceCondition(Prods, q) is defined as

• positiveCondition(Prods, q) ∧ ¬negativeCondition(Prods, q)

A morphism q′ exists in a subset of production applications prod ⊂ Prods if and
only if this subset contains all required and no averse production applications. The first
direction (⇒) holds according to Statements 1 and 2 in Theorem 8). The second direction
(⇐) has been shown in direction ⇒ of subproof 3 for Theorem 8) in Appendix B.8.
In this proof we show that the statement existenceCondition(Prods, q) is equivalent

to the statement that there is a set of production applications prod ⊂ Prods that
contains all required and no averse production applications. This is shown by proving
the following two statements:

1. eval(positiveCondition(Prods, q), prod) = True⇔ required(p, Prods) ⊂ prod

2. eval(negativeCondition(Prods, q), prod) = False⇔ averse(p, Prods) ∩ prod = ∅

Both statements are shown separately:
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• eval(positiveCondition(Prod, q), prod) = True⇔ required(p, Prod) ⊂ prod

Given an arbitrary but fixed prod ⊂ Prods the following holds:

eval(positiveCondition(Prods, q), prod) = True

⇔eval(∧pi∈required(p,Prods)(∧elem∈overlapAddElements(q,pi)(Adds(pi, elem))), prod)

= True (Definition of positiveCondition)

⇔∀pi ∈ required(p, Prods).eval(∧elem∈overlapAddElements(q,pi)(Adds(pi, elem)),

prod) = True (Evaluation of conjunction)

⇔∀pi ∈ required(p, Prods).pi ∈ prod (Evaluation of Adds)

(overlappAddElements(q, pi) ̸= ∅) if pi ∈ required(q, Prods))

⇔required(p, Prods) ⊂ prod (Definition of subset)

• eval(negativeCondition(Prods, q), prod) = False⇔ averse(p, Prods) ∩ prod = ∅
The following equation holds:

eval(negativeCondition(Prods, q), prod) = False

⇔eval(∨pi ∈ averse(p, Prods)(∨elem∈overlapRemoveElements(q,pi)

(Removes(pi, elem))), prod) = False (Definition of negativeCondition)

⇔∀pi ∈ averse(p, Prods)eval(∨elem∈overlapRemoveElements(q,pi)(Removes(pi, elem))

, prod) = False (Definition of conjunction)

⇔∀pi ∈ averse(p, Prods).pi /∈ prod (Evaluation of Removes)

(existence of an overlappRemoveElement if pi ∈ averse(p, Prod))

⇔averse(p, Prods) ∩ prod = ∅ (Definition of conjunction)

Since the equivalence of both statements holds the morphism q′ always exists iff the
existence condition is fulfilled because a subset of Prods that contains all required and
no averse production applications exists iff it fulfils both conditions and the morphism
q′ exists iff such a subset exists.

B.10. Theorem 10 - Correctness and Completeness of Reasons
for the Fulfilment of a Nested Condition

In this section we proof that the fulfilment reasons for constraints defined in Definition 22
are correct and complete. This is described in Theorem 10.
The proof is as follows:

Proof. The proof assumes an arbitrary but fixed set prod ⊂ Prods.
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The statement is proven via structural induction for conditions with finite nesting
levels. The proof is done for the conditions true, exists, neg and ∧. All other nested
conditions are shortcuts for combinations of these conditions. In the proof we assume
that the theorem holds for all inner conditions and show that it also holds for the outer
condition. The element true is the inductive beginning.
The proofs for each condition are as follows:

• c = true:

The following equation holds:

eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p) ∧ conditions(true, p, Prods), prod) = true

⇔eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p) ∧ true, prod) = true (Definition 22)

⇔eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p), prod) = true
(true is neutral in conjunctions)

⇔∃p′ : P → apply(G, prod) : p = mapprod ◦ p′ (Theorem 9)

⇔∃p′ : P → apply(G, prod) : p = mapprod ◦ p′ ∧ p′ |= true
(true is always fulfilled)

Thus, for c = true the statement holds.

• c = ¬c′

The following equation holds:

eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p) ∧ conditions(¬c′, p, Prods), prod) = true

⇔eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p) ∧ ¬conditions(c′, p, Prods), prod) = true
(Definition 22)

⇔eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p), prod) = true∧
eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p) ∧ conditions(c′, p, Prods), prod) = false

(evaluation of conjunction and negation)

⇔(∃p′ : P → apply(G, prod) : p = mapprod)∧
eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p) ∧ conditions(c′, p, Prods), prod) = false

(Theorem 9)

⇔(∃p′ : P → apply(G, prod) : p = mapprod)∧
¬((∃p′ : P → apply(G, prods) : p = mapprod) ∧ p′ |= c′)

(theorem holds for inner condition)

⇔(∃p′ : P → apply(G, prod) : p = mapprod) ∧ ¬(p′ |= c′) (conjunction)

⇔(∃p′ : P → apply(G, prod) : p = mapprod) ∧ p |= ¬c′
(definition of fulfillment of negated condition)
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B. Proofs

• c = ∧j∈Jcj
The following equation holds:

eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p) ∧ reasons(∧j∈Jcj , p, Prods), prod) = true

⇔eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p) ∧ ∧j∈Jreasons(cj , p, Prods), prod) = true
(Definition 22)

⇔(∧j∈Jeval(existenceCondition(Prods, p) ∧ reasons(cj , p, Prods), prod))

= true (Definition 20)

⇔∀j∈J(eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p) ∧ reasons(cj , p, Prods), prod)

= true) (definition of conjunction)

⇔∀j∈J(∃p′ : P → apply(G, prod) : p = mapprod ◦ p′ ∧ p′ |= cj)
(fulfilled for inner condition)

⇔∃p′ : P → apply(G, prod) : p = mapprod ◦ p′ ∧ ∀j∈J(p′ |= cj)
(mapprod is a monomorphism)

⇔∃p′ : P → apply(G, prod) : p = mapprod ◦ p′ ∧ p′ |= (∧j∈Jcj)
(definition of conjunction)

Thus, for c = ∧j∈Jcj the statement holds.
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B. Proofs

• c = ∃(a, c′)
The following equation holds:

eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p) ∧ reasons(∃(a, c′), p, Prods), prod) = true

⇔eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p)∧
∨q∈possibleMorphisms(Prods,p,a) (reasons(c

′, q, Prods)), prod) = true

(Definition 22)

⇔eval(existenceCondition(Prods, p), prod) = true∧
∨q∈possibleMorphisms(Prods,p,a) eval(existenceCondition(Prods, q)

∧ reasons(c′, q, Prods), prod) = true (Definition 20)

⇔∃p′ : C → apply(G, prod) : p = mapprod ◦ p′∧
∨q∈possibleMorphisms(Prods,p,a) eval(existenceCondition(Prods, q)

∧ reasons(c′, q, Prods), prod) = True (Definition 21)

⇔∃p′ : C → apply(G, prod).p = mapprod ◦ p′∧
(∨q∈possibleMorphisms(Prods,p,a)∃q′ :
C → apply(G, prod) : q = mapprod ◦ q′ ∧ q′ |= c′)

(fulfilled for inner conditions)

⇔∃p′ : C → apply(G, prod).p = mapprod ◦ p′∧
∃q : C → max(G,Prods).p = q ◦ a
∃q′ : C → apply(G, prod) : q = mapprod ◦ q′ ∧ q′ |= c′

(q ∈ possibleMorphisms(Prods, p, a))

⇔∃p′ : C → apply(G, prod).p = mapprod ◦ p′∧
∃q : C → max(G,Prods).p = q ◦ a
∃q′ : C → apply(G, prod) : q = mapprod ◦ q′ ∧ q′ |= c′∧
p′ = q′ ◦ a (mapprod is a monomorphism)

⇔∃p′ : C → apply(G, prod).p = mapprod ◦ p′ ∧ p′ |= ∃(a, c′)
(definition of existence)

Thus, for c = ∃(a, c′) the statement holds.

The statement holds for the inductive beginning true and for all ways to construct
nested conditions out of other nested conditions and thus holds for all nested conditions
with finite nesting levels.
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